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Gérard Lefebvre
President & CEO
Cleverdis

A WORD FROM
THE PRESIDENT…

The year 2005 marked a new stage in the evolution of Cleverdis,
with the establishment of qualitative partnerships with the
organizers of the largest trade shows in the world.
On the European level, after Deutsche Messe for Cebit Hanover
in March 2005, then Berlin Messe for IFA Berlin in September
2005, Cleverdis has established a very strong partnership with
the organisers of ISE 2006. ISE Brussels 2006 is jointly sponsored
by the three leading electronic systems industry associations: the
Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association®
(CEDIA®), the International Communications Industries
Association® (ICIA®)/Infocomm, and the National Systems
Contractors Association® (NSCA®).
This partnership was the logical progression on the ongoing
relationship that Cleverdis established 5 years ago with
INFOCOMM in the United States.
In France, it is with Reed Exhibitions that Cleverdis is working
hand in hand on such shows as Visual Communication/Digital
Signage, Satis, IT-Partners, Equip' Hotel, etc.
Cleverdis is multiplying this type of alliance to allow our partners
– manufacturers, system integrators, VAR's, Corporate Buyers,
etc. – to benefit from a formidable synergy between the various
communication vectors:
• Trade shows, privileged meeting spaces;
• Cleverdis Guides, decision-making tools – an essential aid to
the construction of RFI, RFQ and often even to their answers;
• SMARTreports – the true "state of the art of the electronics
industry" for vertical markets;
• and, of course, "the lethal weapon" – the marketing services of
our famous Cleverdis Special Reports.
The latter have proven to have incredible effectiveness since their
creation, three years ago, for all those who have used them.
Allowing targeted... even "surgical" strikes, they indeed allow
companies to deal with precise problems that relate to customer
targeting, an area, a market, a technology, a product, or a message…

These Special Reports answer very precise needs on behalf of the
decision makers when it comes to the measurability of the ROI
of their marketing as well as guaranteeing increased effectiveness
in the selection process of purchasers in channel and large
corporations.
Cleverdis has also continued its policy of partnerships with the
representative organisations and associations, privileging those
who are playing a truly educational role, supporting the
harmonious development of markets.
It is thus for example that Cleverdis took an active part in the
creation of the APCAD (Association for the Promotion of
Dynamic Audiovisual Communication) of which we are thus a
founder member.
Finally in the field of economic press, the creation of a High Tech
Publication with the prestigious French Newspaper "Le Nouvel
Economiste" marks a significant new step in the installation of a
communication bridge – between the "powers that be" (political,
economic, social…) within major corporations and organisations
– and the leading lights of the "digital" industry.
More than ever, in 2006 Cleverdis will remain faithful to its
educational mission.
Our role is to make like easier for the purchasers, and not to
disseminate information "en masse", or in the form of "scoops".
We continue to endeavour to solely communicate on those
technologies, products and solutions that are truly operational...
that are truly useful and usable.
More than ever, we are proud of – and foster – our independent
role and our objectivity which are at the heart of our philosophy.
We salute all those thanks to whom this independence can be
preserved.
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EDITORIAL
by Richard Barnes
Editor in Chief

A healthy market is driven by savvy selling… and this can only be achieved through a
thorough understanding of the sector you’re working in. Perhaps nowhere is this more the
case than in the market for new technologies interacting in what’s today become the
catch-cry of “Digital Convergence”.
Digital convergence is indeed changing our lives, and is opening many doors of opportunity for retailers, while causing major market upheaval at the same time through the
evolution of distribution models and profit margins.
In this publication, we aim to clarify market trends in order that you may be better able to
anticipate sales volumes and prices. We also give you vital information about the key
manufacturers in the market.
Most importantly, we outline the sales and distribution policies of these manufacturers in
a way that has not been done until now. In other words, we present, in the form of a true
“sourcebook”, the vital information you need to know about your key supply partners …
or potential partners.
You will also find the definitive Who’s Who of Integrated Systems Europe, giving you the
right contacts for your business dealings.
We trust that this sourcebook will become an invaluable tool in the hands of anyone
working in channel.
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THE MARKET...
Understanding trends
that influence
distribution

FUTURE VISION
TRENDS TO WATCH
WHO IS BUYING?
THE CORPORATE MARKET
In the professional domain, the
purchasing of AV products is becoming
more and more centralised. IT
departments are taking on an increasing
role in the acquisition of AV gear as digital
convergence kicks-in. Central purchasing
departments are still the most important
within the buying process, with marketing
and sales departments purchasing more
often through centralised planning rather
than in individual bids. This is due to an
increasing need for across the board
homogenisation of inventory, particularly
due to new networking capabilities. It is
extremely important to be able to target
communication towards those who are
really responsible for the purchase of AV
equipment in major corporations,
educating them on how to integrate
display products with complementary
display
accessories,
components,
hardware and software. Resellers need to
be coached on how to integrate displays
with ceiling/wall mounting devices,

www.cleverdis.com

desktop mounting and bracketing, display
enclosures, kiosk enclosures, display
mounted PCs and content management
software.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE IT/AV
CHANNEL
For “cross-over” distributors, speed of
growth will depend very much on
positioning, the range of services offered
and relative size. Resellers are attempting
to add value by reinforcing technical
personnel. One of the most sought-after
support services that resellers are seeking
from manufacturers and distributors is that
of training. While box-moving (i.e. simple
LCD projectors) remains an important part
of the mix, added-value technical
solutions such as assistance in system
integration and extended maintenance
contracts are being given added
emphasis. The new digital integrators are
leveraging their full IT and networking
experience and merging that with
additional expertise in AV solutions. Those
distributors who have been more
traditionally IT based are working on
finding ways to add value as margins

continue to be whittled away. In other
words, the traditional channels are
tending to converge somewhat, and while
the dynamics are different in the AV
channel, the latter is having to take
account of the growing force of the IT
channel in moving electronics gear more
and more as a commodity item. As we see
companies like HP and Dell selling TVs,
traditional AV manufacturers such as Sony
and Philips are playing on their key values
and brand background. The battle will be
interesting to follow.

IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING
TABS ON THE MARKET
In today’s all-digital world, resellers who
are able not only to track trends, but to
better anticipate them than the others, will
be the winners.
The Monitor Market
We’re seeing the continuing decline of
CRT, the rise of LCD, the decline of the PC
bundle and the growth of the notebook.
So how does one optimise results?
On the consumer side, it is important to
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bring out new, different styles as part of
the current offering, while in BtoB, there is
more emphasis on ergonomics, total cost
of ownership and environmentally
friendly designs.
When will CRT finally disappear?
While emerging markets continue to be
big buyers of CRT screens, in Europe, CRT
now occupies only around 20% of sales.
In terms of monitor trends, more people
are also tending to buy screens separately,
rather than buying bundles. Companies
such as Samsung and LG are benefiting
from their specific know-how in the
display market to put together attractive
monitors that may be combined with any
CPU.

CONSUMERISM
The Impact of Consumer Technology
on Enterprise Infrastructure
Gartner
Strategic
Planning
Assumption: By 2012, consumer
technologies will be fully incorporated
and integrated into all settings —
office, home, remote office, transit and
recreation (0.7 probability).
In a recent presentation in Cannes,
Gartner outlined how they see the
impact of consumer technology on the
enterprise during the next five years.

Monitor/TV Convergence
With the convergence between LCD
monitors and TVs, AV and IT channels are
totally converging. With the rapid growth
of LCD presence, a large number of LCD
monitors are being used as multimedia
displays, although tuners are generally
being avoided due to import duties. This
also means that the split between
professional and consumer markets is
becoming increasingly blurred. Another
prime example of PC multimedia
convergence is that of the Toshiba Qosmio
branded AV Notebook PC. The Qosmio is
a highly integrated, mobile personal
entertainment and computing device that
offers users a "Four-in-One" experience
with TV, audio, DVD recorder and PC
functionality. Toshiba say the Qosmio is
regarded as a significant milestone in their
global digital convergence strategy and is
Toshiba’s first in a line of innovations, redefining how consumers think about
digital products and entertainment.

THE EVOLUTION
OF RETAIL SALES
With the evolution of products and
changing distribution channels, different
kinds of retailers are thus emerging and
becoming dominant in the current market
scenario. Shops such as Mediamarkt are
benefiting from the reduced margins to be
able to increase turnover and make life
much harder for more traditional AV
stores.

THE WEEE DIRECTIVE
As you are probably aware, the EU
Directives relating to Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and
Restrictions of Hazardous Substances are
bringing about the passing of legislation in
various
member
states,
meaning
producers will be responsible for the

According to Gartner’s Steve Prentice
and Jim Tully, “Many technologies
have been introduced in consumer
markets only to be rejected by
enterprises. Classic examples include
GUIs, the Internet, mobile phones,
WiFi and even the PC itself (remember
the Apple II). All have subsequently
found widespread adoption in the
enterprise, although this has often
been a "post event" acknowledgement
rather than active embracing of
technologies previously dismissed as
trivial or inappropriate.
Technologies like IM, podcasting,
blogging and desktop search are
changing the way people work,
communicate and organise data. The
wider uptake of technology (more than
2 billion mobile phones, 50 percent

collection, treatment and disposal of their
own products. The aim of the new
European Union WEEE directive is to
collect waste from electronic and
electrical equipment throughout the
European Union (EU) and to increase
reuse and recycling. The directive makes
manufacturers and importers of these
products responsible for the recycling and
disposal of goods placed on a national
market. While the EU intended to have
the directive transposed into national
legislation in all member states by August
13, 2005, not all of them have yet adopted
the directive. However, WEEE is now
effective in Austria, Belgium, Finland, the
Netherlands, Spain and Sweden. Other
EU member states are expected to
implement WEEE during 2005 and 2006.
The provisions of the WEEE Directive are
set to apply to products and producers
irrespective of the selling technique,
including distance and electronic selling

6 I EMEA Distribution Channel Annual Sourcebook • 2006

plus broadband penetration in many
countries, VoIP, PCs in the home) have
enabled a societal revolution about
the way people communicate and
organise their lives — with an often
significantly
different
work-life
balance to that of the preceding
generation.
The impact of consumer IT thus goes
beyond the direct impact of consumer
technology on enterprise IT (the main
focus of this presentation). The indirect
impact of the societal changes that
have
afflicted
an
enterprise's
customers (and therefore the business
strategies and distribution models it
must adopt in this brave new world)
are equally significant, as are the new
expectations in working conditions
that these consumers have as
employees, and how the enterprise
must react to these new "rules of
engagement."
Action Item: Consumer IT impacts
enterprises at three levels: directly,
indirectly via changes to their
customers and business models, and
the new set of expectations of their
employees. All must be addressed to
avoid significant issues.”

throughout the Union. In other words, as
the directive comes into force throughout
member states, it doesn’t matter how you
sell electronic goods, you will also have to
ensure reverse logistics and recycling.
Manufacturers assisting more directly in
such actions will find that they gain
market share through this facility. For
more details on the WEEE Directive,
please consult www.cleverdis.com.

INGRAM MICRO EUROPE
AND HP TEAM UP TO
OPTIMIZE WEEE DEPLOYMENT
IN DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL
It is interesting to note that Ingram Micro
Europe, a division of Ingram Micro Inc.,
the world’s largest technology distributor,
is teaming up with HP to optimise the
deployment of the new European Union
Directive for (WEEE) into the European
distribution channel to minimise potential

www.cleverdis.com
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business impact for its reseller customers.
With the general agreement reached, HP
and Ingram Micro are taking ownership
and
responsibility
for
WEEE
implementation of HP-branded products
and have jointly developed solutions to
limit the business impact of this new
directive for reseller customers and the IT
distribution channel across Europe.
Karel Everaet, Vice President Legal Affairs
Ingram Micro Europe commented: “With
WEEE, the European IT channel is faced
with new and complex environmental
legislation. Under this directive, the
original manufacturer is deemed producer
and is as such responsible for the WEEE
obligations and the additional costs
involved. In certain cases however,
Ingram Micro or its resellers can also be
deemed producer under WEEE when they
import products from another EU country.
With the help of our manufacturer
partners, Ingram Micro wants to avoid that
resellers are identified as producers under

WEEE. We have now reached an
agreement with HP whereby it will accept
the WEEE responsibility for its products in
all cases, removing complexity, potential
business limitations and additional costs
for our resellers and the IT distribution
channel. HP has taken a leading role in
this respect and chosen to immediately
avoid duplication of costs in the IT
channel.”
Jos Brenkel, HP’s vice president of its
Solution Partners Organisation (SPO),
Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA),
explained: “As a founding member of the
first pan-European Recycling Platform
(ERP), HP is leading the way in
implementing the WEEE across Europe.
Together with Ingram Micro and our
European partners, we will ensure that the
WEEE’s requirements are fulfilled
throughout our supply chain, and that the
benefits of this Directive will also reach
our customers.”

Karel Everaet added “As the largest global
distributor of technology products, Ingram
Micro is committed to a safe and healthy
environment and has been working
diligently to ensure its compliance with
WEEE legislation. The way we will now
handle WEEE with HP is the most cost
efficient way for the entire IT distribution
channel. We intend to implement the
same model with other partners in the
following months”.
In preparation for the WEEE Directive,
Ingram Micro has created a European task
force
to
champion
the
WEEE
implementation in all fourteen Ingram
Micro offices across Europe. WEEE is a
complex matter for all channel partners
involved as the legislation can differ from
country to country. Ingram Micro is
actively working with its partners in all
countries to optimise and support
implementation in each country.

Eastern and Western Europe –
Major Divergence
A recent study on the Professional Large
Display
from
InterConnection
Consulting Group underlines the fact
that the differences between the Eastern
and Western European markets are
larger than one would have suspected.
While the Institutional TV Segment in
Western Europe is currently the fastestgrowing segment and will increase its
share of the total market this year by a
fabulous 10%, it will drop by 7% in
Eastern Europe. Equally surprising are
the findings for the Distribution
Channels. 25% of Professional Large
Displays are sold via System Integrators
in Eastern Europe, while the figure is
only 16% in Western Europe.
The Professional Large Display market in
Eastern Europe will grow by 50% in
2005. Therefore it is important that
companies gain a detailed insight into
the Eastern European market and
distribution structure.

Large sales partners are scarce in
Eastern Europe
The Eastern European market is particularly characterised by small and
medium-sized local distributors and
dealers. Approximately 48% of all
dealers sold between 0 and 50
Professional Large Displays in 2005. This
accounts for 12% of total sales. 44% of
dealers sold between 50 and 200 units,
accounting for half of the total sales.

www.cleverdis.com

There are only a few dealers (approx.
2,1%) that sell more than 500 units. In
Western Europe, on the other hand, 26%
of dealers sell more than 1000 units,
obtaining 31% of the total sales. Western
European big players such as Techdata or
Ingram Micro have recognised this
potential in Eastern Europe and have
already jumped into the market so that
they do not miss this opportunity.

70% of sales are via Specialists
and System Integrators
The otherwise promising IT Channel
plays a relatively unimportant role in
Eastern Europe. With 23%, it is in third
position behind System Integrators, who
surprisingly account for 25%. The clear
front-runner is the AV Channel, which
with 46% is the dominant channel, and
will remain so according to the study.
E-Commerce is of low importance in the
Eastern European countries. The present
7% penetration rate could increase
slightly with strengthened integration on
the Internet in the Eastern European
countries. However, because the selection and installation of Professional
Large Display systems is technically too
complex to be carried out via the
Internet, experts must become involved.
This is also the reason why System
Integrators in the East have higher shares
than in the Western European countries.
In the West, the AV and IT Channels
have already been able to accumulate

the know-how to arrange the integration
of Professional Large Display solutions.
This is not yet the case in the still-young
Eastern European Market.

Marketing and Sales Support
will not make you the darling of
the dealers!
The rating of the importance of various
factors when working with a manufacturer shows a similar picture in Eastern and
Western Europe. For dealers, technical
quality and product reliability are by far
the most important factors, followed by
guarantee and service. In third place was
delivery time. Manufacturers who think
that they will be the darling of the
dealers through intensive marketing,
sales support and lead generation are
clearly mistaken.
These factors were rated the lowest in
the dealer interviews. It is interesting,
however, that when the importance and
satisfaction of the previously-mentioned
factors are compared, there are clear discrepancies in Eastern Europe. According
to Martin Schimetits, Large Displays
Expert at InterConnection: “Manufacturers in Eastern Europe must first of all
concentrate their efforts on quality,
guarantee, service and delivery time.
Only when a reseller satisfies these
criteria can he win extra points with his
marketing and sales policy and stand out
from the competition.”
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THE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM FOR
PROFESSIONAL
LARGE DISPLAYS
by Interconnection Consulting (www.interconnectionconsulting.com)
In their 2005 study on Professional Large
Screen
Displays,
Interconnection
Consulting uncovered many important
trends in terms of channel usage by major
manufacturers. In the following pages, we
present the most interesting extracts from
this important research project. We
strongly recommend that any major players
in the channel who may be interested in
obtaining more detailed information
contact Interconnection directly.

… System Integrators have great
potential
The distribution system of Professional
Large Displays is clearly dominated by the
AV and IT Channels. While AV Dealers
served 50% of the Western European
market in 2004, this channel, as well as
the IT Channel, lost shares in 2005.
System
Integrators
are
gaining
importance, as they have the know-how
to implement whole display solutions.
E-Commerce is not commonly used at the
moment, but due to the increasing use of
computers and the increased importance
of convenience, customers will start to use
this kind of distribution more often.

Source: Interconnection

Which Segments Should Be
Focused On?
Public Display & Digital Signage are still
the most important applications for
professional large displays. As large
displays play more of a role in our
everyday life and the awareness of multimedia
advertisements
increases,
companies try to communicate their
message through large screens in
shopping centres or on the street. In the
future, the potential of this segment will
increase.
Source: Interconnection
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The Conference & Meeting Room
Segment will lose slightly in 2005 and the
following few years. Although large
displays have displaced multimedia
projectors in some conference rooms, this
segment cannot keep up with the market
growth.
Institutional TVs are on the right path,
particularly thanks to larger flat screen
TVs in hotel rooms and in restaurants and
bars.
“Others” is still and will remain a niche
segment for professional large displays.

Times of High
Definitely Over

Margins

are

The margins for displays will steadily
decrease in the following few years. Due
to increasing competition, the LCD
margins are expected to shrink from
12.9% in 2005 to 12.1% in 2006, and
PDP will decrease from 12.7% to 12.2%
in the same period.
Huge regional differences in margins are
found when comparing the nine
examined countries: by far the lowest
margins were found in Austria and
Benelux, whereas in Switzerland, Spain
and Northern Europe the margins are still
relatively high.
By investigating the different technologies
one can see that in 2005 margins are still
higher for LCDs, but due to the increased
competition they are decreasing faster,
and in 2006 PDPs will receive better
margins than LCDs.

Source: Interconnection

Warranty & Service Is the Key
Warranty & service are the most important
factors for resellers when they are working
with a manufacturer. Closely behind are
technical quality, delivery time and
margins.

Source: Interconnection

While most brands meet the requirements
for technical quality, there are many
brands that have problems with their
delivery time and margins.
If manufacturers want to meet the
expectations of their clients, a good
starting point would be to have a look at
their delivery service and their margins. If
necessary, they should focus more on
these factors, rather than on marketing &
sales support and lead generation, which
are not that important to the resellers.

Source: Interconnection

www.cleverdis.com
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THE EUROPEAN
PROJECTOR
MARKET CHANNEL
DEVELOPMENT
by Interconnection Consulting (www.interconnectionconsulting.com)

Sales went predominantly to the AVchannel in 2004, but its share was
expected to decrease slightly in 2005 with
the IT/PC-channel overtaking it with a
moderate growth to be the new number
one distribution channel.
The decrease in the AV-channel is mainly
due to the price decrease which makes
projectors a lot more affordable for new
target groups besides the professional
users. Those new users buy their products
more often from cheaper CE-Retailers
than from AV-Dealers.
Due to the home cinema boom in Europe
CE-retailers were expected to increase
their share from 16.5% in 2004 to 19.0%
in 2005.
The big losers this year will be the officechannel and the system integrators.
In comparison to other markets,
E-commerce isn’t expected to grow much
faster than the other channels. The
inhibition threshold to spend so much
money via the internet is still too high.
Consumers also want to be given advice
by competent vendors.

Market Development
Despite the rather moderate upturn of the
European economies, the projector
market is growing almost independently
and is not influenced by the economic
development.
For 2005, the market was expected to
grow by an amazing 31.7%! This
development is partly due to the large
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price decrease of 12.4%, which will lead
to a further boost of the home cinema
segment.

Source: Interconnection

Concerning the margin situation in 2005,
resellers expected a sharp decrease of the
margins that they could achieve. They
were expected to shrink from 16.6% to
14.8% (-10.8%) in Europe. If one has a
closer look at these figures, one
recognises that they vary strongly from
country to country. Resellers in Germany
are the most pessimistic: they expect a
decrease of more than 20 %, whereas in
France, margins were expected to go
down by just 2.2%.

Listings
Obviously a pure listing strategy doesn’t
necessarily lead to good sales figures.
One has to bear in mind the market
concentration in each country. Sometimes
it makes sense to be listed just with the big
resellers that account for the lion’s share
of the market.
To make sure that this works,
manufacturers have to aim for good longterm relationships with those particular
resellers. Cross-sellers (e.g. Dell) go direct
and save third-party costs. They rely on
their own strengths.

How to Gain Good Long Term
Relationships

Interconnection’s study is intended to
provide
manufacturers
with
this
information. Obviously manufacturers
have their focus on sales/marketing
support and lead generation. The majority
of them were given good ratings
concerning these factors.
Surprisingly, when we asked the resellers
which factors are the most important, they
rated the above factors as being the least
important.
Of course, it takes a long time and a lot of
money to improve technical quality, but a
much easier way to improve the
relationship is to offer better warranties &
services and to shorten delivery times.
www.cleverdis.com

Source: Interconnection

There are many factors that influence the
relationship between the manufacturers
and resellers. The difficulty is just on
which factors one should concentrate.

The INTERCONNECTION CONSULTING
GROUP, based in Munich, Vienna and Barcelona
is an international company providing specific
entrepreneurial solutions in the fields of Business,
Management and Strategy Consulting; MarketingResearch; and Business and Management
Training & Coaching. 17 industry experts and 15
specialists with scientific backgrounds and
several years of practical experience offer as
competent partners their expertise to businesses
in a large variety of fields.
www.interconnectionconsulting.com
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THE MONITOR
MARKET
Research and Statistics
by Meko (www.meko.co.uk)
One of the most important factors when selling monitors today is to be able to anticipate, in different zones, what the breakdown will be between new-tech LCD screens and "old tech" CRT models. Leading analysts in the field, Meko have kindly given
us the following information, which will no doubt greatly facilitate your work in calculating what sales projections...
LCD Penetration (sales, LCD vs CRT)
Region

Q1 2003

Q2 2003

Q3 2003

Q4 2003

Q1 2004

Q2 2004

Q3 2004

Q4 2004

Q1 2005

Q2 2005

Q3 2005

Europe

44,7%

51,4%

52,5%

54,6%

58,7%

63,4%

63,6%

69,9%

77,6%

83,5%

86,3%

Western
Europe

50,6%

58,1%

60,6%

63,6%

66,9%

72,1%

72,0%

79,4%

87,2%

90,8%

93,0%

C&E
Europe

21,7%

26,8%

25,6%

26,0%

33,6%

33,3%

38,9%

44,6%

52,6%

63,6%

72,5%

Germany 58,1%
Austria

68,2%

69,9%

67,4%

68,5%

75,0%

79,6%

85,7%

91,8%

94,8%

96,5%

France

38,8%

46,5%

49,2%

57,8%

64,6%

68,0%

69,3%

73,7%

83,3%

86,0%

88,2%

UK

49,8%

54,5%

58,9%

62,7%

64,1%

70,0%

66,4%

79,2%

86,0%

91,7%

93,2%

Nordic

50,0%

60,6%

51,8%

59,8%

69,7%

75,3%

73,0%

78,8%

90,2%

92,3%

94,3%

Italy

53,0%

55,2%

63,8%

65,8%

62,3%

69,1%

71,7%

77,7%

80,3%

86,4%

92,3%

Iberia

40,6%

47,0%

51,0%

56,5%

62,9%

65,4%

64,3%

72,0%

84,3%

86,5%

92,0%

Benelux

49,5%

61,4%

66,4%

67,6%

72,3%

76,9%

76,8%

85,1%

90,2%

93,8%

93,5%

Central
Europe

26,1%

25,1%

27,3%

24,5%

33,6%

37,8%

39,5%

52,7%

74,4%

77,5%

85,1%

Eastern
Europe

13,2%

19,5%

15,4

18,1%

23,3%

23,4%

30,9%

30,9%

39,1%

56,6%

60,1%

Turkey

7,4%

10,2%

10,2%

11,8%

9,5%

10,4%

15,6%

24,0%

25,2%

35,4%

36,6%

Russia

25,7%

35,1%

32,3%

34,4%

47,5%

44,4%

48,9%

52,3%

56,9%

67,9%

81,4%

Switzerland 93,9%

94,4%

94,9%

97,6%

97,0%

97,1%

97,0%

98,0%

99,3%

98,4%

99,2%

Ukraine

16%

14%

17%

27%

20%

27%

26%

36%

57%

61%

Source: Meko

12%
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INTERVIEW
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THE ANALYST’S POINT OF VIEW

I.T. vs A.V. Channel
Alastair EDWARDS
SENIOR ANALYST

Cleverdis: How is digital convergence
affecting the AV distributors?
Alastair Edwards: We are seeing
increasing
convergence
between
technologies and channels, however
companies in the AV channel are different
from the IT channel. The AV space has
much higher margins, through retail and
the distribution market. The relationship
between retail and vendors is strong in
this field. In the IT sector, it's very
different: distribution is very well
established. While the big five or six IT
retailers will buy direct from most
vendors, smaller ones need to be supplied
by distributors and really need distributors

10 lessons for IT vendors
entering CE
1
Attract new user groups
2
Think carefully about design and brand appeal
3
Service and support can be expensive
4
Consumer electronics markets remain local
5
Retailers will not welcome IT vendors
6
Design products for where they will be used
7
Promote features, not technology
8
Don’t try to offer multiple functions
9
Consumer electronics are purchased in retail
10
Direct sales will grow very slowly

www.cleverdis.com

platforms (product hub, logistics, credit,
stocks, etc.). That's why distribution is so
established in the IT industry, and it's also
where their role is going to be strategic.
Actually, that's why companies like
Ingram Micro or Tech Data are working
hard to increase their portfolio of
Consumer electronics devices.
Cl.: How different are both channels, and
how are they going to tackle this
convergence "era"?
A.E.: As I said, in the AV industry, the
dynamics are different, as well as the
general relation between vendors and
retailers. But also of course margins are
much higher in the AV industry, due to the
fact that price erosion is not so intense for
AV products.
Consequently, we have a situation where
a retailer will demand very different
margins from an AV vendor and from an
IT vendor. IT prices are coming down
quickly whereas AV margins are much
slower moving, because actors of the
channel are willing to support this. You
don't get the cost efficient processes we
have in IT.
One of the big differences is also the
presentation of the products. Big electrical
showrooms will present as many big TVs
as they can, whereas PC retailers just
present a few models. IT retailers keep a
limited stock, while AV retailers depend
on variety. And indeed reduced stocks
and distribution are less crucial for AV
retailers. And with less shelf space, the IT
manufacturers obviously have less
exposure, which is quite a disadvantage.
With the arrival of digital convergence, IT
players are forcing the rules to change.
We are going to see the existing AV
channel under particular pressure.

Alastair Edwards joined Canalys in February
2004. His responsibilities include running
the company's industry-leading Channels
Analysis service, participating in bespoke
consulting projects and providing clients
with expert advice and analysis regarding
channel trends and strategies, in person and
via incisive reports delivered through the
company's portfolio of continuous services.
He is also a regular presenter at industry
events and conferences. Alastair has an
honours degree in Politics from the
University of Exeter. Prior to joining
Canalys, he was the editor of European
channel news service, IT Europa, where he
established a strong reputation as a
commentator on Europe's dynamic IT
channels.
Founded in 1998, Canalys is a leading
provider of consulting and market analysis
for the converged high-tech industry, its
work spanning IT, consumer electronics and
telecommunications. Recognised globally,
its team members are respected and
influential across such diverse sectors as
smart mobile devices, IP telephony,
enterprise security and computing. The
Canalys brand has become synonymous
with quality, timeliness and accessibility
among a prestigious client base that
includes most of the world's leading
technology brands.

Cl.: So it’s the IT channel that is
advantaged
when
it
comes
to
convergence?
A.E.: Things aren't that obvious. You have
many IT companies like HP and Dell
offering new products, without actually
understanding all the fundamentals of the
AV market, which is all about apparent
luxury, living room equipment. It's quite
tricky to sell these new media centre PCs
as central servers for the home that enable
photo and film playing, as they still look
like computers put in a living room! New
ones however are slimmer, quieter,
sleeker, so indeed competition is coming,
but the AV channel still has its advantage,
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because of its better understanding of
what people want in their living room.
On the other hand, the IT industry has an
advantage: they have the technology of CE
and IT, and the operating systems (data
and contents), which should enable them
to get their act together soon. From a
channel perspective, convergence is very
much down to who figures it out first.
There is still a tendency for the IT player to
see it from an IT perspective. But they
have really understood what had to
change: they have become more flexible
than the AV industry, especially for
manufacturing costs, and understood the
importance of outsourcing manufacturing
and providing an efficient and cheap
chain supply. They are therefore in a better
position from a financial point of view.
Cl.: What is done in the AV channel to add
value to products in such a competitive
context?
A.E.: Convergence can bring new ways of
adding value to products, that the channel
is becoming more and more interested in.
Increasing complexity can mean the
customer needs the help of a service
provider. The IT reseller or retailer can
therefore slip towards the role of a home
network integrator. Cisco is currently
developing that kind of offer, but it's a bit
early to guess how retailers are going to
tackle that issue.
Cl.: Do you think the market is ready for
real digital convergence? What about
consumers?

A.E.: I personally think people are getting
a bit too excited; real convergence of
both channels is going to take some time.
Even though there's a huge market,
people are still more willing to pay more
for large flat screen TV’s, rather than for
complex media centres, that require a
high degree of expertise. That is, I believe,
a real barrier. When you have to manage
content, music, photos, you ultimately
need a network and complexity
necessarily increases.
And if the degree of complexity doesn't
decrease, convergence of the digital
device market is going to be constrained,
not to mention what a digital home
platform entails, with a home server that
has to be left on all the time and crashing
risks. The challenge is to be reliable and
available.
I also think there still is a major difference
in consumer's minds. We mustn't forget
that in European countries, you have over
90% penetration concerning TVs, and
only 50% concerning PCs.
Other things are holding the process. In
the AV channel, consumer electronics are
easy to sell, whereas convergence
products are more complex to sell. And
logically, in order to sell, retailers have to
have a good understanding of the
technology.
In some respects, we could say that is
another role distributors have to play, to

help retailers understand how to sell the
solution; this is a big challenge, as today
distribution is basically about shipping
products efficiently.
Cl.: How are distributors dealing with the
increasing need, from end users, for return
on investment?
A.E.: Return on investment is also an issue
for customers of course, who have
different expectations depending on the
product. They buy TV’s for a typical life
span of 7 or 8 years, whereas they invest
in PC’s for only 3 or 4 years.
Cl.: The WEEE Directive is going to affect
many people in the distribution channel
especially
with
regard
to
the
establishment of "reverse logistics". What
is currently done by the different actors to
prepare for this?
A.E.: Indeed the WEEE directive is a big
issue, and many companies are not
particularly ready for it. A third of retailers
across Europe have never heard of it, so
we really have an education problem.
This is all about reverse logistics and asset
management services, more specifically
for individual CE products.
The deadline is approaching; most
countries haven't fixed their rules yet and
most channels don't know what they're
supposed to be doing...

MARKETS DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY
France

Germany

UK

Brand conscious

Strong price pressure

Digital TV penetration

High value

Little brand loyalty

Brand aware

No names for large screen
sizes

No names strong

Widescreen popular

4:3 broadcast bias

Bundles lead sales

Less technical buyers

Informed customers

High value

Digital TV delayed

Bundles starting

Credit culture

Paris-centric market

Medion promotions

Online buying common

Media Saturn is strong

Supermarkets late to
develop non-food sales

FNAC is strong
Hypermarket non-food
channel well developed
Dell, HP and NEC CI are
the leading PC brands
Sony is the leading
consumer brand

www.cleverdis.com

FSC and HP are the
leading PC brands
Credit card use is low
Supermarkets strong for
low-end non-food items
Dell is a weak consumer
brand

Dell and HP are the
leading PC brands
Tottenham Court Road
Dixons Group
Dell is a strong consumer
brand
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ADDING VALUE IN
PROJECTOR SALES

…InFocus survey reveals new
opportunities for the channel
Digital Convergence is creating opportunities, but also sometimes creating dilemmas among the buying public.
Perhaps nowhere is this more blatant than in the field of front projection devices, which have on the one hand
become much more of a commodity item, but on the other hand have become more complex due to networking
capabilities and other new features. InFocus Corporation, as a company that just makes projection devices, has,
through necessity, become acutely aware of this issue, and in order to find sales solutions for channel partners,
undertook a major survey of IT managers in the UK in 2005.
The survey was commissioned by InFocus
to explore the impact of projection
technology problems on IT support teams
and identify the key difficulties users face
using projection technology.
It was conducted via an omnibus survey
with 100 enterprise (1000+ employees)
and mid-market (250 – 1000 employees)
IT managers across the UK.

PROBLEMS UNCOVERED
Over 30% of IT Managers surveyed
highlighted that the most common IT
helpdesk requests came from users who
were unable to connect their equipment
to projectors.
Most often, these were seen to be ‘basic’
technical requests. InFocus estimates that
this could be usurping IT support services
by up to 10%, distracting IT support teams
from focusing on more complex IT
problems.
The most common IT support requests
concerned:
• Finding or knowing the right cables to
plug into their laptops, video or audio
sources
• Not knowing how to adjust the image
sizing, position or focussing

• Finding
the
menus
confusing,
intimidating or difficult to use.
The InFocus survey revealed that 30% of
enterprise-level
organisations
still
typically own projectors that are over
three years old. Projectors over three years
in age are typically under 1000 lumens
capacity, weigh over 10 pounds and tend
to have no wireless or USB connectivity,
making them ill-suited for today’s high
tech boardroom.
Rich with this information, Con Mallon,
regional
director,
InFocus
UK
commented, “Our research therefore
shows that there is still ample opportunity
for growth, particularly within the
enterprise-level market.” Over a quarter of
respondents also want manufacturers to
standardise on controllers, remotes and
connections, and almost 30% of
respondents indicate that universal
accessories and friendlier interfaces that
work across a whole range of projectors
will help users to operate the equipment
themselves.

HIGHLIGHTS
FROM
SURVEY INCLUDE:

• Image sizing, positioning and
focusing was the second most
recurrent IT support issue, with 27%
of enterprise IT managers and 11% of
mid-market IT managers confirming
this
• 33% of mid-market IT managers and
24% of enterprise IT managers are
calling for greater standardisation on
controls, remotes and connections
across brand ranges
• 23% of mid-market IT managers and
14% of enterprise IT managers want
accessories that work across a range
of projectors to reduce the amount of
spares and make it easier to upgrade
equipment

THE

• 30% of enterprise-level companies have
projectors that are over three years old.
Manufacturing, retail, distribution and
transportation companies rank most
highly as having the oldest equipment.
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Connecting presentations to projectors
was the most common IT support desk
request, cited by 30% of respondents
from the enterprise sector. 18% of IT
managers
from
medium
sized
companies support this.

• Approximately 30% of all IT
managers surveyed feel that more
friendly and easy to use interfaces and
equipment will help end users to
operate projectors, thus relieving the
demands on the IT department for
boardroom support.
www.cleverdis.com
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THE WORLD FLAT
PANEL TV MARKET
by Displaysearch (www.displaysearch.com)

with David Naranjo
Vice President, TV Market Research
DisplaySearch, an NPD Group Company
2366 Forest Meadow Court, San Diego, CA 91915

David Naranjo: Last available figures at
time of publishing were to Q3 2005. The
flat panel TV unit share, covering LCD and
plasma TVs, rose from 6% in Q3’04 and
13% in Q2’05 to 16% in Q3’05 on 37%
Q/Q and 153% Y/Y growth as prices
become increasingly attractive. While
accounting for a minority of units, flat
panels earned a majority of revenues for
the first time with a 55% share, up from
48% in Q2’05 and 33% in Q3’04 on 34%
Q/Q and 87% Y/Y growth.

Cl.: Tell us about shipments by
technology. Let’s start with LCD and
plasma…
D.N.: LCD TV shipments rose 36% Q/Q
and 156% Y/Y to a record high 5.5M units
and a 13% share of the TV market, up
from 5% in Q3’04 and 10% in Q2’05.
With LCD TV ASPs rising 1% Q/Q to
$1190 due to significant gains by larger
sizes, LCD TV revenues surged 37% Q/Q
and 103% Y/Y to $6.5B and a 34% share
of the worldwide TV market in Q3’05, up
from 29% in Q2’05 and 19% in Q3’04.
The average LCD TV diagonal grew from

Quarterly HDTV Share by Region*
Flat panels are driving HD adoption. As a result, Japan overtook
North America in quarterly HDTV penetration.

50%
Japan

40%
30%

NA

20%

Europe
Total

10%
China

0%

ROW

Q1'04 Q2'04 Q3'04 Q4'04 Q1'05 Q2'05 Q3'05 Q4'05
21%
25%
23% 37%
38%
44%
Japan 17% 18%
23%
25%
26% 24%
27%
31%
NA
20% 20%
5%
7%
10%
13% 18%
18%
20%
Europe 5%
1%
1%
1%
1%
4%
3%
3%
China 0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
ROW
1%
Total
6%
7%
8%
8%
11%
12%
13%
6%
Source: DisplaySearch
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* Q4'05 are projections

<24” to >25” as the 30” and larger share
grew from 29% in Q2’05 to 36% in
Q3’05 as prices reached new lows. LCD
TVs gained share vs. other technologies
across most size categories between 15”19” and 45”-49”. All regions enjoyed at
least 44% growth Q/Q except Japan
which was up just 1% due to its already
high penetration. Europe remained the
leading region with a 40% share, up from
38%, while the North American share
rose from 27% to 30%.
For the first time, 32” LCD TVs were the
single most popular size in every region,
earning a 27% share worldwide, up from
21%. 20” remained the #2 size followed
closely by 26”. By brand worldwide on a
unit basis, the top 5 remained the same
with Sharp #1 maintaining an 18% share,
followed by Philips/Magnavox, Samsung,
Sony and LGE. Regionally on a revenue
basis, the leaders remained the same with
Sharp leading in Japan and North
America, Philips #1 in Europe, Hisense
leading in China and LGE #1 in ROW.
Plasma TV shipments grew 40% Q/Q and
143% Y/Y to a record 1.6M units and a
3.6% share, up from 2.9%. Significant
price declines, particularly from early
September, supported the strong growth.
Blended plasma TV ASPs dropped 8%
Q/Q and 32% Y/Y to a record low $2057
with 37” HD, 42”-43” HD and 50” prices
all down at least 13% Q/Q. Despite the
lower prices, plasma TV revenues also
established a record high, up 29% Q/Q
and 65% Y/Y to $3.96B and a 21% share
of TV revenues, up from 19%. The HD
share of the PDP market rose from 40% in
www.cleverdis.com
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Q2’05 to 47% in Q3’05 worldwide and
from 51% to 66% in North America with
PDP manufacturers positioning HD
products for faster growth as evidenced by
the price gap between 42”-43” HD and
42” ED falling 47% from $2012 to $1061
from Q3’04 to Q3’05. 50” was the fastest
growing size in Q3’05, up 89% Q/Q,
enabling its share of the plasma TV market
to rise from 9% to 12%. The 50” plasma
share of the 50”-54” TV market surged
from 22% in Q2’05 to 31% in Q3’05,
gaining share from CRT RPTVs as MD
RPTVs also gained share.
42”-43” HD was the next fastest growing
size category, up 73% Q/Q and earning a
29% share, up from 23%. 42” ED
remained dominant with a 50% share,
although it was down from 56% in Q2’05.
The <42” share fell from 11% to 8%.
Panasonic remained #1 in plasma TVs
with its share rising from 27% to 29% on
51% growth. It remained #1 in Japan,
North America and Europe and overtook
Changhong for the top position in China.
LGE remained #1 in ROW. By
size/resolution, Panasonic was #1 in the 5
largest categories - 37” ED, 37” HD, 42”
ED, 42”-43” HD and 50”.
Cl.: What about Micro-display based
Rear Projection TV’s?
D.N.: MD RPTVs rose 50% Q/Q and 44%
Y/Y to a record high 634K units after
declining sequentially for the past two
consecutive
quarters.
MD
RPTV
shipments surpassed CRT RPTV shipments
for the first time worldwide. The MD
RPTV share of the global TV market rose
from 1.1% in Q2’05 to 1.5% in Q3’05 on
a unit basis and from 6.5% in Q2’05 to
8.1% in Q3’05 on a revenue basis. By
technology, DLP and LCOS drove the
growth, up 66% and 151% Q/Q with LCD
RPTVs up 29%. Due to its significantly
faster growth, DLP overtook LCD RPTVs
with a 47% to 46% advantage. Gains by
1080p MD RPTVs caused the blended
ASP to fall just 2% Q/Q and 18% Y/Y to
$2428 enabling MD RPTV revenues to
reach a record $1.54B, the second highest
quarter to date and up 47% Q/Q and 18%
Y/Y.
Gains by LCOS, and 1080p DLP sets,
which feature larger average diagonals,
enabled the average MD RPTV diagonal
to rise from 51.4” to 51.7”. By resolution,
1080p MD RPTV shipments reached a 7%
share in Q3’05, up from less than 1% in
Q2’05. North America continued to
dominate the MD RPTV market earning
an 88% share, up from 84%. North
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America gained sequential share from all
other regions on 58% Q/Q and 47% Y/Y
growth. North America led in every size
and resolution category.
China also experienced rapid growth, up
44% Q/Q, while ROW and Europe
declined Q/Q. Japan shipments were also
broken out for the first time. By size, larger
sizes continued to gain share with <50”
falling from 26% to 25%, 50”-59”
declining from 54% to 53% and 60”+
rising from 19% to 22%. By brand on a
unit basis, Sony led for the fourth
consecutive quarter on both a unit and
revenue basis. However, its share
declined from 36% to 32%. Samsung
remained #2 although its share fell from
25% to 21%. Mitsubishi rose from #4 to
#3 on rapid growth in LCD RPTVs as well
as DLP. Panasonic fell from #3 to #4 while
Toshiba jumped from #7 to #5. By brand
by region, Sony led in each region except
Japan which was led by Epson.
Cl.: And the CRT market?
D.N.: CRT TV unit shipments declined 8%
Y/Y while rising 8% Q/Q to 35.5M units.
All regions suffered declines of at least 9%
Y/Y except China which was flat and
ROW which was down 1%.
ROW remained dominant with a 45%
share, down from 47%, followed by
China with a 21% share, up from 19%.
With pricing pressure from LCD TVs and
loss of share at larger sizes to LCD TVs,
CRT TV ASPs were down 7% Q/Q and
17% Y/Y with the average size falling to
22.5”. As a result, CRT TV revenues were
down 24% Y/Y and accounted for a 35%
share of the total TV market, down from

51% in Q3’04. By size, the 30” and larger
share fell from 7% to 6% with the 21” and
smaller share rising from 60% to 61%.
Samsung overtook LGE to become the #1
branded CRT TV manufacturer followed
by LGE, TTE which remained #3, Funai
which rose from #5 to #4 and
Philips/Magnavox which fell from #4 to
#5. By brand by region, Mitsubishi
overtook Panasonic for #1 in Japan, Funai
remained #1 in North America, Samsung
remained #1 in Europe, Konka overtook
Changhong in China and LGE remained
#1 in ROW.
CRT RPTV shipments fell 10% Q/Q and
58% Y/Y to 479K units. Its share of the
total TV market fell from 2.6% in Q3’04 to
1.4% in Q2’05 and 1.1% in Q3’05. As a
result, it fell behind MD RPTVs for the first
time worldwide.
Declining demand and pricing pressure
from MD RPTVs and flat panel TVs caused
ASPs to drop 15% Q/Q and 25% Y/Y to
$1032, a record low. As a result, revenues
were down 23% Q/Q and 68% Y/Y to
$494M, also a record low. While no
regions earned Y/Y unit growth, Europe
and China earned Q/Q growth with
China’s share rising from 18% to 24% and
Europe’s share rising from 8% to 10%.
North America remained dominant with a
49% share, down from 54% in Q2’05, on
a 19% Q/Q and 58% Y/Y decline.
By brand on a unit basis, TTE remained #1
with its share rising from 20% to 24%.
Samsung remained #2, Toshiba rose from
#4 to #3, Hitachi rose from #5 to #4 with
Mitsubishi rising from #6 to #5. By region,
TTE led in North America, Samsung led in
Europe and ROW and Changhong was #1
in China.

Table 1: Worldwide TV Revenue Share
Q3’05 Ranking
1
2
3
4
5

Brand
Samsung
Panasonic
Philips
Sony
LGE
Others
Total

Q2’05 Share
9.9%
10.0%
8.0%
8.8%
8.3%
55.0%
100.0%

Q3’05 Share
11.1%
10.1%
9.5%
8.3%
8.2%
52.9%
100.0%

Q2’05 Share
9.0%
9.8%
6.8%
7.5%
5.7%
61.3%
100.0%

Q3’05 Share
9.6%
8.6%
7.4%
7.4%
5.9%
61.1%
100.0%

Table 2: Worldwide TV Unit Share
Q3’05 Ranking
1
2
3
4
5

Brand
Samsung
LGE
Philips
TTE
Sony
Others
Total
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In terms of worldwide TV shipments and
revenues by supplier, Samsung remained
#1 on a revenue basis and overtook LGE
to become #1 on a unit basis as shown in
Tables 1 and 2. Samsung has earned this
position due to its strong position in each
technology although it did not lead in any
single technology.

PDP and LCD HD Forecasts by Region
PDP to be majority HD in NA in 2006 and Europe and ROW in 2007.
LCD to exceed 80% HD in all regions by 2009.
100%

100%

80%

PDP

LCD

80%

60%
40%

60%

20%

On a unit basis, it was #2 in CRT TVs, MD
RPTVs and CRT RPTVs and #3 in plasma
and LCD TVs. While Panasonic was #7 on
a unit basis, it was #2 on a revenue basis
due to its dominant plasma position.
Cl.: How is
affecting sales?

consumer

40%

0%
2004
82%
43%
45%
12%
36%
45%

Japan
NA
Europe
China
ROW
Total

2005
100%
49%
38%
13%
36%
44%

2006
100%
59%
48%
17%
46%
53%

2007
100%
69%
58%
23%
55%
61%

2008
100%
79%
67%
29%
63%
69%

2009
100%
82%
76%
30%
64%
73%

Japan
NA
Europe
China
ROW
Total

Source: DisplaySearch

2004
51%
61%
68%
71%
60%
61%

2005
64%
68%
72%
74%
73%
69%

2006
74%
75%
74%
77%
76%
75%

2007
79%
80%
77%
80%
79%
79%

2008
84%
85%
79%
82%
82%
82%

2009
87%
88%
82%
84%
85%
85%

Source: DisplaySearch

confusion

D.N.: Clearly more customer education is
required, and the industries recognize
this. The CE industry is making efforts to
provide retailers with point of purchase
(POP) displays, as well as providing sales
staff with information on the digital
transition. Retailers and manufacturers
also provide information on their web
sites explaining the differences between
analogue, digital, and HDTV television.
Consumers purchasing digital displays are
primarily motivated by their flat-ness,
widescreen aspect ratio, and thin form
factor appeal. HDTV sales continue to do
very well, with the adoption curve
expected to continue.
Cl.: Can you give some break-down in
trends between the US, Japan and
Europe?
D.N.: In trends relative to technologies,
flat panels (Plasma and LCD) already
represent significant share in Japan and
Europe. The European Union is expected
to transition to HDTV broadcasts in 20082010. In the US, this transition is
supposed to occur by 2009. In Europe,
HDTV product penetration is currently at
18%, with the expectation to grow to 50%
by 2008.

HD Penetration Forecast by Region
Flat panel growth to drive HD adoption worldwide. Japan TV shipments expected
to be majority HD in 2006, NA in 2007 and Europe in 2008. HDTV shipments
expected to rise at a 44% CAGR from 12.8M in 2004 to 78.0M units in 2009.

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Japan
NA
Europe
China
ROW
Total

2005
38%
27%
18%
3%
2%
11%

2006
56%
37%
29%
6%
3%
17%

2007
68%
50%
41%
13%
6%
25%

2008
75%
61%
50%
21%
9%
32%

2009
80%
67%
60%
29%
14%
39%

Source: DisplaySearch

Technology Differences by Region (Unit Basis)
There are also significant differences by technology in each region. Strong flat panel adoption
in Japan with Europe #2. High RPTV penetration in North America. Lack of RPTV
penetration outside of NA.

100%
80%
60%

ABOUT DISPLAYSEARCH
DisplaySearch, an NPD Group company, has
a core team of 34 employees located in North
America and Asia who produce a valued suite
of market forecasts, technology assessments,
surveys, studies and analyses.
The company also organises influential events
worldwide. Headquartered in Austin, Texas,
DisplaySearch has regional operations in
Chicago, Hong Kong, Houston, Kyoto, San
Diego, San Jose, Seoul, Shenzhen, Taipei and
Tokyo, and the company is on the web at:
www.displaysearch.com

2004
22%
22%
8%
1%
1%
7%

40%
20%
0%

Japan
RP_Microdisplay 0.2%
RP_CRT
0.0%
PDP
5.3%
LCD
47.3%
CRT
47.1%

NA
6.5%
2.7%
5.6%
18.9%
66.3%

Europe
0.2%
0.5%
6.8%
25.9%
66.6%

China
0.2%
0.5%
1.6%
2.0%
95.6%

ROW
0.2%
0.5%
1.6%
2.0%
95.6%

Total
1,5%
1.1%
3.6%
12.5%
81.3%

Source: DisplaySearch
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MARKET DRIVERS

The Future of HDTV
in Europe
Cleverdis: What is driving the onset of
HDTV?
George T. Waters : Around 8 years ago, I
predicted in a talk that I gave somewhere
that HDTV would be driven by two
things… the large, wide flat screens …
and DVD. That’s what has happened now.
Today, broadcasters and operators are
looking at ways of utilising the new
technologies within the constraints that
are there within the spectrum. As I see it at
the moment, Digital TV via satellite and
cable has been fairly well established
throughout the whole of Europe. Digital
Terrestrial has been slower. But at this
point in time most European countries
have either regular services or pilot
services and many have already decided
when they’re going to cease their
analogue transmissions… they are all
around 2010-2014. Whether they meet
those targets or not, we shall see. We have
to remember when the BBC decided to
cease 405-line transmitters. It was at a
time when the penetration of television
receivers in the UK wasn’t all that great,
but it took them 17 years, would you
believe, before the final 405-line
transmitter was shut down. As long as
there was a substantial number of viewers
out there, at that time it was impossible to
shut off transmitters... when all that will
happen is thus all questionable, but
between 2010 and 2015… those are the
dates people are aiming at.
Cl.: WHO will drive the HDTV market?
G.T.W.: Someone has to lead the way. It
seems to me that, in the UK at least, SKY
is doing this. If you remember what
happened when Sky started satellite
services, it wasn’t too long before the BBC
and others joined in. They wanted to be
on the same platform as Sky, they didn’t
want to fragment the audience… and the
best way to do it was to get up there and
be with them. You will have seen the
announcement by the BBC that it is their
intention to go to HDTV as well on the
same satellite, presumably as part of the
same bouquet. We know very little about
what they intend yet because they have
made no specific announcements.
But the other thing is the lack of material.
Very few broadcasters have HDTV
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origination equipment at the moment. But
as time goes on, this will change. Anyone
who is re-equipping a studio or OB unit
would be foolish not to go for HDTV. The
costs of equipment are almost
comparable. The cost of an HD camera
versus a standard TV camera is negligible
now. So as time goes on, broadcasters will
replace their studio equipment with HD
equipment. And if they want to sell their
programmes overseas, and in the US in
particular, they have to produce in HD,
because the US market will demand HD
for everything that is done in Europe.
The few companies that have HD
facilities, like Alpha HD in Belgium, are
doing great business, because the
Americans want HD and if you don’t have
the right equipment you can’t give it to
them. The BBC has said that by 2012, all
their production will be High Definition.
As the replacement programme goes
ahead, they’re replacing everything with
HD. They have their eyes not only on the
European market but on the American
market as well.

Dr George T. WATERS
PRESIDENT
INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING
Dr. George T. Waters been, for the later part of his
career, involved at the cutting edge of Digital and
HDTV, having been Technical Director of the
European Broadcasting Union. He was a founding
member of the DVB project and has worked on
that project throughout its unravelling…
According to Dr. Waters, “I always said that the
two things that will drive higher quality TV were
large screens and DVD… We saw this coming a
number of years ago, and we have the components in place now.” Dr Waters in fact served on
the Bureau of the Technical Committee of the EBU
for ten years before joining the General Assembly
and was elected Vice-President of the EBU in
1982, where he served until his appointment to
the Permanent Services. Dr Waters was awarded
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from Trinity
College, Dublin for his doctoral thesis on High
Definition Television.

Cl.: Why are we so far behind the US with
our HDTV system?
G.T.W.: In the United States, from the very
beginning, when they started to develop
their digital system, the objective was to
provide a high definition system. In
Europe, it was different. We started off
with standard TV. Some people say one of
the reasons was that our system was so
much better than the Americans – that the
625-line PAL system was sufficient for the
time. But of course now with the
improvement in TV receivers and DVD,
that objective has changed. There have
been particular problems in Europe, and
there still are, because broadcasters
haven’t had the wherewithal to introduce
HD services. We know BSKYB will start in
February or March. We don’t know the
exact date yet. We know that they now
have at their disposal two new techniques
that were not at their disposal two years
ago. One of them is the DVBS-2 Satellite
system and the other is the MPEG-4
compression system. Those things all
make it easier to introduce broadband
services, because they take up less space
on the satellite transponder. In Germany,
Pro-7 and Premiere both have services

using MPEG-4. Euro-1080, which was the
pioneer in Europe is still transmitting in
MPEG-2 until 2010. So people who’ve
invested in receivers – and I’m told there
are more than 50,000 out there – will still
have a service until 2010.
The biggest interests now in the industry
are, number one – HDTV and number 2 –
DVB-H – handheld TV. I believe that
DVB-H will develop faster than HDTV
because it has the mobile industry behind
it – always looking for new techniques
and gimmicks – and I think that is going to
drive DVB-H.
Cl.: Why have digital terrestrial services
been so slow to take-off in Europe?
G.T.W.: Broadcasters – and public
broadcasters in particular – have been
very slow to embrace DVB-T (terrestrial
digital). Many European broadcasters
simply didn’t have the money and the
governments weren’t prepared to fund
services like that. So I think that if they
can offer something in addition to the
normal free-to-air services now, it will
drive DVB-T.
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THE MARKET FOR HDTV IN EUROPE

Pacome REVILLON
MANAGING DIRECTOR
EUROCONSULT

Managing Director of Euroconsult since
2003, a leading international research and
consulting company specialised in satellite
communications and broadcasting with over
500 clients in 48 countries, Pacome Revillon
spent several years as analyst and consultant
at Euroconsult before taking its current
position, with a specialisation in TV
broadcasting, DTH markets and financial
analysis. Previous to joining Euroconsult,
Pacome worked on the design of
communication networks at the DLR in
Germany and Thales in France. He holds a
graduate engineering degree from Supaero
and a Master in economics.
Pacome has contributed to numerous
consulting assignments in the satellite
broadcasting and communications markets
for international companies including
operators, satellite TV platforms, TV
channels, media groups, manufacturers,
investment banks and public institutions. The
missions conducted have ranged from
market analysis and forecasts to the
assessment of business plans, valuation and
due diligence and were conducted for
customers in the different world regions.
Pacome is the editor and project manager of
several Euroconsult research reports, with
primarily the Satellite Communications and
Broadcasting Markets Survey, Ten year
Outlook, the Satellite TV Platforms, World
Survey and Prospects to 2013, the report
HDTV in Europe, Key Economics and
Prospects to 2015 and the Comprehensive
benchmark of FSS Satellite Operators, which
are used as reference tools to support
strategic decision by more than three
hundred leading companies worldwide.
In addition to its consulting activities,
Pacome regularly provides presentations at
international conferences. He also conducts
training seminars on digital TV and
information technologies for private
companies, public offices and universities.

“…penetration of HDTV sets should
reach 20% of European households
in 2010, and close to 10 million
households may subscribe to HDTV
services at that time…”
Cleverdis: HDTV has taken off in Japan
and the USA, and finally now, it's taking
off in Europe. Euroconsult has undertaken
perhaps the most in-depth study of HDTV
trends in Europe... Can you give us an idea
about where Europe sits compared to
these other, more advanced markets, and
what our roadmap is for the future?
Pacome Revillon: It is a reality that
Europe is today significantly behind the
US and Japan for high definition TV
broadcasting. In the US, more than 10
million households already own HD TV
sets, of which more than 5 millions
subscribe to HD services. By comparison,
less than 1.5 million households will have
HD TV sets in Europe by the end of the
year.
Several factors have driven fast HDTV
developments in the US and in Japan, of
which a strong political support. As an
example, Japanese broadcasters have to
carry HDTV programming on their digital
terrestrial television (DTT) networks. In
the US, the size of leading satellite and
cable broadcasters and the strong
competition between them for pay-TV is
also a decisive factor.
In Europe, the lack of HDTV broadcasts
over DTT will slow HDTV development in
the next few years because of the still
limited penetration of digital pay-TV in
many European countries. However,
penetration of HDTV sets should reach
20% of European households in 2010,
and close to 10 million households may
subscribe to HDTV services at that time.
The multiplication of HDTV channels, the
introduction of HD DVD players and the
development of standards such as the HD
Ready label will be instrumental for the
adoption of HDTV by TV viewers.
Cl.: What is the current situation in the
three main markets of UK, France and
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Germany? Can you tell us about the
current state of the market for HD Ready
TV's and what future sales penetration
you predict for the next few years?
P.R.: Historically, the UK is a pioneer
market in Europe for the adoption of new
audiovisual equipments and services. We
expect that HDTV will confirm that trend
as several key market drivers will support
HDTV growth in the country. BSkyB, with
8 million subscribers, will certainly play a
leading role. As it proved for the Sky+ PVR
solution, the satellite broadcaster is in a
privileged position to invest both in
content and in new services and to market
them successfully to enlarge its subscriber
base. The merger of NTL and Telewest will
also facilitate the rollout of ambitious
HDTV plans by creating a cable operator
with a critical mass of subscribers. In the
free-to-air market, the BBC has
announced its strategic intend to be at the
forefront of HDTV developments in
Europe. We expect that between 25% and
30% of UK households will be equipped
with HDTV sets by 2010. The introduction
of HDTV services in France in 2006 will
be driven by the two satellite broadcasters
(eds: now merging), CanalSat and TPS.
Following the regulatory decision to opt
for standard definition broadcasting over
DTT, development of the HD market will
be primarily driven by pay-TV operators.
Compared to the UK, the smaller size of
the French pay-TV platforms will result in
a slower growth. High definition will
initially be introduced primarily by
satellite broadcasters. Consolidation in
the cable TV market and the push of
broadband operators that have begun to
test HD broadcast over DSL are likely to
boost digital TV in France and HDTV
especially in the middle term.
Germany is currently the most dynamic
high definition market from the supply
www.cleverdis.com
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side. Following the launch of two HD
channels by ProSiebenSat in November,
the pay-TV platform Premiere has just
introduced a package of three HDTV
channels.
The development of the German HDTV
market will be favoured by the low
penetration of terrestrial TV reception,
with more than 95% of households
receiving TV through satellite and cable.
HDTV market drivers include 43% of TV
reception by satellite, currently the most
flexible delivery network for HDTV.
Consolidation in the cable market is
certainly a second growth driver as it will
support more ambitious digitisation plans.
The push of Premiere, that has reached a
critical size with close to 3.5 million
subscribers, will also be instrumental in
the development of high definition. The
World Football Cup that will take place in
Germany in June 2006 will be a strong
opportunity to promote the HDTV
experience and to increase the viewers’
interest. The German market is expected
to be the largest in number of households
equipped with HDTV sets in the next ten
years.
Cl.: In the US market, many channels are
already broadcasting in HD. Tell us about
the roll-out of HD programmes and
services in Europe ... what channels are
working towards regular HD content?
Again here can you give us the roadmap
for the next few years?
P.R.: The number of HD channels in the
US increase rapidly. Adding the HDTV
brands broadcast through the different
DBS platforms in the US and Canada,
more than 100 HDTV channels are
already available by satellite in North
America. In Europe, considering the
announcements of the leading pay-TV
platforms Premiere, BSkyB, CanalSat, TPS
and Sky Italia and from other
broadcasters, around 20 HDTV channels
should be broadcast by the end of 2006.
Basic packages of HDTV will be
introduced in order to reproduce the
content diversity that built the success of
digital TV. Initial channels will focus on
premium content, movies, sports and
documentaries. From then, content will
diversify and enlarge progressively.
Looking at satellite distribution only, close
to 100 HDTV channels should be
broadcast in European countries by 2010.
Cl.: How will HDTV be broadcast in
Europe over the next years? How is the
broadcast model evolving?
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P.R.: As I previously mentioned, HDTV
services will be largely supported by payTV
platforms.
Leading
pay-TV
broadcasters with over three million
subscribers are first to embark on HDTV
with the benefice of critical size in
subscriber base. This advantage of pay-TV
will partly condition the future of the TV
experience. HD will not only provide a
picture quality improvement. For the
viewers, it will represent a new design in
TV equipment and living room with flat
screens, a deeper immersion into content
through improved pictures and sound,
and more advanced services through the
combination of HD with digital video
recording capabilities and an always
greater diversity in programming choice.
Cl.: Does this differ between the main
markets of UK, France and Germany?
P.R.: In the UK, France and Germany, the
models for HDTV growth are likely to be
quite comparable. However, whereas
pay-TV will capture the largest share of
the HDTV market, free-to-air reception
through satellite and cable will also
facilitate HDTV market development. For
pay TV broadcasters, high definition may
be an opportunity to increase the revenue
per subscriber and to reduce churn in the
middle term. However, it will take time for
them to recoup the investments that are
required to launch HDTV. For free-to-air
broadcasters, the key issue will be to
reach a critical size in the penetration of
HDTV sets that would allow the
development of HDTV advertising.
Critical penetration may stand at least at
25% to 30%.
Cl.: How do you see the future for HDTV
in Europe compared with the rest of the
world? Do you think we'll catch up with
the US and Japanese markets in the near
future?

P.R.: Considering the advance on HDTV in
the US, the dynamism of pay-TV
broadcasters and the overall large
multichannel penetration, it is likely that
the country will keep its leadership in the
HDTV market in the coming years.
However, the European market may catch
up with the Japanese market, where the
fragmentation and complexity of pay-TV
complicates the development of HDTV.
Europe is likely to become the second
regional HDTV market behind North
America. Support to the development of
high definition at all levels of the value
chain, from content production to
equipment manufacturing, from free-to-air
broadcasters to pay-TV will be required to
maintain the long term competitiveness of
the European industry. Along with private
broadcasters, an increased involvement of
governments and regulators in the HDTV
market should be observed to guarantee
the harmonious development of HD in the
different European countries in the coming
years.
Euroconsult - More than 10 Years Experience
in the Digital Broadcasting Sector Euroconsult
is an employee-owned company with over
500 clients in 48 countries. Since its creation
in 1983, the company has become a
worldwide reference for expertise and
independent advice on digital broadcasting
and satellite applications for innovative and
high-technology companies. The revolution in
digital broadcasting has entered a new phase.
The multiplication of delivery network, TV
devices, picture quality and content offered
has just begun to transform our perception of
TV media.For more than 10 years, Euroconsult
has dedicated a full research and analysis
program on the growing market of digital
broadcasting to serve companies in a fast
developing and challenging market, thus
obtaining valuable knowledge of the digital
broadcasting sector worldwide. Our expertise
is made available to the different players of the
market through multi-client research reports,
world summits, consulting assignments and
customised training seminars.

Market Drivers in Europe
• Growing impact of the European ’’HD Ready’’ label
• Significant penetration of HD enabled TV sets (primarily LCD and Plasma)
• Introduction of HD DVDs
• Increase in the volume of production of HD content
• Availability of HDTV receivers
• Football World Cup in Germany
From 2008, the HD market will further accelerate
In 2006 and 2007, the convergence of positive market drivers will support the takeoff of HDTV:
• Growing availability of HD ready TV sets
• Decrease in HD production costs
• Reach of critical size by leading pay TV providers in all main markets
• Multiplication of HD TV channels and DVDs in high definition
• Olympic games in 2008 and Football World Cup in 2010
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THE INGRAM MICRO VIEWPOINT

The Roadmap of the World’s
Top IT Distributor
Peter VAN DEN BERG
VICE PRESIDENT – VENDOR
MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
INGRAM MICRO EUROPE
Since joining Ingram Micro in 1993, Van den
Berg has held various management positions
within the company including Chief
Financial Officer Ingram Micro Netherlands,
CFO Ingram Micro Northern Europe,
Regional Integration Manager Ingram Micro
Latin America, Vice President Purchasing
Ingram Micro Europe. Before joining Ingram
Micro, Van den Berg worked at Price
Waterhouse, ARCO Chemicals in the
Netherlands and Merison Holiding in the
Netherlands.
Ingram Micro Inc. is the world's largest
technology distributor and a leading
technology sales, marketing and logistics
company. As a vital link in the technology
value chain, Ingram Micro creates sales and
profitability opportunities for vendors and
resellers through unique marketing programs,
outsourced logistics services, technical
support, financial services and product
aggregation and distribution.

When trying to come to grips with how
distribution channels are changing in
EMEA, it is of course important to hear
from analysts in the field. But it’s even
more vital to gain an overview from a
company which is at the very heart of the
current market revolution. Peter Van Den
Berg is the prime contact for vendors
dealing with Ingram Micro at a European
level. His responsibilities include vendor
and inventory management, product
procurement, operations management of
Ingram Micro's logistics network including
carriers and freight forwarders, and the
supervision of Ingram Micro ten
distribution centres across Europe. We
asked him to tell us about the current state
of affairs in the EMEA distribution channel
and how manufacturers’ distribution
policies are evolving with time.
Peter Van Den Berg: We are still seeing a
favourable trend towards distribution in
Europe, with continuous pressure on
margin and product lifecycles that are
getting shorter and shorter. This is forcing

manufacturers to look at a more efficient
supply chain and to focus on a limited
number of distributors, to get maximum
attention. At the same time the
convergence trend is bringing IT specifics
into consumer electronics products... and
IT distributors are bringing their
knowledge to the business.
Cleverdis: How is the distribution of AV
equipment evolving and how can IT
distributors add value today?
P.V.D.B: IT distributors are very well
positioned to play a bigger role in the
distribution of AV equipment for several
reasons:
• Product life cycles are increasingly
becoming shorter while price erosion is
getting higher in this product segment...
a phenomenon IT distributors are used
to deal with.
• IT distribution has been able to drive
down its costs significantly, therefore
current operating costs levels are very
competitive.
• The customer base that IT distributors
are addressing today is becoming more
and more similar to the traditional AV
base.
• Finally, AV products are becoming more
complex to operate and connect. So ITmanagers are having more influence on
buying decisions, and selecting an IT
distributor becomes natural.
Cl.: How is digital convergence affecting
the market?
P.V.D.B: It will drive traditional AV and CE
retailers towards a different business. In
addition, a new kind of retailer is
appearing, like Mediamarkt, which could
drive many of the traditional retailers out
of business.
There might be room for a new type of
retailer, who focuses on solutions for the
digital home and who is capable of
installing and maintaining them. Those
will shift from a product selling business
to a service selling business…
Cl.: What do
manufacturers?

you

expect

from

P.V.D.B: We expect them to help drive the
change that is needed, to make this
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channel more efficient and effective. They
need to provide training to resellers and to
reinforce the solution selling message
rather than a product selling one.
Resellers will have to benefit from next
day delivery and reduced inventory to
cope with rapidly declining margins. The
savings obtained will have to be invested
in more aggressive marketing campaigns
to get this message across.
Cl.: Can you explain the general structure
of Ingram Micro in Europe and the kind of
marketing
support
you
offer
manufacturers?
P.V.D.B: In general, customer focused
activities are executed locally, but we
have a small European team of account
managers to deal with customers who are
more European. Activities that are less
customer-focused are dealt with in a panEuropean approach: maintenance of the
article database and product notes,
relationships with key vendors in each
category, purchasing, warehousing, panEuropean marketing activities, etc.
Most marketing activities target a specific
customer group. We do direct mailings,
advertising, web banners and emarketing, customised and multi-vendor
campaigns, product bundling activities, as
well as seminars and road-shows. We also
organise Pan European focus campaigns,
such as Mobility focus campaigns,
software or server campaigns.
Cl.: How do you deal with reverse
logistics and how have you prepared for
the WEEE Directive?
P.V.D.B: For reverse logistics, we partner
with specialised third party call centres
(for technical support and after-sales
service questions) and with the most
suitable carriers in our network for
picking-up defective products. In all cases
we are the main contractor for the
manufacturer. As for the Directive, we are
fully ready: in countries where the
Directive is implemented, we have
relationships in place with product return
organisations. The appropriate reporting
has been set up and we are ready to fulfil
the needs of manufacturers who are not
ready for this or who would like to
outsource this requirement.
www.cleverdis.com
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THE LEATER VIEWPOINT

Spotlight on a high potential
market: Ukraine
Leater is the leading Distributor of AV products across Ukraine. In the
current increasingly open market, Cleverdis found it of particular interest to
see how distribution channels are organised in Ukraine, one of the most
promising Eastern European markets...
Cleverdis: Could you present your position
and activities in Ukraine? What zones and
countries do you cover?
Oleg Shkula: Created 14 years ago, Leater
is a leader on the market of AV equipment
in Ukraine. We work across the whole of
Ukraine, with a broad dealer network
(more than 50 dealers) and three regional
representations.
Cl.: Can you describe the Ukrainian
market, and its specifics, and more
generally: the Eastern Europe market?
O.S.: The development of the economy
has a major consequence, as capital assets
are more available: it's the increasing need
to build business-centres, super-markets,
entertainment infrastructures. Education is
also a big issue, with budgets increasing,
and more and more attention paid towards
that market. In the Eastern European
market, Ukraine is not an exception. The
market basically developed parallel to
increasing middle class needs and
budgets. Therefore more and more
companies carry out loyalty policies
destined to middle class customers, and
this will increase in the feature.
Cl.: What are the major differences
between the distribution channel in
Western Europe and Eastern Europe, in
particular Ukraine?
O.S.: The distribution channels in Western
and Eastern Europe are more or less the
same, in terms of general functioning. The
difference is that in some Eastern Europe
countries there is regrettably what I call a
"grey channel": a channel that is parallel to
the official channel. That is a problem for
the market to develop normally.

to the fact that vendors are more and more
willing to sell goods via a local distributor,
with special prices. Networks are growing
and representation by local dealers is more
and more common.
Cl.: How do IT distributors add value?
O.S.: Distributors have an increasingly
important role in constantly developing
cities, that reach a million inhabitants or
more. IT distributors are necessary to
support the relations with the customers,
to ensure personal contact, to deliver
information about our equipment, about
our new products, and to develop
participation
in
exhibitions
and
conferences. Partnerships with distributors
also enable manufacturers to offer
additional services (discounts, additional
facilities).
Cl.: Is digital convergence affecting the
Ukrainian market yet?
O.S.: Ukraine is more focussed on
innovations and new technology.
Companies'
priority
today
are
modernisation, in order to catch up with
European standards and introduce new
technologies.
Cl.: Could you please explain the general
structure of Leater in Eastern Europe?
O.S.: Leater has a division structure. Each
division is oriented on a specific activity
and market. We have a subsidiary, a large
network of dealers and a regional
representation office. Our equipment has
certificates and is sold through affiliated
companies, regional representation,
dealers and partners. It can be delivered in
other countries than Ukraine.

Cl.: Tell us about the current state of affairs
in the distribution channel in Ukraine...

Cl.: How does Leater offer marketing
support to distributors and resellers in the
various zones it covers?

O.S.: The distribution channel is
developing quickly in Ukraine. This is due

O.S.: Our company takes great care of its
dealers and distributors. We offer training

www.cleverdis.com

Oleg SHKULA
GENERAL DIRECTOR – LEATER
Oleg Shkula was born in Ukraine in 1968. He
graduated in 1992, but has been continuing
his studies and perfecting his expertise since,
obtaining an MBA at Kiev-Mogilyanskoy
Business-School (2004) and a diploma in
Economics from the Kiev-Mogilyanskuyu
academy (2005). Between 1994 and 1998,
Oleg Shkula worked as commercial director
for Ruta-Farm (the largest pharmaceutical
distributor in West Ukraine), and then took on
a position as Deputy Director at JSC
"Telesitemy Ukraines". In 2002, Shkula joined
Leater, as Director of the distribution
subsidiary of the Leater Group, becoming
General Director of the Group in 2004.
Founded in 1992, Leater is now the largest
Ukrainian distributor. The company handles
complex projects in the professional audiovisual equipment field, specialises in
mathematical modelling of visualisation
systems and is working it's way into software
projects. At present, Leater supplies customers
in Ukraine with more than 3000 audio-visual
equipment installations from the best world
manufacturers. Leater also produces its own
brand of multimedia projectors, overhead
projectors and light-emitting diode displays.
The company has a divisional structure,
systematised by goods markets, and works
through subsidiary companies and regional
representative offices in Donetsk, Odessa,
Sevastopol, and through their network of
dealers (more than 50 partners in all regions of
Ukraine).

sessions and seminars, offer technical and
sales support, advertising support (printing,
articles,
advertisements,
PR-action,
news...).
Cl.: What about support with reverse
logistics?
O.S.: We offer warranty repair for Leater
equipment, as well as technical
consultation,
and
supply
similar
equipment during the repairing period.
Our guarantee includes: repairing,
technical
consultations,
equipment
testing, lamp module changing, projector
device part changing, software updating.
The Company also offers top of the range
service support. Our specialists can go
on-site to the customers', and we offer
information support.
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THE GERMAN MARKET

Thomas GERNER

Europe's Stalwart (still?)
The German market

PRODUCT MANAGER CONFERENCE
TECHNOLOGY – KINDERMANN

Following his studies, Thomas Gerner joined
Kindermann and worked for the sales
department before taking on the
responsibility of the Conference Technology
Division, newly created in 2002. He then
managed to considerably expand their
product portfolio: “Our aim is to offer the
resellers one-stop shopping – progressing
from pure product sales towards complete
solutions.”
Since the company was founded in 1861,
Kindermann have dedicated their activity to
light ware products. Their inventions in this
field have been regular and numerous.
Kindermann have been a leading German
manufacturer of overhead projectors for
more than 30 years. And since 1982 they
have extended their range to data and video
projectors.
In addition to its own product range,
Kindermann also offer a selection of
international brands, including projectors
from manufacturers like EPSON, SANYO,
TOSHIBA and LG. With the invention of the
universal projector mount, Kindermann has
set the foundations for their conference
technology activity. With a wide selection of
ceiling mounts, screens, interactive boards,
etc, Kindermann offer their partners a
complete range of accessories.

Cleverdis: Can you describe the German
market and its specifics? Can it still be
described as Europe’s “stalwart”?
Thomas Gerner: The German market is
one of Europe’s largest markets. Thus it
certainly remains the most disputed, like
many analysts confirm. When you take a
particular look at the projector segment,
you see that between 40 to 50 brands are
currently cavorting on the market… On
the one hand, this means fierce
competition. On the other hand, this
remains a high-growth market segment.
Especially thanks to the FIFA World Cup

Being an increasingly successful manufacturer and AV distributor,
Kindermann offers an exclusive vision of one of the major European AV/IT
markets: the German market. Cleverdis asked Thomas Gerner to tell us how
he sees the distribution channel today, including in highly competitive
Germany…
and the broadcast of the games in highquality HDTV format – which requires
new, high-quality hardware – we expect
strong impulses for this year. But in the
industrial and educational segments as
well, we expect further growth in terms of
quantities.
Cl.: Tell us about the current state of
affairs
and
how
manufacturers’
distribution policies are evolving with
time...
T.G.: The margin situation for the
distribution channel is getting tighter than
previously. This is certainly due to the
increasing projector sales through the IT
channel, but also to whole project sales,
which have grown considerably.
Manufacturers have realised the potential
of the project business and offer their
channel partners good and comprehensive support – which sometimes even
goes as far as customer acquisition. At the
same time, manufacturers who cooperate
with distributors are trying to increase
reseller loyalty, for example through
customer loyalty programmes, incentives,
etc.
Cl.: What do you expect from
manufacturers? And what do your reseller
partners expect from you?
T.G.:
Our
expectations
from
manufacturers include project support as
mentioned above, but also marketing
support, a competitive offer and a "clean"
sales organisation. And our customers
basically expect the same. What is
especially important to resellers is quick
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delivery, which presumes efficient
organisation and stock management.
Furthermore, they expect efficient
information supplying, support through our
field force, individualised marketing support
and they require that we pass on leads.
Cl.: What will the main challenges be on
the AV market in 2006? What about the
WEEE Directive and "reverse logistics"?
T.G.: Due to the strong price decline in the
projector segment, we will surely have to
make big efforts in order to reach and
increase last year’s turnover. As for the
WEEE Directive, we are already registered
at the EAR* so we have done our
“homework” and are ready for the
challenge.
Cl.: Finally, what is Kindermann’s market
approach?
T.G.: Pure product sales of projectors are
becoming less and less interesting, due to
the strong competition and the comparability of prices. We recommend to our
partners to offer their clients complete
solutions, for example including
installation or accessories.
Thus the reseller proves his competence
and avoids comparison by price.
Kindermann have constantly developed
their offer in this respect during the past
few years, so we are able to offer onestop-shopping to our clients.

* The "Elektro-Altgeräte Register", German institution
created on purpose.

www.cleverdis.com
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VENDORS
STRATEGIES
IN EMEA
Getting the contact
right:
Uses and advantages of
Cleverdis manufacturer
presentation pages
Why create an EMEA
Distribution Channel Annual
Sourcebook?
Cleverdis decided to ask major AV/IT
manufacturers for their channel strategies
in EMEA in order to give each actor in the
industry sufficient information to make
the right choice when choosing partners.
The vendors' marketing and managing
staff we contacted were indeed all highly
sensitive to the actual possibilities that lie
in such a publication.
Preparing this guide, we gave priority to
presenting EMEA distribution partners,
rather than every company's sales office
locations, for a simple reason: distributors
have less visibility as they are not linked
to the brand, and discovering where a
company's partners are is by far harder
than finding sales office details that
anyone can find on corporate web sites.
www.cleverdis.com

We also tried to underline each
manufacturer's strong point, and hope this
will help you take the right decisions...

Which countries are
concerned?
Talking about European sales strategies or
EMEA (Europe – Middle East – Africa)
sales strategies isn't the same thing.
However many of the companies who act
in the AV/IT market today on this
continent have common headquarters
and offices for Europe and EMEA in
general. We chose to present each
company's sales organisation in EMEA,
except for those who had specific
European headquarters as this was our
main focus.
As for the zones used to define each
manufacturer's presence and needs in
terms of actual partners, we tried to

present things as clearly as possible, given
the political and geographical changes
that can alter most common perceptions
(European Union with 25 members...):
• Western Europe and European Union:
includes Central European countries who
are now EU members, as well as the 4
EFTA (European Free Trade Association)
members – Norway, Liechtenstein,
Switzerland, Iceland, and the rest of the
European continent.
• CIS and Russia: covers ex-USSR
countries who have not joined the EU and
are generally not considered part of the
European continent strictly speaking:
Russia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan,
etc.
• Africa: most common countries
mentioned are South Africa, Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt...
• Middle East: covers countries like Israel,
Iraq, Turkey, UAE (United Arab Emirates),
Jordan, Saudi Arabia...
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Why is this sourcebook useful to
manufacturers?

• Marketing support,

Communicating towards current and
future partners is a major issue for
manufacturers of all kind, should they be
multinational companies or fast growing
smaller European companies. Whatever
the profile, each of the 39 companies who
seized the opportunity of featuring in the
Cleverdis EMEA Distribution Channel
Annual Sourcebook is convinced of the
use of supplying clear, reliable and easy to
use information about their distribution
channel philosophy and network, to all
actors
and
readers:
architects,
manufacturers, consultants, designers,
distributors,
engineers,
installers,
integrators, rental companies, event
organisers, producers, technicians, ValueAdded Resellers...

Therefore AV/IT dealers and distributors
across the EMEA region are of course
extremely interested in the information
available in this document, so as to be
able to make the right decisions, plan the
right partnerships and prepare future
growth with the most appropriate strategy.

Why is it useful to dealers,
resellers and distributors?
Through
asking
distributors
and
integrators what essential information
they
look
out
for
concerning
manufacturers that can ’t be found in
commercial brochures or websites, they
tell us they want the following:
• Manufacturer key contacts for their
country,
• The number of distributors the
manufacturer works with by country,
• Countries or zones where they plan to
develop their product distribution,

• Payment models,...

When asked about his expectations – as a
major European distributor – from the
Cleverdis EMEA Distribution Channel
Annual Sourcebook, Peter Van Den Berg,
VP Vendor Management & Operations
Europe, Ingram Micro Europe, recently
declared: "We are interested in how
companies use different B2B and B2C
channels, if they deal directly with
dealers, etc. The Cleverdis Channel
Sourcebook certainly is one of the sources
that our product managers in the various
European countries can use to get this
type of information."

Why should readers make sure
they keep this sourcebook?!
The information gathered in the following
pages is unique in the EMEA and should
undoubtedly
considerably
help
networking and decision making. We are
persuaded it will be a valuable handbook
for all actors in the channel.

AV/IT
manufacturers
across Europe,
Africa and the
Middle East:
To feature in next year's
Cleverdis EMEA
Distribution Channel
Annual Sourcebook,
you are welcome to
send your company
presentation
information to us all
year long...

www.cleverdis.com
info@cleverdis.com

And as they say: the more you are
informed, the better choice you make...

CLEVERDIS SPECIAL REPORTS – A VALUABLE SOURCE OF COMPANY INFORMATION
Cleverdis Special Reports are available for downloading – free of charge – on the Cleverdis web-site – www.cleverdis.com. Cleverdis Special
Reports are based on varying themes of interest to channel and installers, and while each one is sponsored by an individual manufacturer or
service provider, they aim to give a clear and unbiased coverage of the “added-value” of each of these players in the market.
With Cleverdis Special Reports, readers receive all the benefits of having in-depth impartial reporting on a company’s products or services, in a
custom-made mini publication.
Entering New Markets:
When companies enter new market sectors, a Cleverdis Special Report explains to new potential clients what the company has to offer in its
market or how its offer has changed. For example – GL Trade – a company specialising in the diffusion of financial information to banks and
other financial institutions decided to launch GL Multimedia – specialising in digital signage. The challenge was to inform potential customers
not only about the new activities of the company, but also to bring their attention to the exciting new possibilities offered through digital
signage in the banking sector.
Reasserting Presence in the Market:
In the case of the Sony Bravia Special Report, Sony Europe needed to find a way to reassert itself as market leader in the TV sector in Europe,
having lagged in the launch of flat TV technologies. With the launch of the “BRAVIA” sub-brand, Sony was able to explain to its resellers how to
highlight the true values of the brand.
Asserting or Underlining Market Position:
In some cases, it is very important to be able to establish your company’s position in the market, outlining differentiating factors and added
value more clearly. When HP and Compaq merged, many potential clients wondered what the company’s position was regarding monitor development. In their Special Report, HP was able to reassure clients that it was still totally dedicated to the ongoing development of displays. Other
Special Reports, such as those for NEC Electronics USA, Canon Europe, or AG Neovo, also helped these companies underline their offering in
the market.
… Feel free to download Cleverdis Special Reports in PDF format on our “Publications” page... www.cleverdis.com
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Choosing a
manufacturing partner…

…when product offers are
increasingly similar
by Loic Rivière
• sales policies, with margins and postsales rebates on fixed objectives
• marketing and communications budgets
• the quality of after-sales services
• the quality and reactivity of sales
contacts
• financial conditions (liabilities and
payment).
In short: everything that can enable you to
measure the distribution policy of a
manufacturer in concrete terms.
Formely INFOCUS Sales Manager for
Southern Europe, Loïc Rivière has been
in charge of this worldwide videoprojection leader's strategy for France,
Italy and Spain. He was previously
Country Manager France for GE Access
(subsidiary of General Electric) and
Sales and Marketing Manager France &
Africa, for Hitachi BSD.
Address: Domaine de la Tuilerie
28 allée de Chaponval
78590 Noisy le Roi
FRANCE
Tel: 01 34 62 09 14
GSM: 06 25 34 26 28
Email : riviere.loic@wanadoo.fr
If you are interested in working with
Loïc Rivière, feel free to contact him.

As
differentiation
factors
diminish, what should decisions
be based upon?

The dilemma
For AV and IT dealers on the EMEA market
today, making the right choice is getting
increasingly difficult, as product offers
present less and less technology and price
differentiation factors. To solve this
dilemma, the first thing is to compare
manufacturer partnership policies, by
having a close look at:
www.cleverdis.com

This quick review then enables the dealer
– partner to takes measures towards a
manufacturer with full knowledge of the
facts, be it to adopt an opportunist
approach or to share partnership
ambitions.
The opportunist approach would consist
in doing "deals" that are based on criteria
like specific prices and a margin for a
certain business "spot".

A True Partnership
The "partner" relationship implies that
both parties want to work together and to
develop sales and brand visibility
together. This partnership must be thought
out and reinforced as time goes by, thanks
to a relationship built and developed on
trust. The two values that manufacturers
look out for are the partner's added value
and communication.
First of all, the partner must seduce and
reassure his/her contact, with planned
sales and marketing actions (business plan
style) that show his/her added value both
from the point of view of product
integration inside a global offer, and from
the point of view of associated services. A
partner's added value is the essential
differentiation
factor
that
most
manufacturers seek when building and

developing their distribution network.
Secondly, it is vital to develop trust,
through
efficient
and
regular
communication, from a sales, marketing
and financial point of view.
One must simply present what is going to
be done, and do what has been said, and
in case of any change of programme,
warn the manufacturer and explain the
reasons for it. This is a crucial point in a
partnership,
because
absence
of
explanations or – worse – absence of
communication
can
cause
a
manufacturer's trust to disappear
instantly… and then it'll take much longer
to gain that trust back…
Maintaining a partnership is demanding
on both sides. It requires human and time
investment, which is why the dealer has to
make sure this kind of partnership adapts
perfectly to his/her own company strategy.
And a partnership only really makes sense
when it fits into a medium/long term
scheme, to maintain and develop the
investment from both sides. Then the
partnership must be kept alive and
efficient by regular communication about
actions taken, results, failures, difficulties
and suggestions. The more the quality of
the partnership bears fruit, the more the
manufacturer is inclined to go further and
invest more. That's the ultimate phase of
the relation, with the "win-win" approach.

A Note of Precaution
However, caution is needed, as things are
never definite: a partner must always pay
extreme attention to a manufacturer's
current affairs. Indeed, local sales policies
can vary rapidly depending on strategic
manufacturer changes, the arrival of new
managers or simply contacts changing…
as one must never forget that above all a
partnership is built on the basis of a
human relationship.
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3TOUCH

Company Profile

www.3touch.com
Henk de Groot
Director Worldwide Sales and Marketing
"3Touch builds systems that enhance a customer's productivity
after proper implementation, especially in mission critical
presentations: 3Touch even started after its founder failed in
presenting his business case to a group of venture capitalists
after technology breaking down! Therefore we partner only with professional system
integration companies that understand the environment and the opportunity to help
and support customers. We operate globally and make sure our support services are
available in all major cities. So we are carefully building a team of the best system
integrators that span the world and communicate with each other to pass on leads
and work."

3Touch develop systems that are
intuitive, fully integrated presentation
solutions, based on a proven client
server architecture that provides for
simultaneous presenting / conferencing
/ real-time teaching in multiple rooms.
It is the first company worldwide to
deliver a Presenter Centric Solution.
3Touch's aim is to eradicate
presentation failure, make conferences
a seamless event speaker-to-speaker
and allow instant presentations
anywhere.

Main products and accessories:
3Touch Campuswide client-server
presentation management system,
3Touch Liberty Lecterns, 3Touch
Conference manager, 3Touch Room
manager, 3Touch Portable Media
tablets and touch screens.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
A carefully selected and licensed group of professional system integrators with AV
and IT technology experience represent, demonstrate, survey and install the
networked solutions across EMEA.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Athlone, Ireland, with sales offices in Ireland, the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands, as well as offices and agents globally.
3TOUCH LECTERN

EMEA sales contacts: Henk de Groot; Ian Myhill; Eamonn Roarke; Des McGann
• E-mail: info@3touch.com • Tel: +353 906 444 000 (Athlone, Ireland)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia

UK, Ireland, Germany, Netherlands,
Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark,
Austria, Spain, Slovenia
Information not available

Future partners needed:
France, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Italy,
Greece, Turkey, Portugal, Poland, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary. 25 partners
approx. needed throughout EMEA.
All areas of CIS

Markets covered:
Africa

South Africa, Egypt

Information not available

Middle East

UAE, Saudi Arabia, Israel

Information not available

Professional training and education,
Hotels, Corporate boardroom, business
and conference centres.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

System Integrators with appropriate AV
and Networking experience.

• Marketing and sales support includes web based tracking tools, evaluation systems, configuration support guides and
presence at major AV events.
• Technical support is available by direct access to a problem-solving team.
• Product training includes extensive documentation, on-line help and training for partners.
• Financing support and payment terms: 25% at time of installation, remaining sum paid 30days after installation. License
stops working if no timely payment is received, which encourages end-users to pay quickly.

What makes working with 3Touch different?
"At 3Touch, we believe in close cooperation with partners, and do our utmost to make partners’ installations successful."
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AMX

Company Profile

www.amx.com

AMX is a worldwide leader in advanced
control and automation technology,
enabling users to centrally manage and
control a variety of audio/video,
environmental and communications
technologies. Customers also leverage
the company's advanced hardware and
software platforms to store and
distribute digital content, as well as to
manage a selection of resources and
services.

Michael Olinger
Vice President, International Sales
"In their native forms, AV and IT technologies naturally operate
very differently and have been inherently difficult to
interoperate. As demand grows for products that are smarter,
faster, more efficient and more user friendly, the AV and IT
worlds come together to form products that fulfil these needs.
At AMX, we are creating advanced control and automation solutions that embrace
this philosophy to give our integrators and end-users new possibilities and more
choices than ever in unique system design. The success of merging these
technologies also relies on AV and IT manufacturers working together, which is why
we are working with our manufacturing partners to bring out the best in each other
and to develop products using standard-based technologies that our companies, our
industry and, ultimately, the consumer can benefit from."

Main products and accessories:
Integrated controllers, touch panels,
keypads & remote controls, multimedia
content servers and software

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
AMX has a network of offices and distributors/manufacturing representatives
worldwide.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
European headquarters are in England with a global presence in over 80
countries.

EMEA sales contact: Tim Penn
• E-mail: timothy_penn@amxuk.co.uk • Tel: +44.1.904.343.100

Current distribution partners:

Western Europe and EU

Germany, Austria, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia,
Estonia, Slovakia, Poland, Ukraine,
Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia,
Belarus, Yugoslavia, Greece, Italy,
Turkey, Belgium, France, Spain,
Portugal, Luxembourg, UK, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, The
Netherlands, Switzerland and Ireland.

CIS and Russia

Russia

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Syria, United
Arab Emirates, Yemen and Syria.

Future partners needed:

None

MVP-8400

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Markets covered:
All

Type of Partners:
AV / IT dealers & distributors,
integrators, consultants, architects,
other manufacturers, end users.

• Marketing and sales support: Marketing and sales support is based at the company's headquarters in Richardson, Texas, with
additional resources available on its website.
• Technical support is provided by a highly-skilled team based in Richardson, Texas, with local support available through the
company’s extensive network of distributors.
• Product training: In-person product training is available at all of the company’s offices and via its extensive network of
distributors. Remote training from the company is available on line.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with AMX different?
"AMX systems are easier than ever to install and programme because we have adopted standards-based technologies like
Ethernet and Java, and we are actively working with manufacturers around the world to ensure our products are interoperable
with theirs. AMX also offers our dealers unparalleled training and support from teams of highly-skilled, attentive industry
professionals dedicated to helping them succeed."
www.cleverdis.com
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ANALOG WAY

Company Profile

www.analogway.com
Paul Schoukroun
VP Sales and Marketing
"Going the extra mile! This could be the Analog Way motto.
Today, more than ever, Analog Way is designing and
manufacturing high-end video processors and high-definition
seamless switchers designed with features and capabilities
that make the difference. Whether it is built-in soft-edge capabilities, logo insertion,
frame store or HD compatibility, the smart buyer will see right away the value of
these features to ensure a faster return on investment.
Analog Way has a worldwide presence either with subsidiaries or value added
distributors in order to provide service and support rapidly”.

Founded in 1989, Analog Way is a
leading manufacturer of innovative
image converters, with worldwide
partners. The Company designs a wide
range of scan converters, scalers,
seamless switchers and up/down
converters to provide the most
advanced solutions in the Broadcast,
AV, Rental & Staging, Church,
Corporate and Industrial markets.

Main products and accessories:
Scan converters, high resolution mixers
and seamless switchers, scalers,
up/down converters, line multipliers,
interfaces, boosters, cables.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Analog Way has selected value added distributors all across Europe. In France,
they have a direct and indirect sales channel, depending on customer size and
activity.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:

DIVENTIX (BACK)

There is one main sales office, at headquarters, in Massy, France.

EMEA sales contact: Paul Schoukroun
• E-mail: saleseuro@analogway.com • Tel: +33 1 64 47 16 03 (France)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Future partners needed:

Markets covered:

France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, Belgium, Holland.

Information not available

CIS and Russia

Russia and Middle East
Information not available

Africa

Middle East

DIVENTIX (FRONT)

Large events, broadcast, rental and
staging, installations, conference and
boardrooms, houses of worship,
exhibition centres, high resolution
presentation displays.

Israel

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Information not available

• Marketing and sales support: all sales and marketing operations are based in Massy, France. Analog Way support their
partners directly from headquarters.
• Technical support: most of Analog Way distributors can provide a first level of support, but when needed specific issues are
handled directly from Massy headquarters.
• Product training is available and is a key priority for the company in 2006, with more fully dedicated resources.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Analog Way different?
"Analog Way is a technology leader in the image processing market. Because we rely on proprietary technologies and knowhow, we can propose affordable, advanced solutions focussed on real Pro AV market needs."
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Company Profile

AUDIPACK
www.audipack.com
Alfred Schouten
Sales Manager
"The ever faster emerging new audiovisual applications for professionals as well as
for public and private environments inspire Audipack to continuously develop new
and innovative products. Our clients know about these new audiovisual applications
like no other. To serve the end-user best, and because products grow increasingly
more complex, partnerships with technically capable AV-professionals are therefore
highly important for Audipack. We maintain long lasting contacts with clients
throughout the world, but mainly in Western Europe. Offering exclusivity isn’t our
policy: we always like to cooperate with new partners who have the technical
knowledge to handle the products and have the right connections into their national,
local and specialist markets."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Audipack started out in 1982 as a
manufacturer of custom made
flightcases for the transport and
storage of all sorts of products. As
many clients were audiovisual
professionals
and
because
of
Audipack’s capability to offer products
to client specifications, the product
range was extended to various
mounting products, lift systems and
presentation systems for all kinds of
audiovisual equipment. Each Audipack
product is designed and manufactured
by Audipack in the Netherlands.
Audipack maintains a reputation of
being able to offer professional
solutions to AV-professionals, either
standardised or custom made.

Main products and accessories:

How it works:
Audipack designs and manufactures its products in the Netherlands only. Audipack
sells from the Dutch office directly to audiovisual professionals throughout the
world. In some countries, non-exclusive agents and distributors cover our range of
standard products.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
All operations are run from the headquarters in Moerkapelle, Netherlands.

Audipack manufactures flight and
transport cases, 19 inch accessories,
projector and flat panel ceiling lift
systems, wall and ceiling mounts,
luxury
residential
presentation
systems, rear projection systems,
interpreter booths and OEM products.
Audipack imports and distributes DNP
rear projection screens.

EMEA sales contacts: Alfred Schouten • Tel: +31 795931671
Hans J. van den Berg • Tel: +31 795931671
• E-mail: audipack@audipack.com

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Future partners needed:

Audipack
has
non
exclusive
distributors and resellers in all the
European countries

CIS and Russia
New partners are welcome from all
over the world
Africa

Markets covered:

Information not available

Middle East

Professional / residential / commercial /
B2B

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Mainly audiovisual professionals, such
as AV-dealers, distributors, installers,
rental companies and manufacturers

• Marketing and sales support: Audipack sales are based at their Dutch office, supported by multilingual in-house staff. All
enquiries and requests can be sent to, or discussed with them. Client and site visits across Europe can be planned to discuss
partnerships and products, for product demonstration and training. The Audipack website offers clients details and ordering
facilities for most standard products.
• Technical support is provided from the Dutch office, primarily supplying data, materials and knowledge. Site visits can be
planned in mutual consultation.
• Product training: product, technical and sales training sessions for clients can be hosted at Audipack facilities on appointment
and are fully catered.
• Financing support and payment terms: Audipack offers credit facilities, subject to credit status.

What makes working with Audipack different?
"Audipack specialises in offering products of the highest quality and in offering bespoke products, designed from scratch or
based on standard products. The comprehensive range of standard products and the experience of our teams ensure that
Audipack can easily and promptly come up with appropriate solutions. Communication lines are short, as are delivery times,
relatively speaking."
www.cleverdis.com
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BARCO

Company Profile

www.barco.com

Barco designs and develops solutions
for large screen visualisation, display
solutions for life-critical applications,
and systems for visual inspection. For
presentation
applications,
Barco
especially targets higher education,
corporate boardrooms, auditoriums,
conference and videoconference rooms,
museums, science centres, hotels and
large churches. Barco is active
worldwide and has its own facilities for
Sales & Marketing, Customer Support,
R&D and Manufacturing in Europe,
North America and Asia Pacific.

Dirk Hendrickx
Sales Director/Vice President BP&S
”Barco supports its partners in the merging technologies of
AV/IT. When focussing on the best solution for our customers’
visualisation demands, strategic partners that have a good
understanding of how visualisation interacts with a network are
of crucial importance. Important performance and economic
decisions are to be taken. Thanks to its in-depth expertise and worldwide references
Barco can help its customers to make the right technology decisions to increase
efficiency. Our country offices and distributors can oversee a global network of
dealers, integrators and solution architects that are supported on all levels from presales support to Service Level Agreements (SLA). Hence, we can use this global
leverage to ensure our end users get the best solution for their visual
communication.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Main products and accessories:
• LCD and DLP projectors
• SXGA+ and HDTV resolution
• Flat panel LCD monitors
• Dedicated large screen display
solutions

How it works:
Barco has a network of offices and distributors in all countries, all over Europe
and the EMEA.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Central offices are in Kuurne, Belgium with a global presence in over 90 countries.
BARCO iCON H600

EMEA sales contact: Marc Aarts
• E-mail: marc.aarts@barco.com • Tel: +32-56-36 8811 (Kuurne, Belgium)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain, None
Switzerland, the Netherlands, UK,
Sweden

CIS and Russia

Russia, Ukraine

Africa

South Africa, Morocco, Ivory Coast,
None
Tunisia

Middle East

Kuwait, Turkey, Egypt, UAE, Saudi
None
Arabia, Jordan, Oman, Pakistan

BARCO AT THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

None

Markets covered:
Professional

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV/IT dealers, Integrators,
Consultants, Architects, End users.

• Marketing and sales support is based at the company's headquarters in Kuurne, with local offices worldwide. It offers a
partner zone on the web, e-newsletters, communication with the dedicated trade press and road shows.
• Technical support includes a centralised call centre in Kuurne and local technical support staff in each country.
• Product training: dedicated product training is delivered on customers' sites thanks to country office staff or distributors.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Barco different?
"For demanding applications in professional markets, Barco delivers dedicated visualisation solutions with a special focus on
lowering Total Cost of Ownership while improving Return On Investment."
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CSAV EUROPE BV / CHIEF
MANUFACTURING

Company Profile

www.chiefmfg.com

Paul Feenstra
Vice President CSAV Europe BV / Chief Manufacturing
"The Audio Visual market is a huge growth market that will
continue to provide many opportunities for premium products.
Choice is a key factor in order to offer a wide variety of
application and installation requirements. With Chief,
resellers will find a company committed to the core values of providing faster
installation, superior support, proven quality and end-user focused products."

Chief Manufacturing, an industry leader
in technology mounting solutions,
offers a complete line of mounts, lifts
and accessories for flat panel TVs and
projectors. With more than 27 years of
proven product and service excellence,
Chief is committed to responding to
industry needs in the professional,
residential and office markets.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
Main products and accessories:
How it works:
Chief’s European headquarters support European Distributor networks, retail
chains and commercial partnerships with TV manufacturers and OEM partners.

Small, medium and large flat panel
mounts, projector mounts, trolleys and
stands.

PDR DUAL SWING ARM WALL MOUNT

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
There is one main sales office, at headquarters, in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

EMEA sales contact: Paul Feenstra
• E-mail: Paul.Feenstra@csavinc.com • Tel: +31 (0) 20 570 89 23
(Amsterdam, Netherlands)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia

Future partners needed:

Almost full coverage in all European
countries.

Information not available
All countries

Africa

Information not available

Middle East

Information not available

Markets covered:
Residential / Professional / Commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

European distributor network, retail
chains, industrial partnerships with TV
manufacturers and OEM partners.

• Marketing and sales support: CSAV/Chief Manufacturing offer the highest marketing and sales support to their customers
based on PR, advertising, trade shows and complete sales training programmes.
• Technical support: CSAV/Chief products are backed by expertly trained Customer Service staff dedicated to responding to
customer needs.
• Product training: complete product training is provided to each customer at their request. CSAV/Chief is dedicated to meeting
every possible customer need. They pride themselves in offering quality products and innovative designs that are strong,
functional and easy to install.

What makes working with Chief different?
"By choosing Chief products, resellers know that they can save time on installation because Chief mounts are developed in
cooperation with the reseller. Chief provides premium, high quality products that bring overall added value to the reseller."
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

CHRISTIE
www.christiedigital.co.uk
Dale Miller
Vice President, EMEA
"Christie has pioneered video-data projection and now digital
projection. We are recognised for the development of purposebuilt products across a wide variety of professional commercial,
entertainment and industry applications. Key applications
feature high brightness / high-definition command & control, simulation, staging,
virtual reality and cinema. Christie is growing rapidly in EMEA, on both traditional and
emerging markets. Our success lies in our ability to work inclusively with all parties
who will provide commercial, function and performance advantage to the customer’s
solution. To offer the best from the best, while maintaining clean, fast and effective
communication and ultimately control for the customer."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Christie employs more than 550 professionals worldwide and Christie’s EMEA
operation is supported by strong team of dedicated personnel to deliver first rate
technical and customer support, application engineering and design, marketing and
sales from the UK.

Christie is a global leader in the
manufacture of visual solutions for
business, entertainment and industry.
Often considered the "professional’s
choice", Christie maintains the practice
of developing purpose-built display
systems while offering one of the
widest
selections
of
display
technologies. Today Christie systems
are used to meet applications as
diverse as digital cinema for movie
exhibition to 3D stereo displays used by
the automotive and avionics industries
for product modelling.

Main products and accessories:
35mm film projectors and accessories,
DLP Cinema, cube projection and
custom rear projection displays, hibrightness and hi-definition digital
projection utilising LCD, single-chip
and three-chip DLP technology,
networking solutions, simulation and
VR display products.
CP2000X

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Christie supports a network of local technical, customer services and sales teams
across the region and this is further reinforced with full-service facilities in France,
Germany, Hungary and consulting offices in Italy and Spain.

EMEA sales contact: Simon Smith
• E-mail: sales-europe@christiedigital.com • Tel: +44 (0) 1189 778000
(Wokingham, United Kingdom.)
DS60

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia

Africa

Middle East

Future partners needed:

Christie maintains an extensive
network of Christie Partners across
this operational region for traditional
AV market sector and for specialist Christie is growing rapidly in EMEA,
both traditional and emerging
professional display applications.
markets. Christie continues to look to
Developments in high-end display develop partnerships with those
capability are highlighting new market companies dedicated to excellence
opportunities and Christie seeks and specialisation in their field.
specialist resellers and integrators for
these applications.

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Markets covered:
Professional, commercial, culture…
B2B professional end-users and application
specialists for advertising, broadcast, cinema,
command & control, corporate communications,
events, museums and public space display, theme
parks, simulation and virtual reality.

Type of Partners:
Traditional AV resellers, specialist
resellers, installation specialists,
event-staging and hire companies,
integrators, AV and communication
consultants and vertically aligned
market specialists.

• Marketing and sales support: Christie Partners are selected for their knowledge and experience of AV. They are partners in
every sense. Christie works closely with Partners to provide a service second to none. From pre and post-sales support, sales
demonstration (kit and personnel), tender response and bid preparation support, to communication and co-operative
programme development.
• Technical support: Christie provides online support, telephone support and where necessary and possible on-site support.
From answering simple operation queries to more sophisticated commissioning support; Christie is both a manufacturer and
integration partner.
• Product training: Christie offers scheduled training at its visual solution centres in EMEA. Technical training courses cover all
models within Christie’s product offering and also market / application aligned training. Bespoke courses are available on
request.
• Financing support and payment terms: Christie offers credit facilities and credit terms subject to credit status.

What makes working with Christie different?
"Christie seeks to develop industry-leading display solutions; to that end we specialise in projection manufacture and have
developed strong relationships with other leading providers, so as not to exclude class-leading products and services from the
final customer solution."
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Company Profile

CLARITY VISUAL SYSTEMS
www.clarityvisual.com
Lisa Duckett
Senior Director Worldwide Marketing & Communications
"Clarity Visual Systems is committed to bringing a high level of quality products and
services to support the value-added reseller and integrator channel. Clarity provides
its partners with world class hardware and software products and value added
services programs.
Clarity markets its Clarity, Synelec and CoolSign brands through value added
resellers worldwide. The reseller program varies by brand, and a reseller of the
Clarity display brand is not automatically a reseller of Synelec or CoolSign. Partners
wishing to participate in any of our reseller programs can send an inquiry to
sales clarityvisual.com”

@

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Clarity manufactures digital display
technology, multi-image processors,
and produces enterprise software and
solutions for digital signage networks.
Clarity markets its products and
services under the Clarity, CoolSign
and Synelec brands in North America,
Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Main products and accessories:
Clarity Digital AP/LCD and DLP
displays, control room hardware and
software
solutions,
multi-image
processors sold under the Synelec
brand, CoolSign digital signage
software, and digital signage services.

How it works:
Clarity markets its products and services through value-added resellers and
integration partners across EMEA.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Clarity has its European headquarters in St. Sernin, France. Clarity has six regional
sales offices in addition to its European HQ in St. Sernin, FRANCE. The Clarity sales
offices are located in Shanghai, CHINA; Rome, ITALY; Amsterdam, THE
NETHERLANDS; London, ENGLAND; Ankara, TURKEY; and Paris, FRANCE.

EMEA sales contact: Daniel Villepelet
• daniel.villepelet@synelec.fr • Tel: +33 (0) 1 49 97 17 68 (St. Sernin sur Rance)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Germany,
Hungary, Sweeden, Switzerland,
Denmark, Greece, U.K., France, Italy,
Netherlands.
Poland, Latvia, Belarussia, India,
Japan, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia,
Shanghai / China (15 partners in
China, only one Clarity sales office
though.)

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

Turkey, Saudi Arabia, UAE

Future partners needed:

Other partners are welcome.

Markets covered:
Traffic control rooms, utilities, security
and corporate - Digital signage software
& services through CoolSign.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV Integrators, IT integrators and
Large Scale Systems Integrators.

• Marketing and sales support is available for partners through corporate channel marketing programs including MDF and coop programmes.
• Technical support is available for resellers from Clarity's European HQ in St. Sernin, from Paris, from the China office and
from the North American HQ in Wilsonville, Oregon.
• Product training is required for each partner as part of their dealer contract.
• Financing support and payment terms: information is available for partners who become authorized Clarity, Synelec or
CoolSign resellers.

What makes working with Clarity different?
“Clarity has a commitment to the quality of its products and services, and offers resellers some of the industry's best standard
and extended warranty programmes to enable services revenue for our partners. Clarity is also committed to enabling its
partners to provide the highest level of service and support to end user customers.”
www.cleverdis.com
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CRESTRON International

Company Profile

www.crestron-int.be

For the past 35 years, Crestron has
been one of the world's leading
manufacturers of advanced control and
automation systems. They offer total
solutions for integration and control of
audio, video, computer, the Internet and
more.

Frank Van Meeuwen
President and CEO
"We are simply committed to the AV market. Our aim is not to let
the customer down, so we follow closely every customers' and
dealers' needs. That's why we have such developed support
services, and why we invest so much in research for the market
we serve... It is essential, as we are a private company and we don't want to worry about
shareholders..."

Their leadership comes from a total
focus on providing the best possible
products, programmes and services in
the industry - all backed by Crestron's
dedicated team of people.

Main products and accessories:

"Products Plus People" - that's what Crestron is all about."

Automation and control equipment for
the AV industry: Touchpanels, Button
Panels, Control Systems, Expansion
Cards, AV Distribution, Interfaces,
Software,
Wireless,
Accessories,
European
Lighting
Modules,
QuickMedia, iMedia

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

How it works:
The European headquarters covers a territory that goes from Iceland to South
Africa, in cooperation with their satellite offices and with over 700 active dealers.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
The European Headquarters is centrally located near Brussels, Belgium.
16 sales offices are spread across the EMEA region.

EMEA sales contact: Pascale Vanrusselt
• E-mail: pvanrusselt@crestron-int.be • Tel: +32 15 50 99 50

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

All countries

CIS and Russia

Ukraine, Russia, Albania, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Moldova, etc.

Africa

South Africa, Morocco, Tunisia, Ivory
Coast, Kenya, Nigeria.

CEN-IPOD TPS-15 WHITE

Future partners needed:

Everywhere

Middle East

Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Israel, ...

Markets covered:
Professional / residential / commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV dealers who integrate Crestron
products in their projects, AV
consultants, Architects....

• Marketing and sales support: Crestron's advanced order system allows sales staff to check product availability and delivery
time within a matter of seconds. 95% of all orders can be supplied from the permanent stock at the bonded warehouse at
Brussels airport.
• Technical support: Crestron ensures technical support and training, as well as repair services and technical hotline support.
Crestron has more than 100 employees in Europe who are entirely dedicated to direct technical support.
• Product training: The company has invested in a training centre, that is fully automated with Crestron Remote Control
products, to demonstrate the use of Crestron Control products to dealers, consultants and other industry partners.

What makes working with Crestron different?
"Being completely committed to the AV industry, we are different from others because we are a private company. Instead of
concentrating on shareholders, we focus on our customers' needs..."
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DATATON
Company Profile

www.dataton.com
Fredrik Svahnberg
Business Development Manager
"Dataton has been in the business for over 30 years now and
has established itself as a reliable manufacturer with uniquely
creative solutions. We have recently begun appointing Dataton
centres around the globe. These centres offer enormous
expertise and experience of our products teamed with local insight. We also have a
business online service which has been in operation for almost ten years.”

Dataton develops and manufactures
presentation and show control systems.
After 30 years in the business, Dataton
continues
to
impress
with
groundbreaking products such as
WATCHOUT™,
the
multi-display
presentation system, and the intuitive
PICKUP™ audio guide system. Available
through a worldwide dealer network,
Dataton technology is a leader in the
events and entertainment industries.

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

WATCHOUT multi-display presentation
system, PICKUP audio guide system
with accessories, show control.

How it works:
Sales online, via Dataton Centres, dealers.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are located in Linköping, Sweden.

EMEA sales contact: Inquiries to business department
• E-mail: business@dataton.se • Tel: + 46 13 10 24 50

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

All European countries

CIS and Russia

Russia

Future partners needed:

Companies interested in products are
welcome to contact Dataton.
Africa

South Africa

Middle East

Majority of countries

Markets covered:
Professional / commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Experienced AV companies

• Marketing and sales support is delivered through local events coordinated by local partners and by presence at major trade
shows, etc.
• Technical support is done primarily by email (support@dataton.se) or through local partners. They also have a wellestablished forum and a showroom.
• Product training is available through local partners, and is also organised at headquarters. Documentation in pdf format is
downloadable on the company website.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Dataton different?
"Customers come to Dataton for the quality and originality of our products."
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

DNP
www.dnp.dk
Matthias Mikkelsen
Area Sales Manager
"Optical rear projection is a very complex high quality product
that needs proper education of the markets. That's why dnp
denmark has chosen smaller, independent distributors, who do
an excellent job in getting the benefits of optical rear projection
across. This has led dnp and its dealers to a remarkable
success in the past. Our new product, the optical front screen Supernova, does
require less technical education and can therefore easily be distributed by
conventional distributors. However our philosophy focuses on AV distributors as we
are a vital part of their product range."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
dnp denmark works closely with AV distributors in the bigger countries in Europe.
They have some exclusive and some non-exclusive agreements. In smaller
countries they keep direct contact and deliver to AV dealers.

dnp denmark is one of the world's
leaders in optical rear projection
screens, with a 65% world market
share.
dnp denmark is the worldwide
headquarters
of
large
screen
production of Dai Nippon Printing Co.
The Japanese DNP Group is the world’s
largest printing and media company
with 35 production plants, 21
production divisions and more than
34,000 employees worldwide.

Main products and accessories:
The dnp product range includes 12
types of fresnel and holographic screen
in sizes from 40” to 200” for all types of
applications; conference rooms, control
rooms, Point of Sales, Home
entertainment, TV studios, Sports
arenas, etc.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
dnp Denmark headquarters are in Copenhagen, Denmark.

EMEA sales contacts: Sharon Roberts • E-mail: sr@dnp.dk,
• Tel: +45 46 16 51 58 (South West and Central Europe, Finland, Sweden, Russia, CIS)
Matthias Mikkelsen • E-mail: mm@dnp.dk UK, • Tel: +45 46 16 51 17 (Ireland,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland…)
Jes Enevoldsen • E-mail: je@dnp.dk, • Tel: +39 07 4238 1235 (South East Europe,
Middle East, Africa)
Søren Busk • E-mail: sb@dnp.dk, • Tel: +45 46 16 52 05 (Norway and Denmark)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia
Information not available
Africa

Please contact dnp denmark
Tel: +45 4616 5100

Markets covered:
Residential / professional / commercial

Middle East

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV Distributors, AV Dealers, Key
Account Customers

• Marketing and sales support includes a special webpage, brochures, case stories, demo screens and exhibitions.
• Technical support is done by product managers and skilled area sales managers as well as a rear-projection designer.
• Product training is done by product managers and skilled area sales managers.
• Financing support and payment terms: Information not available

What makes working with dnp different?
"dnp Denmark offers the best optical rear projection screens available. Special screens for every kind of application are
available. Due to a highly efficient production system, we are able to provide short delivery times and customised sizes at
competitive prices."
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ELECTROSONIC

Company Profile

www.electrosonic.com

Electrosonic is an audio-visual
company with a worldwide presence,
specialising in the AV needs of
Corporate Communications, Command
and Control Rooms, Museums, Retail
Display, Theme Parks and Exhibitions.
With an understanding of multi-source
image processing and media networks,
they operate as a systems integrator, a
product manufacturer, and a provider of
AV facilities management and contract
servicing.

Jamie Farmer
Director, Products & Video Display
“For the past few years, Electrosonic has been highly effective
in the Control Room market in the US through its wide network
of offices and partners. Now, it is increasingly successful in the
UK and across Europe in what is undoubtedly a very important
growth market area. Offering exclusivity isn't our policy: we
look out for distribution partners who have technical capability to handle the product,
and the right connections into the appropriate vertical market..."

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Videowall processors, multi-channel
MPEG2 servers, high definition (HD)
players, high-resolution low-latency
streaming encoders / decoders, Show
control units.

How it works:
The network is centralised in the main European office in Dartford with a team of 6
people who support the channel and the different partners across the EMEA region.
The company then works with partners who are present in different key countries.
Lightinen, an Electrosonic subsidiary, serve the Finnish market for entertainment
and corporate applications from their base in Helsinki.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters in Dartford, UK, include the main product development facility,
extensive sales, systems engineering and technical support services.

EMEA sales contact: Oliver Reed
• E-mail: oliver.reed@electrosonic-uk.com • Tel: +44 1322 282 274

Current distribution partners:

Western Europe and EU

Austria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland.

CIS and Russia

Russia

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

Turkey, Israel, Kuwait, Pakistan,
United Arab Emirates (UAE), Dubai.

Future partners needed:

Partners are needed in all other
EMEA countries.

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

VN-QUANTUM

Markets covered:
professional and commercial

Type of Partners:
Mainly trade partners: distributors,
dealers, or system integrators. The
company looks for partners with strong
technical capability and good end-user
contacts in chosen vertical markets.

• Marketing and sales support: Electrosonic can send a sales manager and a technical specialist to go and visit the end user
with the distribution partner, to demonstrate the product, talk about the particular solution that they are looking for, and
provide advice. They also help distributors or system integrators to reply to tenders.
• Technical support: there are different options: telephone support, or, at the distributor's request, on-site support. Electrosonic
can provide commissioning help, for projects that need integrating and specialist help.
• Product training: there are two key markets where typically a client would come to Electrosonic for training: rental and
staging, and broadcast. A broadcaster who buys Electrosonic's Vector processor, to drive a newsroom video-wall, can come to
Dartford, for a 1 or 2 day training course. The company also does training on the client's site. Free training is available to
distribution partners, and is usually a requirement for representing the company’s products.
• Financing support and payment terms: Electrosonic offers credit facilities, subject to credit status.

What makes working with Electrosonic different?
"Electrosonic’s experience of systems integration has given it a product range and a support ethos that ensures end-user
requirements are met comprehensively. It freely shares this knowledge with distribution partners."
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

EPSON
www.epson-europe.com
Bernard Ohling
EMEA Senior Business Manager for visual instruments

Epson produces a wide range of projectors packed with innovative technologies and
features such as 3LCD and Easy MP.
In partnership with a wide network of trusted AV and IT channel partners, we provide
business customers with the best possible network, wireless & PC less projection
solutions.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Epson Europe is part of the Seiko Epson
corporation, a global leader in highquality technology products that meet
customer demands for increased
functionality, compactness and energy
efficiency with sales in fiscal 2004 of
2428 million Euros and a workforce of
2,700 employees in Europe.
With 11.1% market share , Epson is the
number one projector manufacturer in
Europe and has been for the last 4
years.

Main products and accessories:

How it works:
Epson is selling through a network of AV distributors and broadline distributors,
AV and IT dealers, and home cinema specialists who add service to our products.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:

• Business
projectors
including
desktop, mobile, and installation
models
• Education models
• Home cinema projectors

EMEA "Europe" Headquarters are in Amsterdam. In the whole EMEA region,
EPSON has 9 major sales offices who manage local sales offices in their
territories.

EMEA sales contacts are organised by area:
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxemburg, East Europe
Epson Deutschland GmbH
Christian Dyckerhoff
• Christian.Dyckerhoff@epson.de
• Tel: +49 (0)2159 / 538-0

Germany, Austria, Switzerland
Epson Deutschland GmbH
Frank Prünte
• Frank.Pruente@epson.de
• Tel: +49 (0)2159 / 538-0

France, Maghreb
EPSON France SA
Bruno Bonino
• BBonino@epson.fr
• Tel: +33 (0)1 4087 3710

Africa, Middle East, Scandinavia, Denmark
Epson (UK) Ltd
Henry Larkham
• hlarkham@epson.co.uk
• Tel: +44 (0) 1442 227251

United Kingdom
Epson (UK) Ltd
Peter Bromage
• pbromage@epson.co.uk
• Tel: +44 (0) 1442 227362

Spain, Portugal
Epson Ibérica S.A.U.
Joaquim Gimenez
• Joaquim_Gimenez@epson.es
• Tel: +34-93-5821552

Italy
EPSON Italia s.p.a.
Marco Colantoni
• Marco_Colantoni@epson.it
• Tel: +390266032200

Turkey, Greece, Croatia, Slovenia
EPSON Italia s.p.a.
Francesco Barbieri
• Francesco_Barbieri@epson.it
• Tel: +390266032244

CIS and Russia
EPSON Europe B.V.
Alexander Davydov
• Alexander.Davydov@epson.ru
• Tel: +7 (495) 777-03-55

Markets covered:
Professional / Education / Home Cinema

Type of Partners:
AV
Distributors
and
Broadline
Distributors, AV and IT Dealers, Home
Cinema Specialists

SUPPORT STRUCTURE
• Marketing, sales, and technical support is being provided by the EPSON subsidiaries listed above and their wide network of
local offices. This includes product trainings like road shows. Detailed information can be obtained at the EPSON subsidiaries.

What makes working with Epson different?
“Epson delivers dedicated projection solutions including the latest technologies, for demanding applications in all market
segments, including meeting rooms, large venues, public displays, mobile and education. No matter what your need is, we will
always have a product and solution meeting that need.”
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HITACHI

Company Profile

www.hitachidigitalmedia.com

Nick Rogers,
Manager - Projectors

"Hitachi sells all business products through distribution. In
smaller countries we have a single partner, but in most
countries we have multiple distribution – most of our partners
are value added A/V distributors. Consumer products are either sold through
distribution or directly to specialist retailers or multiple outlets. Hitachi has one of
the most loyal and stable distribution networks in the industry. We have more than
60 distributors in most countries in EMEA."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Hitachi is a leader in consumer
electronics
and
digital
display
solutions. From award winning
projectors and plasma televisions to the
world’s first DVD camcorders: the
Hitachi Digital Media Group continues
to set performance standards across a
variety of different markets. They
supply the European market with
leading edge projectors, flat panel TV’s,
DVD players/hard disk recorders and
audio equipment plus a host of other
products.

Main products and accessories:
LCD projectors, accessories
associated network products.

How it works:

and

Hitachi has 6 sales offices based in Europe covering all European countries, the
Middle East, Russia and Africa.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
• Offices at Hitachi Europe Limited, Maidenhead, UK.
• 6 sales offices in Europe.
PJTX200

EMEA sales contact: Nick Rogers
• E-mail: nick.rogers@hitachi-eu.com • Tel: +44 1628 585 000

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Future partners needed:

All countries
CP-SX1350(S)

CIS and Russia

Is covered from Athens or Stockholm
offices.

Africa

North African countries and Republic
of South Africa

Middle East

Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia, Iran and Dubai

Information not available

Markets covered:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Domestic, education and corporate

• Marketing and sales support, Technical support, Product training:
Main support is delivered through Hitachi's distribution partners. Service support, technical training, product training are all
done from the UK Head Office and to regions via regional offices.

What makes working with Hitachi different?
"Hitachi has one of the broadest product ranges in the industry, with an enviable reputation for quality and reliability. We are
the second largest projector manufacturer in the World."
www.cleverdis.com
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iLIGHT intelligent controls

Company Profile

www.iLight.co.uk

iLight is specialised in the development
and manufacturing of architectural
lighting control equipment for both
residential
and
commercial
applications.
iLight can also provide a complete
system solution through integration
and control of peripherals such as AV
systems,
blinds,
projectors
or
commercial building management
systems.

Peter van der Kolk
European Business Development Manager
"Creatively translating our clients control visions into reality is
at the heart of what we do. We have extensive experience in
working with lighting designers, system integrators and
installers to provide truly inspirational control solutions. From
initial concept through to final commissioning we work closely
with all parties to ensure project success. While control architectural lighting and
external peripherals (like Audio/Visual) are becoming more and more often a single
solution, we believe in putting the user in control, providing elegant and intuitive
interfacing to our control network via innovative user interfaces. In order to achieve
this, iLight offers a wide product range enabling the installer and system integrator
to create a true turn key control solution.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Main products and accessories:
Lighting controllers, button control
panels, colour LCD touch screens,
system integrator node (A/V), Ethernet
gateway, IR remote control devices,
motion and daylight sensors and volt
free interface devices.

How it works:
iLight is based in the United Kingdom, with offices in the London area and
manufacturing in Wales. From the UK, we maintain a network of worldwide
distributors and partners, as well as direct project sales and support.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
There is one main sales office, at headquarters, in the UK.

MINI LCD TOUCHSCREEN

EMEA sales contact: Peter van der Kolk
• E-mail: peter.vanderkolk@ilight.co.uk • Tel: +44 1892 870 072
(Penshurst, United-Kingdom)
Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

The Netherlands, Finland, France,
Spain, Norway, Malta, Italy

CIS and Russia

Russia (Moscow)

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand,
Turkey, Malaysia, Lebanon, Qatar, India,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Israel,
China, Oman, Philippines, Australia

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Future partners needed:
Spain, Portugal, Scandinavia,
Germany, Belgium, France, Italy,
Central Eastern Europe, Poland,
Greece

PRODUCT FAMILY

Markets covered:
iLight is always open to welcome
more & new partners.

Residential / professional / commercial

Type of Partners:
Distributors,
lighting
designers,
architects,
system
integrators,
electrical consultants, specifiers and
electrical installers.

• Marketing and sales support: in order to support sales iLight provide their partners with full technical product documentation,
as well as glossy sales and product brochures (in multiple languages). Furthermore, iLight provides frequent electronic
newsletters, participates in major European shows, local shows and seminars. The back office at iLight can provide sales and
technical support when needed.
• Technical support: central technical engineering support is available from the back office in the UK, as well as local technical
engineering support in key European countries.
• Product training: several training programmes are available, including beginners and advanced technical training.
Commercial training programmes are available, supported with demonstration products. The company has a dedicated
training centre at its headquarters for full hands-on training sessions.
• Financing support and payment terms: iLight partners are entitled to special payment terms. The iLight terms and conditions
are available on request.

What makes working with iLight different?
"iLight has been in the forefront of enabling integration both for commercial and domestic applications. Our group has more
than 20 years control experience, understanding how to create ambience and control with efficiency. As a result we offer
unrivalled choice of control, with a substantial range of options to offer the specifier, installer and user the flexibility to build up
any size of system in virtually any combination.”
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INOVADIS

Company Profile

www.inovadis.com

INOVADIS is a French development group
that owns the brands Lumene, NorStone
Design and Highland Audio. Although
each of them has separate marketing,
the general philosophy of the company is
clearly integrated in the development of
all 3 ranges: to offer products that
combine high-end performance and
functionalities,
pure,
light
and
contemporary design and the best value
for money. Lumene screens, NorStone
Design AV furniture and Highland Audio
speakers have become major references
on the French Consumer Market, with
particular
recognition
by
many
specialised magazines. Export sales
have grown over the last year and
INOVADIS products are now sold in more
than 25 countries around the world.

Rachel Cropsal
Export Manager
"INOVADIS' original concept is to provide consumers with Hifi and AV products that
are Good, Good looking and Affordable. From that principle onwards, we developed 3
ranges of products, respectively Lumene projections screens, NorStone Design AV
furniture and Highland Audio acoustic speakers. Our distribution network is specific
because it is composed of distributors that can, at the same time touch a wide variety
of customers and respect the INOVADIS philosophy in terms of quality and
performance: in other words, they are highly respected professionals, who
understand our priority and have devoted care and knowledge of our products."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Main products and accessories:
How it works:
INOVADIS products are distributed in Europe through a network of exclusive
importers distributors.

• Lumene projection screens
• NorStone Design AV furniture
• Highland Audio speakers

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters in Paris, France, manage the relationship with all independent
distributors.

EMEA sales contacts:
Rachel Cropsal • E-mail: Rachel@inovadis.com (Paris, France)
Afaf Dridi• E-mail: afaf@inovadis.com (Paris, France)
Céline Fellah • E-mail: celine@inovadis.com (Paris, France)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

France, Benelux, Uk, Denmark, Austria,
Switzerland, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Bulgaria,
Sweden, Finland

Middle East

Israel, Emirates, Iran

SEIS 1201

Future partners needed:

As many as possible in all countries
where the INOVADIS products aren't
imported yet.
CIS and Russia

MOVIE PALACE VELVET

Russia, Ukraine

Markets covered:
Africa

South Africa

residential

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Distribution partners in the AV, hifi,
installation and consumer markets.

INOVADIS' goal is to help its distributors with full support including Marketing, technical assistance, training, logistics,
advertising, sales promotion… But support goes much further, depending on the context and the needs. Quality assistance is
delivered thanks to adapted tools and expert interlocutors, in order to offer high quality products with the support of high quality
services.

What makes working with Inovadis different?
"What makes our products different is certainly their original, light, pure and slim design that makes them really convenient to
integrate in a modern Home. Because beauty is not enough, we also take special care in producing refined products of the
highest quality, made with carefully selected top of the range components. And we try our utmost to maintain long term
relationships with our customers, based on mutual confidence and support."
www.cleverdis.com
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JVC Professional

Company Profile

www.jvcproeurope.com

JVC Professional Europe was formed in
2003. It's a wholly owned subsidiary of
Victor Company of Japan, JVC. It takes
care of JVC professional products, while
14 other companies handle consumer
products sales. JVC Professional
Europe is committed to providing video
and data-related solutions and service
to customers in the UK, Eire and parts
of the Middle East and Africa. The JVC
Group is one of the world’s leading
developers and manufacturers of
sophisticated audio, video and related
software products.

Gustav Werner Emrich
European Product Manager, Presentation Products
"Our philosophy towards the AV/IT channel is "let them do it
together". We used to have JVC Professional sales
organisations in different countries. With our customers’
requests becoming increasingly “borderless", we decided to
work towards globalisation in terms of delivering the products
and services. However when it comes to dealing with customers, it’s essential that this
be done on a local basis. We are probably the only company that works in this way –
buying the goods, organising the logistics, sales and marketing throughout Europe."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Main products and accessories:

How it works:
JVC professional is an independent "all in one" organisation, under the banner of the
JVC (Professional) Europe holding company. Apart from their headquarters in
England, and 10 other branch offices across Europe, they work with partners in
countries all over Europe and other parts of the EMEA.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices: Headquarters are in London,
but JVC Professional have ten branch offices all over Europe.
EMEA sales contact: Please visit www.jvcproeurope.com and contact your
related branch of JVC Professional Europe or contact us at following branches:
UK / Ireland / MEA
• Tel: +44-20-8208-6200
Germany / Austria / Central
and East Europe / CIS /
Russia
• Tel: +49-6031-6050
France
• Tel: +33-1-6104-1111

Spain / Portugal
• Tel: +34-93-565-3220

Belgium / Luxembourg
• Tel: +32-2-529-4245

Italy
• Tel: +39-02-26-9431

Norway
• Tel: +47-33-36-1600

The Netherlands
• Tel: +31-71-545-3333

Sweden
• Tel: +46-8-795-0460

Denmark
• Tel: +44-20-8208-6200

CIS and Russia

Africa

Middle East

GY-HD100

Future partners
needed:

Current distribution partners:

Western Europe and EU

JVC Professional distributes a complete
line of broadcast, professional and
presentation equipment, including:
cameras, camcorders, D9 & Digital-S,
CCTV Solutions, imaging solutions,
VTRs, editing equipment, recording
media, TV Receivers, DVD jukebox
storage, D-ILA and LCD projectors,
visual presenters, network security,
recorders & players, monitors and
computer products.

Bosnia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany,
Estonia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Austria, Poland, Serbia &
Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania,
Albania, Bulgaria.
Every professional dealer,
distributor
or
system
integrator for Pro-Video,
Ukraine, Russia.
CCTV or Data storage are
welcome, please contact JVC
Please visit
Branches directly for partner
www.jvc-victor.co.jp/english/company/contacts chip.
Please visit

DLA-HD2K

Markets covered:
Professional / Commercial

www.jvc-victor.co.jp/english/company/contacts

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Professional Dealers, System
Integrators and Service Centres

• Marketing and sales support: JVC Professional have a group that works specifically to help dealers with systems integration.
The main focus is to support the dealer, but they also deal directly, on big projects. They don't just supply the displays; they
are instrumental in helping with the planning as well.
• Technical support: if anything happens anywhere in Europe, JVC Professional deal directly with the customer in their own country.
• Product training: product and service trainings are handled on request from dealers and customers on site, at our Branches
or in our Training Centres.
• Financing support and payment terms: country branch and general distribution contracts. For special projects and financing
please contact our Branch managers by country.

What makes working with JVC different?
"Advanced technology combined with foresight and imagination, uncompromising quality and reliability are the key to JVC's
success. With the JVC promise - to deliver "The Perfect Experience", our goal is to provide unique, high-quality products and
services that bring the energy, rhythm, and emotion of audiovisual content and creating new and exciting ways to communicate."
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LIGHTHOUSE

Company Profile

www.lighthouse-tech.com

Lighthouse is a leading manufacturer in
LED screen technology for permanent
installation and the rental industry. In
its first 12 months, the company had
won its first award for Innovation.
Lighthouse has built up an enviable
global reputation with state of the art,
slim line, modular, lightweight panels,
with a variety of brightness levels.
Committed and continuous investment
in research and development has put
them at the forefront of the LED video
industry.

Michiel Hettinga
Director of Sales Western & Central Europe

"Lighthouse works on a long term partnership basis with its distributors. Together
with these partners we have a track record for delivering spectacular turn-key
installations such as the world’s first ceiling mounted LED screen at Bertelsmann,
Berlin (Germany), the world highest resolution screen at T–mobile, Bonn (Germany),
the world biggest curved screen at Coca Cola, Piccadilly Circus, London or the world
largest pole mounted screen in New York…"

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

LED full colour full video panels +
processing equipment.

How it works:
For all permanent installations, Lighthouse exclusively sell though their network
of specialised Lighthouse partners. They also sell directly to the AV sector.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Hong Kong, with 3 European offices, in Italy, the UK and
Belgium.

EMEA sales contact: Michiel Hettinga
• E-mail: mhettinga@lighthouse-tech.com • Tel: +32 87 56 90 82 (Liege, Belgium)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

3 or 4 partners for bigger countries, 1
or 2 for smaller countries.

CIS and Russia

Russia

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

India, UAE, Turkey

Future partners needed:

All countries.
Partners are needed with in–depth
knowledge of specific market
segments (sports, public
transportation, blue chip companies,
governmental)

Markets covered:
Professional / Commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

System Integrators specialising in
turn–key solutions.

• Marketing and sales support includes demonstration material on site, brochures, joint exhibitions with partners, press
releases, free access to Lighthouse brochures and marketing material.
• Technical support is ensured by local Lighthouse technicians that support partners free of charge.
• Product training is done on request, on-site, with regular training sessions in regional and international offices as well.
• Financing support and payment terms is according to requests & needs.

What makes working with Lighthouse different?
"Lighthouse has a loyal, long term partner approach. We create selling opportunities with our partners, and incorporate the
partners' existing set of skills and product line to our products."
www.cleverdis.com
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LIGHTWARE VISUAL ENGINEERING

Company Profile

www.lightware.hu
Georgely Vida
CEO

"Starting off as a small engineering company, we try to focus
on leading edge technologies. The target is not to be a mass
producer, but to be specialised in the High Definition market.
Our current product 8x8 DVI matrix switcher (and 16x16 in the near future) is a
perfect accessory for HD studios, rental companies or AV integrators."

Lightware Ltd. – founded in 1998 and
100% Hungarian owned – develops and
produces high quality AV Matrix
Switchers, Distribution Amplifiers,
Isolation Amplifiers and Accessories.
Lightware is also well known in the
rental business on the Hungarian
market with 5K-10K projectors, multiscreen software and 3D projection
solutions.

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

8x8 single link non-blocking DVI-D
matrix switcher, the "World smallest
active VGA distribution amplifier", MX
16x4 Stereo Multi-zone Audio Mixer.

How it works:
Apart from the headquarters, direct technical support and sales are done through
local representatives and system integrators. Being in the process of building their
sales network, their aim is to have partners in all other areas of their activity. They
are open to cooperation with specialised suppliers and solution providers.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
There is one main sales office, at headquarters, in Budapest.

EMEA sales contact: Gergely Vida
• E-mail: Gergely.vida@lightware.hu • Tel: +36 1 889 61 77 (Budapest, Hungary)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Future partners needed:

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, 10-20 new partners are welcome in
Belgium
this zone.

CIS and Russia

Africa

Information not available

Information not available

Markets covered:
Professional

Middle East

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

System integrators, solution providers,
AV specialised dealers.

• Marketing and sales support are in the process of being developed: website, leaflets in printed and electronical format.
• Technical support includes phone support by developing engineers, warranties with repair service, technical information sent
by e-mail and downloadable information on their website.
• Product training on demand, on site or at headquarters. Electronic presentations are also prepared for each new model.
• Financing support and payment terms are according to individual agreements.

What makes working with Lightware different?
"We are a small and flexible firm with highly qualified engineer staff. Our activity is targeted towards high level solutions in
particular market gaps. For Lightware, quality is above everything."
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LINN

Company Profile

www.linn.co.uk

Linn Products is an independent
company specialising in sound and
vision products. It was founded in 1972
by Ivor Tiefenbrun to produce the
SONDEK LP12 turntable which is still in
production.
Today Linn designs and manufactures
an extensive range of original products,
renowned for their high performance,
and sold around the world.

Susan Duncan
Marketing Executive

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
The Linn network is based on headquarters, subsidiary companies and a large
network of distributors.

Main products and accessories:
EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:

A wide range of high performance
Music and Home-theatre systems

Headquarters are in Glasgow, Scotland. Their subsidiary in EMEA is in Germany
(Linn GmbH).

EMEA sales contact: Alan Burns
• E-mail: alan.burns@linn.co.uk • Tel: +44 (0)141 307 7777 (Glasgow, Scotland)

Markets covered:
Residential / Professional / Commercial

New
Products to
Spotlight?
A Cleverdis Special Report is an
original way of highlighting new
products in a way that doesn’t
"oversell" them, but presents them in
a more journalistic, magazine style.
We explain what’s new and
interesting about a company’s
products, and what applications
they’re best suited to, while also
being able to explain the added value
of the manufacturer itself and what
the main differentiators are –
including key customer benefits and
selling points.
Want to find out more? Take a look at
the “Our Publications” page on our
website –
www.cleverdis.com
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

LUTRON LIGHTING CONTROLS

www.lutron.com

Frank Hess
Sales Manager, Benelux.

"We see the role of distributors as central to Lutron in the residential sector. As
awareness of custom installers increases amongst architects and designers, and
more pressure is placed on the design team to create ‘future ready’ homes, we will
see electronics integration become standard, not just aspirational."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Lutron Electronics Co., is a leading
designer and manufacturer of lighting
controls and motorised window
treatment solutions for residential and
commercial applications. Lutron is a
recognised and requested brand. They
sell and service products in more than
80 countries around the world.
With more than 11,000 products - from
single room dimmers to comprehensive
architectural
systems,
operating
lighting throughout an entire building,
they can control virtually any lamp
source.

Main products and accessories:
Lighting control systems for high end
residential
and
commercial
applications.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in London, and regional offices are based in London, Paris,
Madrid, Barcelona and Berlin.

EMEA sales contact: Name, surname
• E-mail: lutronlondon@lutron.com • Tel: +44.207.702.0657 (London, UK)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia
Information not available

Information not available

Africa

Markets covered:
Middle East

Residential / commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Custom installers and distributors.

• Marketing and sales support,Technical support, Product training, Financing support: please contact the office and ask for
the appropriate department.

What makes working with Lutron different?
"We are the world’s leading Lighting Control company!"
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Company Profile

MAGENTA RESEARCH LTD.
www.magenta-research.com

Randy Young
Director, Marketing & Business Development
"For the dynamic signage market, it is essential that the end
user understands and has access to a complete solution.
Magenta is in the business of helping signage users by
providing information and determining the best equipment set
for their applications. We are always seeking new partners
that will benefit to the end user in this process, thereby
making the dynamic signage business more efficient and helping all involved parties.
We have the broad, high-performance product line and the track record to
confidently work with the major industry players.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:

Magenta Research is the undisputed
leader in the adaptive distribution of
audio/visual/serial signals over Cat5
cable. For over eight years, Magenta
has developed the high performance,
flexible video-over-Cat5 product line,
the MultiView Series. The company
utilises proprietary RepliSync™ and
complex, state-variable signal EQ
technologies to enable UXGA video
distribution at 1,500 feet (457m) and
QXGA video at 1,000 ft. (305m).
Magenta has a network of international
product distributors, representatives
and resellers to market its enabling
technology worldwide.

Main products and accessories:

Magenta’s European distributors mainly sell to AV dealers and integrators, but
also to end users. Magenta also uses many direct dealers in countries where there
is no formal distributor.

MultiView™ Series Cat5 transmitters,
receivers, distribution amps and fullmatrix switchers, Mondo Matrix™.

EMEA sales contacts are organised by area:
UK
Iain Campbell
• sales@true-colours.net
• Tel: +44 (0)1252 876300

Germany
Erich Müller
• em@syscomtec.com
• Tel: +49 89-666-109-333

Switzerland
Uli Jost
• uli.jost@kilchenmann.ch
• Tel: +41 1315 10 40

Netherlands
MVS Video BV
• guus@mvsvideo.nl
• Tel: + 31 315 652500

France
Zaven Manjikian
• Contact@Gentec.fr
• Tel:+ 33 01.4754.0444

Greece, Cyprus
Theo Leonidou
• info@netevo.tv
• Tel: +30 210 99.50.670

Italy
Gabriele Riva
• gabriele@intervideosrl.com
• Tel: +39 045 8900502

Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark
Äke Larsson
• ake.larsson@specialelektronik.se
• Tel: +46 54 55 51 50/52

Current distribution partners:
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Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

UK, Germany, Netherlands, France, Spain, Belgium, Eastern Europe
Sweden, Switzerland, Italy.

CIS and Russia

Russia

TM

rix
o Mat
Mond

Information not available

Markets covered:
Africa

Middle East

Information not available

Jordan

South Africa, others

Dynamic Signage / Narrowcasting,
Pro AV, Commercial

UAE, others

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Distributors, OEM Manufacturers,
Media Companies, Integrators, Dealers
/ Resellers

• Marketing, sales, technical support and services are based at corporate headquarters, and are also handled by distributors.

What makes working with Magenta different?
"Magenta has grown rapidly because of MultiView’s increasingly known performance and reliability. Second is our
responsiveness and technical assistance. Our products are NOT the same as the other video-over-Cat5 equipment that is
available, due to Magenta’s proprietary technologies. We invite side-by-side comparisons in real environments."
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V.
www.mitsubishidisplayengineering.com

Akihiro Kambara
Marketing Manager Visual Information Systems

"Mitsubishi design and develop technology to produce
excellent Display Products.
Our Display Solution offers a wide range of Display
technologies and we aim to fulfil the customer’s satisfaction for our main market
sectors such as Education, Corporate, Government and Home Cinema, which is
increasing in demand rapidly in Europe. We continue to focus on developing AV/IT
and Hi-Fi channels to supply good products and services."

Mitsubishi Electric Europe was founded
in 1996 and has since been developing
business across EMEA. They are the
global leaders in the manufacture,
marketing and sales of electrical and
electronic equipment, used in home
products
and
commercial
and
industrial systems and equipment.
Their main display manufacturing
facility is located in Kyoto, Japan, and
some projectors are assembled in
China.

Main products and accessories:
DLP/LCD Projectors, DLP Video Walls,
LCD-TFT Public Display Monitors, LED
Diamond Vision.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Mitsubishi Visual Information Systems have 8 sales offices in European countries
and 1 office in Russia.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in the UK, and Mitsubishi have 9 other sales offices in the EMEA
region.

DLP PROJECTOR XD2000

EMEA sales contact: Akihiro Kambara
• E-mail: akihiro.kambara@meuk.mee.com • Tel: +44 1707 278 678 (UK)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Future partners needed:

UK, Germany, France, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Ireland,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria,
Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary

CIS and Russia

Russia, Ukraine

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

UAE, Turkey, Israel, Saudi Arabia

HD-READY HOME CINEMA PROJECTOR HC3000

Information not available

Markets covered:
Professional / Consumer

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV / IT / Retail

All support, marketing, sales, technical , product training, and financing support, is done by the Mitsubishi sales offices locally.

What makes working with Mitsubishi different?
"Our difference is our commitment to technology and the reliability of our Display Products. Mitsubishi want to work with
partners for mutual benefits, to expand display business".
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Company Profile

NEC DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
www.nec-display-solutions.com

Peter Kroyer, General Manager and Director Sales
& Marketing Europe
"NEC Display Solutions offers the widest LCD display product
portfolio in the market and our ambition is to provide the
perfect solution for all types of customers. The high quality of
our products in combination with innovative features developed
for special applications offers a high value to our clients. As
well as our distributors, we like to work with solutions partners
in different areas in order to provide complete solutions to our customers, not only
pure products. In the field of Public Displays, for example, we have Public Display
Technology Centres that offer all kinds of Public Displays solutions, like protection
glasses, touch solutions, content management software, etc."

EUROPEAN COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE
How it works:

NEC Display Solutions (wholly-owned
subsidiary of NEC Corp.) is one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of LCD
displays and display solutions. They
have their own research and
development, as well as access to the
know-how and technologies of NEC
Corporation. The company focus lies on
innovative display solutions for a wide
range of vertical markets and
applications, increased productivity,
lower TCO and excellent service and
support.

Main products and accessories:
Commercial (desktop) LCD displays,
speciality LCD displays for the colour
management market and medical
market, and large format LCD Public
Displays for public information in
transportation,
retail
signage,
architecture/design, conferencing, etc.

NEC Display Solutions only sells indirectly, via distributors, system houses, VARs.
Their sales structure in Europe is divided into regions: Northern Europe, Western
Europe, Southern Europe and Eastern Europe.

European Headquarters and number of sales offices: European headquarters
are located in Munich, Germany, but the sales office network is divided by region.
Also located in Munich is the sales subsidiary for Central Europe, Eastern Europe
and South East Europe, with representative offices in Poland, Russia, Benelux and
Italy. The UK (London) subsidiary also takes care of South Africa and Scandinavia,
with offices in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. The French subsidiary in Paris is also
responsible for Iberian countries with an office in Spain.
European sales contacts:
Peter Kroyer, General Manager and Director Sales & Marketing Europe
Fred Hörgstetter, General Manger Sales Central Europe, Eastern Europe & South East Europe
Michel Jacob, Managing Director France
Stuart Hudson, Managing Director UK

NEC – MultiSync® – LCD2070NX

Markets covered:
Professional / residential / commercial

More contact details can be found on www.nec-display-solutions.com and the
specific country websites.

Future partners needed:
NEC Display Solutions prefers to have the right partners in order to provide not only products but
solutions. So the focus lies more on the quality of partners than on the quantity.

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Main focus on corporate business, towards
segments like CAD/CAM, Archiving, Control
Rooms, Medical, Colour Management, Public
Information, etc. But the product portfolio also
includes display products for demanding
home users.

Type of Partners:
Distributors, solutions partners, system
integrators, AV dealers. Partners are
classified in 3 groups: Display Society,
Quality Society and Relationship Society

• Marketing and sales support: partners have at their disposal a special partner platform on the web, with dedicated
information about roadmaps, products, features and technologies, as well as marketing tools, prices, etc. This website
announces sales incentives, and one can download marketing tools and materials.
• Technical support: depending on i.e. sales volume, partners are categorised into three groups: "Display Society", "Quality
Society" and "Relationship Society". Depending on their category partners have access to additional support, receive
information and presentation material about products or technologies or direct contact with Key Account Managers, for those
in the "Relationship society".
• Product training: product training sessions and roundtables are regularly organised, and schedules are announced on the
website platform.
• Financing support and payment terms: financing support and payment terms depend on regional market requirements and
partners.

What makes working with NEC Display Solutions different?
"’Solutions’ is our key word. Our goal is to exactly fulfil customer needs and provide the perfect displays for increased
productivity and lower TCO, with future proof technology, and - very important for our corporate customers - global service and
support. Moreover, we offer perfect integration of our displays in our customers' environment, by close cooperation with our
specialised partners”.
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

OPTOMA EUROPE LTD
www.optomaeurope.com

Bob Johnson
Corporate Communications Manager
“Our objective for 2006 is to break into the top 5 in Europe to match Optoma US.
An expanding completive product range across different market segments including
B2B, Home Entertainment, Retail, Home Cinema and also Education plus providing
solutions in most price sectors.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Headquarters in Watford UK, Optoma
Europe has offices in Düsseldorf
Germany, Paris France and Drammen
Norway, and is a leading specialist
provider of display products for the
business and consumer markets.
Optoma is part of the Coretronic Group,
the
largest
DLP™
projector
manufacturer worldwide. Optoma
combines the very latest in Digital
Processing Technology (DLP™) with
their own expertise to create projectors
that deliver outstanding presentations
in the office, or simply stunning quality
movies at home.

Main products and accessories:

How it works:
Optoma has sales offices in the UK, France, Germany and Norway. In these
countries the philosophy is to sell primarily directly through resellers offering high
levels of sales and service support. In other countries Optoma operates with a
limited number of specialist distributors selected on the basis that Optoma is the
primary brand and that they are able to offer resellers excellent sales and service
support.

• Optoma DLP Projectors
• Specialist OEM Monitors
• Projector Screens

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:

EP910

EMEA headquarters are in Watford, United Kingdom.
There are 3 sales offices, in Norway, France and Germany.

EMEA sales contact: All contact information is on our website at
www.optomaeurope.com

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

HD72

Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia
Information not available
Africa

Covering EMEA

Markets covered:
B2B, Home Entertainment, Retail, Home
Cinema and also Education

Middle East

Type of Partners
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Distributors
Resellers

• Marketing and sales support: materials and budgets delivered directly from Optoma to partners.
• Technical support: local user support is offered directly from Optoma where we have a sales office. In the other countries
support is offered either by the local distributor or an appointed service agent.
• Product training is delivered to partners regularly.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Optoma different?
"As part of the largest DLP™ projector manufacture worldwide, we can offer a full product range from B2B, Retail, Home
Entertainment and multi award winning High-End Home Cinema projectors."
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ORAY

Company Profile

www.oray.fr
Pascal Fleury
Sales Manager

"Being manufacturers of projection equipment, also producing
accessories, our philosophy is to have the widest range
possible to answer each and every specific demand, while
giving the most adequate attention to each client. Our wide range and the everyday
development of our products enable us to satisfy the market's demand and to have
an attitude that is consistent with the evolution of projection techniques".

Oray is a French firm founded in 1947,
located in Dourdan, 50 km South West
of Paris. They specialise in the
designing, manufacturing and selling of
projection screens and other audiovisual devices.
Continuous research into new products
and technical innovation has made the
firm the number one screen
manufacturer in France. It is presently
managed by Eric CANTAREL and
employs almost 40 staff. Their wide
range of front and rear projection
devices has applications from movies to
educational
programmes,
from
congress halls to home theatre and
from industry to virtual environments.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
Main products and accessories:

How it works:

Projection screens and accessories
4 people are constantly on site visiting dealers and integrators, including 1 person
for export, and 3 people available at the back-office, by phone.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters and sales offices are at the Dourdan manufacturing site, France.

EMEA sales contact: Stéphane Feng
• E-mail: stephane.feng@oray.fr • Tel: + 33 (0)1 64 59 94 54 (Dourdan, France)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

All countries

CIS and Russia

Russia, Ukraine.

Future partners needed:

Oray is always looking for new
partners in all countries
Africa

Mainly North of Africa.

Markets covered:
Professional / Residential / Commercial

Middle East

Most of the Middle East.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Integrators, retailing chains,
institutions, independent cinema
stores.

• Marketing and sales support includes a general price catalogue, on-site visits, product and technical information, as well as
product samples.
• Technical support: Oray teams go on-site to bring unique "face to face" after-sales service.
• Product training: Integration and training courses are done at the Dourdan headquarters, and include a visit of the site.
Communication with clients is easy thanks to the small dedicated teams.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Oray different?
"We are the only French company in this field with such an on-site presence, and therefore we have special attention for our
clients and can accompany partners easily. We are able to answer all issues concerning screens and have developed our
strategy to reinforce relations with our resellers. Our priority being to offer the best value for money on all our range, we give
special attention to the choice of materials, the quality of assembly and the product design."
www.cleverdis.com
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PANASONIC

Company Profile

www.panasonic-europe.com

Panasonic was founded by Konosuke
Matsushita, in 1918 after inventing a
two-socket light fixture. Panasonic
today is based on the Matsushita group,
one of the most comprehensive electric
and electronic product manufacturers
worldwide, whose products range from
electronic components to consumer
electronic products, home appliances,
factory
automation
equipment,
information and communications
equipment,
and
housing-related
products.

Jerome Berrard
General Manager, Projector Department
Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH
"Panasonic is one of the very few projector manufacturers to cover 4 categorical
markets: system projectors (above 7000 lumen); installation projectors; portable
projectors; home projectors.
Thanks to our product mix and our original positioning in each category, our
distribution partners enjoy a higher growth in revenue. This makes us quite unique
on a much disputed market place."

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Panasonic is organised in 3 large commercial zones: Europe, CIS, and Africa &
Middle East. We are directly present in all countries in Europe through sales
companies or distributors. We also have after sales service and technical support in
all countries.

• Home AV: Plasma & LCD televisions,
DVD recorders, projectors.
• Professional AV: Broadcasting
equipment, flat displays, projectors.
• Digital cameras, camcorders,
computer and office products,
telecommunication equipments,
semi conductors.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Wiesbaden, Germany. There are 21 sales offices in Europe.

EMEA sales contact: Christian Sokcevic (System/intallation projectors)
• E-mail: Chriatian.Sokcevic@eu.panasonic.com • Tel: +49 611 235 0

Current distribution partners:

Western Europe and EU

Germany, France, United Kingdom,
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands,
Switzerland,
Norway,
Sweden,
Denmark, Finland, Poland, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Austria Hungary,
Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Estonia,
Latvia, Croatia, Turkey, Slovenia,
Bulgaria, Romania.

CIS and Russia

Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and other
CIS countries

Africa
Middle East

South Africa, Egypt and other African
Headquarters
in Dubai and presence
countries
in all countries.

Future partners needed:

Information not available

Markets covered:
Residential / Professional / Commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Home AV retailers, AV distributors, IT
distributors, dealers, systems
integrators and rental companies.

Panasonic sells projectors through a number of extensively trained long-term partners. This guarantees the high level of
quality that the market is expecting from them. Furthermore, they do not have a direct business approach to the market.
The projector business unit established in Wiesbaden, Germany, is responsible for pan-European marketing and sales. It
ensures fast and flexible reactions to ever-changing market requirements.

What makes working with Panasonic different?
The scope of our business encompasses all important devices and technologies for display and projection, which makes
Panasonic a technology leader and a product innovator. Working with Panasonic brings the benefits of working with the largest
display manufacturer in the world.
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PIONEER EUROPE NV

Company Profile

www.pioneer-eur.com
Marnix Somers
Director European Marketing Communication Division.
“‘Sound.Vision.Soul’ - Pioneer’s ethos is at the heart of every aspect of its business.
With the world of entertainment developing faster than ever, Pioneer’s aim is to
provide visionary products with the ultimate sound and audio performance, combined
with convenience and flexibility to encompass the soul quality of its business and
provide the definitive entertainment experience".

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Pioneer Corporation is a global leader in
electronics and audio / video products for
the home, car, commerce and industry,
particularly in the following core
multimedia technologies: DVD, plasma
display panels and in-car navigation and
A / V systems. The company’s track
record for developing class-leading
technologies has consistently attracted
the industry acclaim. And its continued
focus on innovation remains at the heart
of its drive to shape the future of its core
consumer electronics markets.

Main products and accessories:
Plasma TV & Display, Audio – Video
equipment, Car Entertainment (audio &
GPS), DVD products, DJ Products.

How it works:
Pioneer Europe NV’s headquarters are located in Melsele, Belgium, with offices in
Stoke Poges, the UK home of its Multimedia Division and Investor Relations
Department.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Central offices are in Melsele, Belgium, with 11 subsidiaries and 22 distributors.

European sales contact: Pioneer Europe
• E-mail: info@pioneer-eur.com • Tel: 00 32 3 570 05 11 (Melsele)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia
Pioneer Europe has a network of sales
subsidiaries and distributors across
Europe and all EMEA.
Africa

Information not available

Markets covered:
Residential / Commercial / Professional

Middle East

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Both BtoC and BtoB.

• Marketing and sales support is based at the company’s headquarters in Melsele (Belgium), with subsidiary operations in the
UK and across the continent including Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Benelux, France, Germany, Spain, Portugal and
Russia. Pioneer is also active in other European countries – including Central & Eastern Europe through an extensive network
of distributors.
• Technical support is provided by a centralised service centre at headquarters with local technical support staff in each country.
• Product training: dedicated product training sessions are organised by the different sales organisations.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Pioneer different?
“Our strength lies in our ability to create and adapt to new developments. As always, our perspective is flexible, yet our passion
remains fixed on moving the heart and touching the soul.”
www.cleverdis.com
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PROCOLOR

Company Profile

www.procolor.fr
Philippe Baracetti
Sales & Marketing Director

"Since its integration in the Da-Lite/Projecta group, Procolor has become a major
player, in France as in the rest of Europe, on the projection screen market. Thanks to
our know-how and to the availability of our products, we are now an essential partner
in audio-visual integration.
During the past 3 years, Procolor's growth has enabled the company to develop its
network fast and we are now interested in finding new distribution partners in EMEA,
the CIS area and the Middle East."

Procolor is a French leader in the
production of projection screens of all
sizes and of all kinds: manual & electric
wall screens, portable screens, or
framed screens, etc.
Applications are numerous in the AV
Pro and Home Cinema sectors, as well
as in the entertainment and training
markets.

Main products and accessories:
Electric screens (Dyna & JuniorScreen), manual screens (Carter &
Diffusion-Screen), portable screens
(Fast-Fold), Frame screens (HomeScreen).

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
From headquarters, the sales and export department deals with partner/distributor
relations worldwide.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Chatillon, near Paris.

SNAP-LITE DELUXE

EMEA sales contact: Philippe Baracetti
• E-mail: pbaracetti@procolor.fr • Tel: +33 140 92 72 72 (Chatillon)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

UK, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Spain,
Ireland, Switzerland, Portugal, Italy.

CIS and Russia

Russia

Future partners needed:

DYNA-SCREEN

Distributor partners are needed
throughout EMEA, CIS and MIDDLE
EAST.
Africa

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia.

Markets covered:
AV Pro / Corporate / Home Cinema / IT

Middle East

UAE, Saudi Arabia.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV distributors, dealers, integrators

• Marketing and sales support: Procolor partners have access to catalogues, brochures and a website. They also communicate
in different professional magazines and participate in their partners' catalogues.
• Technical support: technical teams can assist partners in all their projects.
• Product training: on-site training is possible for sales staff.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Procolor different?
"We have excellent know-how and efficient product availability".
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PROJECTIONDESIGN

Company Profile

www.projectiondesign.com
Thierry Ollivier
Sales Manager
"We focus on high performance projection applications.
Together with knowledgeable and motivated distribution
partners, we aim at delivering high quality products and
support across EMEA. Continuous product development and
business efficiency are key success factors. In less than 3
years, we have created a rich, international sales team. We run
a quite unique flat and empowered sales organisation which has direct access to all
functions in development, production, logistics and service. Projectiondesign has two
mottos: "Knowledge is Power" and "Seeing is Believing"."

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works: they operate from the headquarters where all the development,
manufacturing, sales administration and marketing are located. They have sales
offices in Italy, Sweden, Germany and Dubai.

projectiondesign creates, manufactures
and markets high performance
projectors for professional, business
and consumer applications. It is
situated in Fredrikstad, Norway, a
major centre for the projection industry
since the mid 80's. Main markets are
high
resolution
simulation,
visualisation, medical imaging, HDcinema and public displays. The
company's staff of experienced
engineers combines all the expertise
and knowledge needed for complete
electronic, optical, mechanical and
system design. Their professional
projectors are guaranteed for 24/7
usage.

Main products and accessories:
DLP projectors

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices: headquarters are in
Fredrikstad, Norway. There are 5 sales offices.
Ingar Jensen
Ingar.jensen@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +47 69 30 45 76
UK & Ireland, Africa and Middle East

Thierry Ollivier
Thierry.ollivier@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +47 69 30 45 56
France, Central & Eastern Europe

Susanne Taxis
Susanne.taxis@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +49 (17) 62 31 603 45
Germany, Austria, Switzerland

David Aleksandersen
David.aleksandersen@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +47 69 30 45 69
Benelux

Trond Solvold
Trond.solvold@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +46 19 26 37 00
Sweden

Guido Villa
Guido.villa@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +39 02 45471864
South of Europe

4EVO2

Espen Olsen
Espen.olsen@projectiondesign.com
• Tel: +47 69 30 45 73
Nordic and Baltics

MODEL THREE 1080

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Markets covered:

Western Europe and EU

Opportunities in most countries.

CIS and Russia
Information not available
Africa

For more information, contact
sales@projectiondesign.com or
regional Sales contacts.

Middle East

Professional, HD-Cinema, Home
Cinema and Business

Type of Partners:
In-country distributors, integrators,
direct dealers and OEM

SUPPORT STRUCTURE
• Marketing and sales support includes a web documented end-user and partner website, trade shows, advertising, product
reviews and merchandising for show rooms and home cinema shops.
• Technical support is web centric and done through a network of well trained independent and distributor-based local service
centres.
• Product training is web centric and is delivered through distribution meetings and hands-on training.
• Financing support and payment terms is upfront normally and with up to 30 day credit financing.

What makes working with projectiondesign different?
“We design, manufacture ourselves. We care about customers and we know what we are talking about!”
www.cleverdis.com
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SAMSUNG

Company Profile

www.samsung.com

Samsung is one of the world's largest
manufacturers of monitor panels,
televisions, and semiconductors. The
company is one of the fastest growing
brands in the world with a top 20 brand
ranking.

Albert Tromp
European Product Manager Display

"Stimulating new technologies is essential to continue our growth in the display
environment. Therefore Samsung focusses on new display solutions like: networking
displays from 17”-46”, projectors and vertical solutions like financial displays.
Especially for public and business displays network models are an efficient solution.
Reliable products produced in our own factories, the widest product line up (displays
up to 102”), good availability, a strong brand name and many partner solutions
supporting our products will help us to increase the business."

Main products and accessories:
LCD
monitors,
LCD
MFM
/
multifunctional monitors, LCD and PDP
large format monitors, CRT monitors,
Projectors.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Samsung has offices in all European countries, and all display sales are done
through the channel.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
The European and CIS display office is located in Delft, Netherlands, whereas
Worldwide, Samsung has 93 sales offices.

EMEA sales contact: Albert Tromp
• E-mail: albert.tromp@samsung.com • Tel: +31 15 219 6238 (Delft, The Netherlands)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

All countries

CIS and Russia

All countries

Future partners needed:

Information not available
Africa

Markets covered:

Most countries

Professional, Business and Consumer
Markets
Middle East

Most countries

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

IT dealers,
integrators,
consultants.

AV dealers, system
solution
providers,

• Marketing and sales support: subsidiaries take care of the local marketing and sales support whereas European
headquarters take care of European marketing and sales support.
• Technical support is worldwide.

What makes working with Samsung different?
"Work smart with Samsung technology for all kinds of business".
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SANYO

Company Profile

www.sanyo.de
Jan Markus Jahn
Director

“We offer the largest range of projectors and can literally cover
all kind of applications. We see ourselves as THE PROJECTOR
SPECIALISTS, with a range that is divided into three categories:
Home Cinema, Business & Education, Professional. The latter consists of products
we exclusively sell through our network of AV specialists. Then within the “Business
& Education” segment we offer products for both AV & IT channels. The IT channel is
very interested by our aggressive range entry products (XU70/XU73…). Whereas our
AV partners rather focus on more value added products such as the XU83/86
featuring W-LAN and LAN integration. More generally, our 3 year warranty for all
products and our extended lamp warranty reflect the confidence we have in our high
quality products…"

Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd. is one of the
global consumer electronics giants who
lead the way in technology innovation
for strategic business domains: “Digital
& Device” and “Energy & Ecology”.
Sanyo's businesses cover a broad
range, from AV/Information and
Communications Equipment, Home
Appliances
and
Commercial
Equipment, to Electronic Devices,
Batteries and other accessories.

Main products and accessories:
Projectors

EUROPEAN SALES ORGANISATION
How it works:
Headquarters for all European Markets (except UK & Spain) are in Munich, Sales
subsidiaries attached to the Munich office are in France, Scandinavia, Switzerland &
Poland.

European sales contact (without UK & Spain): Konrad Kötterl
• E-mail: k.koetterl@sanyo.de • Tel: +49-89-45116-0 (Munich/Germany)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia
Information not available

Information not available

Markets covered:

Africa

All
Middle East

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Within all relevant channels: AV, IT,OE,
CE & Home Cinema Specialists

• Marketing and sales support includes a strong presence at all related European fairs (CeBIT, Photokina, Satis, ISE, etc.), a
strong print campaign - “Brilliant Ideas” (focus product: PLV-Z4), a road-show for dealers & distributors, a special dedicated
internet-based dealer area for sales partners (with product information, drawings, service & product manuals, etc.) and
particularly strong focus on vertical markets in 2006…
• Technical support is delivered via a European dedicated service network, a European wide 24 hour exchange service for all
portable products, individual maintenance contracts for 24 hours a day use and a service hotline.
• Product training includes systematic product training sessions for sales partners.
• Financing support and payment terms is organised by their distribution partners.

What makes working with Sanyo different?
“We are among the 3 leading brands in Europe and one of the biggest manufacturers worldwide. Our team has been fully
dedicated to sales, marketing & servicing of projectors for almost 10 years. Taking care of our customers “face to face” is a key
element of our philosophy. Furthermore, as we are an original manufacturer we can provide individual, customised support for
our partners’ projects.”
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

SCREEN RESEARCH
www.screenresearch.com
Yves Trélohan
Founder and CEO
"Screen Research is a subsidiary of the Audio Video Technology Group that also owns
the distribution company called AVGeneration. In two years, we have managed to
establish a strong network of distributors, dealers and integrators in Europe, due to
high quality products as well as efficient support to partners. In France, Screen
Research’s products are distributed by AVGeneration”.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Screen Research distributes its products worldwide via a privileged network of
distributors, dealers and integrators, specialised in prestigious residential and
commercial markets.

Screen Research is specialised in
acoustically
transparent
videoprojection screens of the finest quality,
setting new standards in the industry.
The company offers innovative and
solution-oriented products to the Home
Theatre and commercial markets, with
a full range of fixed and motorised
screens up to the most sophisticated
solutions, some of which have brought
significant improvements to existing
technology.

Main products and accessories:
Woven acoustically transparent videoprojection screens built with the THX
and ISF certified ClearPix2™ system.
Fixed and Motorised screens, Screens
with masking systems (XMask &
CMask), Retractable screens (Le Wing)
with built-in retractable Triangle
Speaker System.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
There is one main sales office, at headquarters, in Nantes, France.

EMEA sales contact: Aurélie Bernard
• Email , sales@screenresearch.com • Tel: +33 (0) 2 40 77 87 89
(La Chapelle sur Erdre, France)

Current distribution partners:

Future partners needed:

Austria, Benelux, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Kingdom

New countries in the European Union
(Eastern Europe), Scandinavia

CIS and Russia

Russia

Russia, and oter CIS countries

Africa

Egypt

South Africa

Israel, Kuwait

Middle East Countries (Saudi
Arabia…)

Western Europe and EU

Middle East

MOTORISED SCREEN

Markets covered:
The residential market is the largest at
present
but
professional
and
commercial markets will be reinforced
as of 2006.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Distributors, dealers and integrators
worldwide.

• Marketing and sales support includes regular advertising and articles in leading specialised magazines, the organisation of
trade shows, newsletters and press releases, as well as in-depth reviews and general communication to partners.
• Technical support: to improve the design and configuration of its wide range of products (more than 10.000 different models),
Screen Research now has a sophisticated web-based multi-language configurator that provides distributors and dealers with
easy and quick access and guidance to product information and technical documentation, in order to select the most adapted
solution. Screen Research is also partner with D-Tools, the recognised leader in easy-to-use, highly accurate system design
software.
• Product training covers product training for distributors and dealers at headquarters or on site, as well as promotion and
organisation of THX and ISF certification programmes in Europe.
• Financing support and payment terms includes specific discounts for certain products to help promote particular brands, and
special prices for premium distributors who invest in their demonstration room.

What makes working with Screen Research different?
“Screen Research is now acknowledged as an international player, particularly in the Home Theatre market. Thanks to a
renowned and award-winning trademark, excellent support and reactivity toward both distributors and end-users, we are now
a leading screen manufacturer. And our efficient support tools have made us become one of the most “easy to work with”
screen manufacturers for system integrators."
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SHARP

Company Profile

www.sharp-eu.com
Peter Heins
Product Manager Projectors, Professional LCD-Monitors and
LCD-TV for B2B, SHARP Electronics Germany/Austria

"We do not seek merely to expand our business volume. We are dedicated to the use
of our unique, innovative technology to contribute to the culture, benefits and welfare
of people throughout the world. It is the intention of our corporation to grow hand-inhand with our employees, partners and customers. Our future prosperity is directly
linked to the prosperity of our customers and dealers, and our distribution policy is
directly linked to this knowledge.
At present, Sharp is focussing on 2 business strategies based on environmentally
advanced devices: LCD leads to "Energy Saving" and the solar cell leads to "Energy
Creating". We will fulfil our social responsibilities in both business and ecology, as an
environmentally advanced company."

Since its foundation in 1912, the Sharp
Corporation has opened up new areas
of industry with original products, from
the “Ever-Sharp” mechanical pencils
from which the company name was
derived, to the commercialisation of the
first Japanese-made radios and
televisions, the world’s first LCD
electronic calculators, and other top of
the range LCD technology products.

Main products and accessories:
• LCD TVs
• Professional LCD-Monitors
• DLP and LCD Projectors
• Solar Cells
• Copiers

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

How it works: Sharp has a total of 15 bases in Europe, including 2 R&D bases, 4
manufacturing bases, 8 sales bases and 1 finance company.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Sharp Electronics Europe headquarters are in Hamburg, Germany.
They have 14 sales offices in West / East Europe.

EMEA sales contacts are organised by area:
Austria
• Tel: +43 1-72719-0
www.sharp.at

Germany
• Tel: +49 40 23760
www.sharp.de

Poland
• Tel: +48 22-545-81-00
www.sharp.pl

Belgium
• Tel: + 32 2 4676711

Italy
• Tel: +39 02 895951
www.sharp.it

Russia
• Tel: + 7 095-411-8777
www.sharp.ru

Central & Eastern Europe:
• Tel: +43 1 72719-0
www.sharp-cee.com

Middle East & Africa
• Tel: + 971 4 8815311
www.sharp.ae

Spain
• Tel: + 34 93 581 9700
www.sharp.es

Denmark
• Tel: +45 70230310

Netherlands
• Tel: +31 30 6359500
www.sharp.nl

Sweden
• Tel: +46 8634 3600
www.sharp.se

France
• Tel: +33 01 49 90 34 00
www.sharp.fr

Norway
• Tel: +47 22884290
www.sharp.se

Switzerland
• Tel: + 41-1-8466111
www.sharp.ch

Markets covered:
Residential / Professional / Commercial

UK
• Tel: +44 161 205 2333
www.sharp.uk

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Dealers

• Marketing, sales and technical support: please refer to company website: www.sharp-eu.com

What makes working with Sharp different?
"By returning to our business creed of “Sincerity and Creativity” and being an innovator of products and services, Sharp is a
“one-of-a-kind” company that creates 21st century lifestyles with electronics technology".
www.cleverdis.com
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Company Profile

SONY
www.sonybiz.net
Ian Collis
VP Marketing, Sony Professional Solutions Europe
As a company, Sony is unique in its ability to supply integrated
audiovisual and IT systems through its channel network. Sony’s
product portfolio comprehensively bridges the audiovisual information
technology divide. From projectors, displays and laptops to IPNetwork based products and solutions such as network video
monitoring, videoconferencing and digital signage , Sony is able to
offer an end-to-end solution using its business partners.
Sony Professional Services team offers an unrivalled depth and
breadth of experience in designing and supporting end-to-end audio-visual and IT solutions to
the broadcast, healthcare, retail, large venues and transport industries that solve today’s
business challenges. Drawing on its specialist expertise within these core areas, Sony works
with its channel and third party application partners to deliver leading technology solutions that
its customers require.
Sony1, Sony’s second tier channel programme provides a single access point to the entire Sony
product range making it easy for reseller partners to do business with Sony. The joint skills of
Sony and its channel put it in a unique position to take advantage of the convergence of AV and IT.

Professional Solutions Europe (PSE), a
division of Sony Europe, is a leading supplier
of
solutions
for
broad
horizontal
communications, AV/IT, as well as magnetic
and optical storage. PSE’s market segment
solutions, service and support packages are
targeted at organisations in the Healthcare,
Media, Network Video Monitoring, Retail,
Transport and Large Venue sectors. Device
components such as camera sensors and
modules,
displays,
batteries
and
semiconductors are targeted at OEM
manufacturers and system integrators.
Sony’s Professional Solutions business
offers its customers access to the expertise
and local knowledge of skilled professionals
in every European country, as well as “best
of breed” hardware, services and resources
from other organisations.

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Within each region Sony uses a multiple route to market channel strategy, utilising dealers,
distributors, resellers and independent agents on the specific needs of the product or market.

Sony sells products through its channel
partners in areas including LCD Displays;
Digital Signage in the retail, transport and
venues markets; Network Video Monitoring
solutions; Video Conferencing technology;
Business Desktops and Entry-level to highend projection systems.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices: Sony Professional Solutions
business is headquartered in Basingstoke, United Kingdom. Across EMEA, Sony has country
sales offices located in all key countries. Within each region Sony sells either through
distribution or systems integrators depending on the specific needs of the product or market.
EMEA sales contacts: • Projectors – Catherine.Cherry@eu.sony.com
• IP Monitoring – Simon.Nash@eu.sony.com
• Displays - Nuno.Campos@eu.sony.com
• Videoconferencing Kees.Hoogstaate@eu.sony.com
• Digital Signage – Stuart.Gore@eu.sony.com
• Digital Print – Iain.McCrossan@eu.sony.com
• Home Projection – Nathalie.Muijtjens@eu.sony.com
• Vaio Professional - Michel.Reichert@eu.sony.com
• Channel Accreditation – Karen.Howell@eu.sony.com

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

CIS and Russia

Africa

Middle East

Future partners needed:

Sony’s focus is on finding the right
partners to deliver both products and
solutions to market. At present, Sony
Sony has coverage in most territories. is initiating a new channel
To find a local dealer, either contact accreditation programme to both
the country directly, or use the Dealer improve its relationship with its
Locator tool on www.sonybiz.net
existing specialist channels and to use
this in the recruitment of new ones to
deliver
and
enhance
support
infrastructure to the market.

SONY PCS-TL30 DESKTOP VIDEOCONFERENCING

Markets covered:
Sony products and solutions serve both
professional and commercial markets.

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV/IT dealers, Integrators, Consultants,
Architects, End users.

Support information for channel partners is available from www.sonybiz.net, www.sony-dealernet.com and www.sony1.net
• Marketing and sales support: Sony offers its channel a series of online tools to deliver the relevant resources to support product and
application initiatives. Sony’s online portals deliver market intelligence, online sales tools, as well as marketing, PR and sales collateral,
including promotions and incentives to the channel.
• Technical support: Sony offers a range of technical support to users, including prime support packages delivering service benefits that span
telephone support and on-site equipment replacement. A dedicated pre-sales technical support help-desk is also available to its specialist
channel.
• Product training: product training and support is provided online to its specialist channel. Ongoing training and support is also delivered at
local country level.
• Financing support and payment terms: channel finance options are available and vary by country. Sony Financial Services is a dedicated
division within Sony to deliver innovative and flexible finance solutions designed to meet budgetary and financial requirements to enable
businesses to benefit from the most current technology.

What makes working with Sony different?
“Companies that partner with Sony benefit from the technical leadership that Sony has delivered for many years. Sony provides the channel with
a continuously growing portfolio of products and solutions across a wide range of markets. They also benefit from the strong sales and marketing
support infrastructure that Sony has created to provide both online and local presence and support for all areas of its business.”
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Company Profile

TOSHIBA EUROPE GMBH
www.toshiba-europe.com
Gerd Holl
General Manager Projection & Display Technology (PDT)

"The AV and IT channel is of most importance in the
distribution strategy of Toshiba PDT. Toshiba is looking back
on a long history as an engineering company. By our experience and knowledge we
can develop innovations and high-quality products and we support our customers with
a broad range of projectors and displays for all applications. We put the key-focus on
a strong and reliable partnership towards our customers.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:
Toshiba has a network of offices and distributors all over EMEA. Toshiba PDT is
responsible for distribution in over 50 countries in Europe, the Middle East and
Africa.

The Toshiba Projection & Display
Technology
division
markets
a
comprehensive portfolio of data and
video projectors plus a selection of LCD
flat panels and plasma screens. In the
professional projectors segment,
Toshiba distinguishes between the
mobile class of projectors (lightweight
models of up to 3 kg) and the
performance class (primarily for
conference applications, but also for
permanent installation). PDT also
focusses strongly on the forwardlooking home cinema projector
segment. As a systems provider, the
Projection & Display Technology
division is committed to developing
complementary solutions for mobile
presentation and wireless LAN
applications.

Main products and accessories:
Business and Home cinema Projectors,
Flat Panel Displays.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
The EMEA headquarters is in Neuss, Germany, sales companies are in the UK,
France, Italy, Spain, and Switzerland.

EMEA sales contact: Jörg Welsch
• E-mail: Joerg.Welsch@toshiba-teg.com • Tel: +49-2131-158-163 (Germany)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, Greece,
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden...

CIS and Russia

Russia,
Ukraine,
Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan.

Future partners needed:

Please contact Toshiba for details
Africa

South Africa, Morocco.

Middle East

Egypt, Jordan, Turkey, U.A.E, Saudi
Arabia, Iran, Kuwait, Oman, Israel,
Bahrain, Qatar.

Markets covered:
Professional / Home / Commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Distributors, Dealers, AV/IT / Office /
Home cinema

• Marketing, sales and service support is delivered through each Toshiba company and office, as through distributors.

What makes working with Toshiba different?
"Toshiba offers innovative technologies and high quality products at a very early stage. The key focus for us is a strong and
reliable partnership".
www.cleverdis.com
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VADDIO

Company Profile

www.vaddio.com
Rob Sheeley
President
“Vaddio is dedicated to making it easier for our international
partners to do business with us by eliminating common
obstacles in working with an overseas supplier such as high
freight costs, added import duties and taxes and different time
zones or business hours. With our ever-expanding international distribution
channels and a quickly growing product offering, the timing is right for Vaddio to
invest in a European warehouse location. Vaddio’s overall rapid growth and
continued product development in camera control technology are due to listening to
our customers. We trust this local support will aid our European channel partners to
maximise their Vaddio revenue potential by having products more readily available to
meet time-sensitive projects anywhere in their sales territory and by keeping costs
to a minimum.”

Vaddio designs and manufactures
speciality integration cameras and
camera control systems for the Audio
Visual and Video Conferencing
marketplace. As part of the company’s
global awareness strategy, any AV/IT
product Vaddio designs, manufactures
and sells through a distribution channel
is compatible to worldwide industry
standards. Warehousing PAL products
in the European Union is also part of the
company's strategy to establish a
strong presence in the international
marketplace. Beginning in January
2006, Vaddio products will ship from a
warehouse facility in the Netherlands.

Main products and accessories:

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

ControlVIEW Xtreme, ProductionVIEW,
TrackVIEW, StreamVIEW, EZCamera
Cabling System for Sony & Canon PTZ
camera.

How it works:
Vaddio works with a two-tier distribution model. One distributor is appointed to
manage channel dealer sales in his respective country.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Minneapolis, USA. The Vaddio warehouse facility is in the
Netherlands (Moerdijk).

TRACKVIEW FRONT

Sales contact: Sally Blank
• E-mail: sblank@vaddio.com • Tel: +1.763.971.4419 Minneapolis, USA

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Ireland,
UK,
Spain,
Belgium,
Luxembourg, France, Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Austria,
Romania, Hungary.

CIS and Russia

none

Africa

South Africa

Middle East

1 Master Distributor for Middle East &
North Africa

Future partners needed:
TRACKVIEW BACK

One distributor is needed in each of
these countries: Italy, Norway,
Finland; plus partners in Eastern
Europe (excluding Hungary and
Romania already covered).

Markets covered:
professional AV
(schools / universities, corporate, government
/ military, houses of worship, courtrooms)

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV
System
Integrators,
Conferencing Resellers

Video

• Marketing and sales support includes regular email and telephone correspondence with channel partners, an updated
website for AV integrators, product demonstrations on-line or via video-conferencing, an active tradeshow schedule, regular
office visits and an annual distributor meeting.
• Technical support is ensured by trained engineers to assist with equipment selection, room design and configuration. Postsales technical support assists installers in the field, and technical support is available by phone and email.
• Product training: product launches designed around new products include hands-on and informational training. Vaddio also
does product demonstrations on-site, at tradeshows, on-line and via video conferencing.
• Financing support and payment terms: Net 30 day payment terms are subject to completed credit application and approval.

What makes working with Vaddio different?
"Vaddio makes the customer our #1 priority".
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VANTAGE EMEA

Company Profile

www.vantage-emea.com

For nearly 20 years Vantage Controls
has been a leading manufacturer of
automated control and dimming
systems for residential and commercial
applications. Vantage offers a powerful
means to integrate all facility functions
into one central system that can be preprogrammed to activate according to a
schedule, sensor or button. Simple
stylish keypads or touch screens can
eliminate entire rows of unsightly
switches.

Koen Pepermans,
Managing Director
"The evolution of our product is very AV/IT based, as one can
see with our new TheatrePoint or our Infusion controller.
"Home networking", with Windows Macro media, is the
language Vantage speaks today… so we need to work together
with the AV/IT channels…”

In 2006 Vantage will be celebrating its
20th anniversary.

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA
How it works:

Main products and accessories:

Vantage distributes its products through a worldwide network of certified
representatives, dealers and installers. In Europe, depending on the country, they
have local offices or work with dealers.

• Home and lighting integration.
• Motorised curtain tracks.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Headquarters are in Beveren, Belgium.
Sales offices are in Italy and Spain.
TOUCHPOINT

EMEA sales contacts: Koen Pepermans and Marc Van Vaerenbergh
• E-mail: info@vantage-emea.com • Tel: +32 3 773 31 06 (Beveren, Belgium)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

The Netherlands, Greece, Malta,
France, Spain, Italy, Ireland, Finland,
Belgium.

CIS and Russia

Russia

Future partners needed:
Great Britain (1) – Germany (1) –
Switzerland (1) – Sweden (1) –
Norway (1)

THEATREPOINT

Markets covered:
Africa

South Africa

Information not available

Residential / professional / commercial
Middle East

Jordan, Egypt, Dubai, Qatar, Kuwait,
Israel

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Partnerships – or independent dealers

• Marketing and sales support is ensured by a push-pull strategy.
• Technical support is available in 24 hours. Vantage EMEA also has the advantage of being able to interfere in clients’ systems
(when authorised) to change or adapt their programming or to diagnose problems.
• Product training includes certification training, advanced training and specific training.
• Financing support and payment terms: information not available

What makes working with Vantage EMEA different?
"‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication’: Vantage products are easy to install, versatile and trouble free, as illustrated with
our plug & play system and our evergreen technology – free software and updates – but also with our international character,
and our guarantee strategy…"
www.cleverdis.com
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VITY TECHNOLOGY

Company Profile

www.vity.com

VITY Technology is a French
manufacturer of corporate and home
automation products based on LCD
touch panels and controllers with
Media
Bus
Control.
It
also
manufactures AV and multimedia
products like LCD professional panels,
matrix switchers, scalers… Distributor
of many famous AV brands on the
French market, like Kramer, Imerge,
Xantech, RGB Spectrum, they are
represented abroad by our two
subsidiaries in the USA and in China,
and by a network of distributors all over
Europe. For the past 3 years, they have
developed a new range of products for
security and access control applications
(cameras, biometric products, DVR…).

Denis Le Mentec
President
"A successful manufacturer of multimedia solutions, professional LCD monitors and
automation systems for the corporate and residential markets since 1987, our
philosophy is to provide the AV and automation market with innovative and effective
solutions, which are affordable and accessible both from a technical and a financial
point of view. To illustrate this, we are currently launching a new range of LCD touch
panels for home and corporate automation systems. They include terminal and
software interfaces to drive RS 232, RS 485, infrared and EIB-KNX devices. This is the
only range, worldwide, that can drive EIB-KNX devices without external interfaces…
quite a revolution for the home and professional markets towards simplified
automation installation. As for LCD technology, in a few months we will be presenting
our new HDTV range destined to the professional market.”

COMPANY SALES STRUCTURE IN EMEA

Main products and accessories:

How it works:
Vity's European stock is at headquarters in France. They deliver products to all
distributors from the French base, in just a few days.

Video LCD professional panels, home
and corporate automation systems,
matrix switchers, distributors, twisted
pairs transmission.

EMEA Headquarters and number of sales offices:
Vity headquarters are in Brittany, France, with a network of distributors in all main
European countries. They have 2 distributors in some countries (1 for the residential
market, 1 for the corporate market).

EMEA sales contact: Pierre Cocheril
• E-mail: pcocheril@vity.com • Tel: +33 (0)2 97 89 20 02 (France)

Current distribution partners:
Western Europe and EU

Spain, Italy, Germany, Luxembourg,
Holland, Belgium, Switzerland,
Hungary, Greece, Cyprus, Ireland,
Norway, Sweden, Finland.
Information not available

CIS and Russia

Africa

Future partners needed:
Eastern countries

all

South Africa
Information not available

Middle East

Israel

Markets covered:
Residential / professional / commercial

Type of Partners:
SUPPORT STRUCTURE

AV home and corporate automation
distributors, dealers and integrators.

• Marketing and sales support: Vity have a sales engineer that can demonstrate products, explain system programming and
give advice, in a partner's country, on his site. They are also present at major international shows like ISE, to inform and
demonstrate new solutions every year.
• Technical support is essentially done by phone or e-mail. And they also have a software engineer who does programming
support in different countries. A hardware engineer takes care of resolving problems to do with hardware devices.
• Product training: Vity organises training sessions at headquarters when developing relationships with new partners, to show
work methods and transmit values. They also regularly do training sessions for existing partner networks, in their own
countries, to present new products and solutions.
• Financing support and payment terms: they are different and adapted to each case.

What makes working with Vity different?
“From a simple cable to the most complex automation system, we can provide a whole set of innovative and effective products
to give clients the best global solution for their AV projects.”
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WHO’S
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at ISE 2006

For the first time at ISE, Cleverdis presents the “Who’s Who” at the show. You will find this listing exceptionally
useful not only for finding the right people to talk to at the show, but also, when following-up after the event, as a
reminder of who the right people to speak to are within all the major players at ISE. More than just a simple
company listing, we give you the RIGHT contact to talk to in each company, along with their direct contact details.
You will no doubt find that if you keep this guide in the office, it will be used very regularly!

3TOUCH Ltd

ADEO GROUP SPA

www.3touch.com

www.adeoscreen.com

Name: Henk de Groot

Name: Paolo Pintor

Function: Director Worldwide Sales & Marketing

Function: International Sales Director

Division: Lecterns & Presentation management solutions

Division: Adeo Screen

E-mail: henk.degroot@3touch.com

E-mail: pintor@adeogroup.it

Tel: +351 906 444 000

Tel: +39 0461 248211

ALBRECHT ELEKTRONIK

ALCORN MCBRIDE

www.albrechtelektronik.com

www.alcorn.fr

Name: Peter Albrecht

Name: Henry Corrado

Function: CEO

Function: Director

Division: N/A

Division: Audio, Video & Show Control

E-mail: albrecht.elektronik@t-online.de

E-mail: henry@alcorn.fr

Tel: +49-9122-2821

Tel: +33 (0)1 60 43 65 95
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WHO’S WHO

ALTINEX Inc

ANALOG WAY

www.altinex.com

www.analogway.com

Name: Mark Grieco

Name: Paul Schoukroun

Function: Director of Sales

Function: VP Sales and Marketing

Division: N/A

Division: Sales and Marketing

E-mail: markg@altinex.com

E-mail: saleseuro@analogway.com

Tel: +1 714 990 2300

Tel: +33 1 64 47 14 14

APART-AUDIO
www.apart-audio.com

ARMOUR HOME
ELECTRONICS
www.armourhe.co.uk

Name: Kris Vermuyten

Name: Adrian Ickeringill

Function: Export Sales Manager

Function: Sales Manager

Division: Sales department

Division: Systemline Modular

E-mail: kris.v@audioprof.com

E-mail: sales@armourhe.co.uk

Tel: +32 (0)3448 01 60

Tel: +44 (0)1279 501111

AUDIO XL nv.

AUDIO-TECHNICA LTD

www.audioxl.be & www.audioxl.nl

www.audio-technica.com

Name: Gerry Fiévé

Name: Evangéline Pirot

Function: Sales Co-ordinator

Function: Area Marketing Manager & Manufacture Liaison

Division: Belgium

Division: Audio-Technica Europe

E-mail: info@audioxl.be

E-mail: epirot@audio-technica-europe.com

Tel: +32 (0)479.97.85.08 or +32 (0)11.23.23.55

Tel: +33.6.83.88.45.57

AVIALEC-ALBIRAL
www.albiral.com

B-TECH INTERNATIONAL LTD
www.b-tech-int.com

Name: Montse Romero

Name: Martin Bennett

Function: General Manager

Function: Managing Director

Division: N/A

Division: B-Tech International Ltd.

E-mail: mromero@albiral.com

E-mail: info@b-tech-int.com

Tel: +34 93 8502376

Tel: +44 (0)1689 848535
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WHO’S WHO

BARCO

BELDEN CDT EUROPE

www.barco.com

www.beldencdt.com

Name: Dirk Hendrickx
Function: Sales Director / Vice President Barco
Presentation and Simulation

Name: Werner Eich
Function: Marketing Manager

Division: Barco Presentation

Division: Electronics

E-mail: dirk.hendrickx@barco.com

E-mail: techsupport.venlo@beldencdt.com

Tel: +32 56 36 82 41

Tel: +31 (0)77 3878555

BMB CUSTOM A/V

BTX TECHNOLOGIES Inc.

www.bmb-custom-av.com

www.btx.com

Name: Michael Kwetters

Name: Greg Schwartz

Function: Sales Manager Custom A/V

Function: President

Division: Custom A/V

Division: N/A

E-mail: michael@bmb-custom-av.com

E-mail: info@btx.com

Tel: +31-416-315710

Tel: +1 914-592-1800

CABLETIME LIMITED

CAYIN TECHNOLOGY Co., Ltd.

www.cabletime.com

www.cayintech.com

Name: Paul Reeves Sales, Marketing Director

Name: Ravel Chi

Name: Mike Cuckow, Sales Manager - EMEA

Function: Sales Director

E-mail: sales@cabletime.com

Division: Sales Department

Tel: +44(0)1635 35111

E-mail: sales@cayintech.com
Tel: +886-2-25951005

CEDIA UK LTD

CINEAK

www.cedia.co.uk

www.cineak.com

Name: Wendy Griffiths

Name: Kevin Hellemans

Function: Operations Director

Function: General Manager

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: wendy@cedia.co.uk

E-mail: kevin@cineak.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1480 213744

Tel: +32 3 354 03 66
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WHO’S WHO
CSAV Europe BV / CHIEF MANUFACTURING
www.chiefmfg.com & www.sanus.com
Name: Paul Feenstra
Function: Vice President - CSAV Europe BV
E-mail: Paul.Feenstra@csavinc.com
Tel: +31 (0) 20 570 89 23
Biography: Paul Feenstra is the Netherlands-based Vice President of CSAV Europe B.V. and
has overall responsibility for the European, Middle East and African territory. He has a strong
general management background and experience in building pan-European business.
Other key contacts:
CSAV has many digital signage, hospitality, OEM and retail partnerships, offering proactive
product development and custom capabilities, plus complete training and marketing
support. When it comes to strategic partnerships, CSAV has the technology, manufacturing
capacity and expertise to get results.
Name : Mike Silva Function : Inside Sales & Customer Service Representative
Tel.: +31(0)20 570 89 23

A few words: “I find it extremely exciting and challenging to be a major player in a strong growth
market such as wall mounts for LCD, Plasma and Projectors. In a world where the traditional industries
of Consumer Electronics, Telecommunications, Information Technology and Media are converging into
the new digital world, there are a lot of opportunities to pursue. Our extensive experience and
continuous innovations at the end of the value chain of Televisions, Projectors and other flat panel
devices offers CSAV a unique industry position to partner with the global international players of today
or the new digital companies of tomorrow.”

CLARITY VISUAL SYSTEMS
www.clarityvisual.com

Company Profile:
Chief Manufacturing, an
industry leader in technology
mounting solutions, offers a
complete line of mounts, lifts
and accessories for flat panel
TVs and projectors. With more
than 27 years of proven product
and service excellence, Chief is
committed to responding to
industry needs in the professional, residential and office
markets. In 2005, Chief launched a new line of iC Mounting
Solutions for the retail market.
iC is a complete line of
mounting solutions for flat
panel TVs, and LCD and DLP
video projectors.
Sanus Systems designs and
builds fine AV furniture. Every
Sanus product is engineered to
enhance you’re AV system and
the surrounding décor. Today
Sanus offers over 300 different
models of wood, glass and
metal home theatre units, TV
stands, audio racks, wall
mounts and speaker supports to
match any AV system or
environment.

COMM-TEC

VERTRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
www.comm-tec.de

Name: Lisa Duckett

Name: Thomas Ruess

Function: Senior Director,
Worldwide Marketing Communications

Function: Director of Marketing

Division: N/A
E-mail: lduckett@clarityvisual.com
Tel: +1 (503) 570-0700

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES,
INC.
www.commspecial.com

Division: Marketing
E-mail: truess@comm-tec.de
Tel: +49 (0)7161 3000770

CONRAC GmbH
www.conrac.de

Name: Paul Seiden

Name: John Hunger

Function: Director of Sales

Function: Director

Division: International Sales

Division: Business Unit Professional Display Solutions

E-mail: info@commspecial.com

E-mail: marketing@conrac.de

Tel: 631-273-0404

Tel: +49 - 7934 / 101-0
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WHO’S WHO

CORVO TECHNOLOGY

CUE, a.s.

www.corvo.com

www.cuesystem.com

Name: Ronald Lutz

Name: Jaroslav Dibitanzl

Function: Director

Function: Company partner

Division: N/A

Division: Sales

E-mail: corvo@corvo.com

E-mail: jaroslav.dibitanzl@cue.cz

Tel: +33 1 47 59 50 05

Tel: +420 241 433 555

D-TOOLS, INC.

D'SAN CORPORATION

www.d-tools.com

www.dsan.com

Name: Seth D. Rubenstein

Name: Kelvin Swarth

Function: Director of Sales

Function: Sales

Division: Sales

Division: N/A

E-mail: sethr@d-tools.com

E-mail: info@dsan.com

Tel: +1 678.383.4141

Tel: +1 516 625-5608

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
www.da-lite.com

DAKTRONICS
www.daktronics.com

Name: Joshua Garner

Name: John Mette

Function: Director of International Sales

Function: Managing Director

Division: N/A

Division: Daktronics GmbH

E-mail: jgarner@da-lite.com

E-mail: jmette@daktronics.com

Tel: +1 574-267-8101

Tel: +49-6122-5342/0

DATATON
www.dataton.com

DIS

DANISH INTERPRETATION SYSTEMS A/S

www.dis.cc

Name: Fredrik Svahnberg

Name: Conni Vang Jensen

Function: Business Development Manager

Function: Marketing Manager

Division: Dataton Utvecklings AB

Division: Global Marketing

E-mail: info@dataton.se

E-mail: cvj@dis.cc

Tel: +46 13 102450

Tel: +45 33 85 40 40
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WHO’S WHO

DNP DENMARK

DRAPER INC

www.dnp.dk

www.draperinc.com

Name: Søren Busk

Name: Jim Aardappel

Function: Vice President, Sales & Marketing

Function: Export Manager

Division: Sales & Marketing

Division: Export Department

E-mail: sb@dnp.dk

E-mail: jaardappel@draperinc.com

Tel: +45 46 16 51 00

Tel: +1 765 987 7999, ext 560

DYMO BVBA

ELECTROSONIC

www.dymo.com

www.electrosonic.com

Name: Sofie Eyckerman

Name: Jamie Farmer

Function: Marketing

Function: Products Director

Division: Industrial / RhinoPRO

Division: Products

E-mail: sofie.eyckerman@dymo.com

E-mail: jamie.farmer@electrosonic-uk.com

Tel: + 32 3 760 34 56

Tel: +44.1322.222211

ELMO EUROPE GmbH

EQUIPE SIMULATION

www.elmoeurope.com

www.equipe-simulation.com

Name: Simone Müller

Name: Darren Maxted

Function: Marketing

Function: Business Development Manager

Division: Marketing

Division: Business Development

E-mail: marketing@elmo.de

E-mail: sales@equipe-simulation.com

Tel: +49 211 38647 16

Tel: +44 (0) 1903 723311

OTHER

ww.eyevis.de

KEY CONTACTS:

Name: Eric Hénique
Function: Director Marketing
and international sales
E-mail: marketing@eyevis.de
Tel: +49 7121/433030

Name: Michael Schuster
Function: CEO
Division: N/A
E-mail: mas@eyevis.de
Tel: +49 (0)7121 433030
72 I EMEA Distribution Channel Annual Sourcebook • 2006

Name: Heiko Schaich,
Function: CTO
E-mail: h.schaich@eyevis.de
Tel: +49 (0)7121 433030
Fax: +49 (0)7121 4330322

Company

Profile: Eyevis was created in
1995 by Michael Schuster and Heiko Schaich and
is specialized in the development, production
and sales of high-quality Large Screen Systems.
Besides rear-projection cubes based on the DLP
technology and graphic-controller to control
Large Screen Systems, eyevis also offers
intelligent wall management software to
administrate, control and manage Large Screen
Systems and all connected sources. For each
application, like command and control rooms,
information and communication, eyevis has the
right solution in the best image quality. After a
market presence of ten years eyevis has become
one of the leading manufacturers for Large Screen
Systems. eyevis operates through subsidiaries,
offices and dealers on a worldwide basis.
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WHO’S WHO

EXTRON ELECTRONICS

FUTURE AUTOMATION

www.extron.com

www.futureautomation.co.uk

Name: Jérôme Guéras

Name: Ollie French

Function: Director of Sales Europe

Function: Business Development Manager

Division: Sales

Division: N/A

E-mail: sales@extron.com

E-mail: ollie@futureautomation.co.uk

Tel: +800.3987.6673 (toll free) or +31.33.453.4040

Tel: +44 (0)1438 833577

GATOR INTERNATIONAL sa/nv
www.gatorint.com

GEFEN INC.
www.gefen.com

Name: Joël Van Vlasselaer

Name: Hagai Gefen

Function: Director

Function: President and CEO

Division: Operation - services

Division: US Headquarters

E-mail: jvv@gatorint.com

E-mail: gsinfo@gefen.com

Tel: +32 2 357 32 50

Tel: +1 (818) 884 6294

HALCRO

HITACHI EUROPE LTD

www.halcro.com

www.hitachidigitalmedia.com

Name: Joe Bayer

Name: Nick Rogers

Function: President

Function: European Product Manager-LCD Projectors

Division: Global

Division: Hitachi Digital Media Group

E-mail: admin@halcro.com

E-mail: nick.rogers@hitachi-eu.com

Tel: +1 61-8 8238 0807

Tel: +44 (0) 1628 585 821

HNNY BENELUX B.V.

ICM CORPORATION

www.hnny.nl

www.icmcorp.net

Name: Bas Hulsman

Name: Randy Holliday

Function: Product Manager

Function: President

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: info@hnny.nl

E-mail: randyholliday@icmcorp.net

Tel: +31 10 2860555

Tel: +1 303-288-8107
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WHO’S WHO
I-CHIPS TECHNOLOGY, INC. / DAITRON
www.i-chipstech.com

/

www.daitron.com

Name: Pierre Sicard

Company Profile:

Function: Product Manager

i-Chips Technology, Inc. designs and manufactures image processing semiconductors for digital
display systems. These highly-integrated devices
perform critical functions such as image scaling,
video de-interlacing and frame rate conversion.
They are found at the heart of Video Wall
controllers, Projectors, Broadcast Equipment and
LCD displays.

E-mail: psicard@daitron.com
Tel: 1 (408) 844-0530 ext. 101
Biography:
After his Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering at McGill University
in Montreal, Pierre joined Modular Vision Systems, a start-up company
at the cutting edge of technology in machine vision and robotics, where
he held several management positions over a period of 11 years. In
1999, he moved to Silicon Valley to join Jepico as Technical Support &
Marketing Manager. Since then, the Sales have increased by 5 times,
and he played a key role in the market penetration and visibility of iChips Technology, Inc. in North America and Europe. Now with
Daitron, Inc., he is the Manager of the i-Chips product line.

i-Chips is exclusively represented in North
America, Europe and Israel by Daitron, Inc.
Daitron, Inc. can offer dedicated engineering
support to the customers. A global company
with offices world-wide, Daitron focuses on
high-level engineering and manufactured solutions for the Visual and Industrial Automation
markets.
It specializes in the Sales of electronic components, active and passive components, electromechanical components, semiconductor process equipment and flat panel display process
equipment. More information on Daitron can
be found at www.daitron.com

ICOM –TECHNOLOGY BV

IKON AVS LTD

www.icom-technology.com

www.ikonavs.com

Name: F.A.M.Pex

Name: David G. Tyas

Function: Managing-Director

Function: Director

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: info@icom-technology.com

E-mail: davet@ikonavs.com

Tel: +31-168-325552

Tel: +44 (0)1299 250991

iLIGHT

IMERGE LTD

www.ilight.co.uk

www.imerge.co.uk

Name: Peter van der Kolk

Name: Chris Janes

Function: Business Development Manager - Europe

Function: Brand Manager

Division: Sales

Division: Imerge

E-mail: sales@ilight.co.uk

E-mail: cjanes@imerge.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1892 870072

Tel: +44 (0)7733 365898
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WHO’S WHO
INTEGRATED CIRCLES LTD.

INTERSPACE INDUSTRIES

www.integrated-circles.com

www.interspaceind.com

Name: Paul Nolan

Name: Dave Humphrys

Function: N/A

Function: Managing Director

Division: N/A

Division: Manufacturing

E-mail: info@integrated-circles.com

E-mail: dave@hiveindustries.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 8874 6666

Tel: +44 870 770 8088

JAMO INTERNATIONAL APS
www.jamo.com t

JOBETRADE
www.jobetrade.be

Name: Søren Larsen

Name: Michaël Bingé

Function: Product Manager

Function: Managing Partner

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: sla@jamo.com

E-mail: michael@jobetrade.be

Tel: 0045 99767692

Tel: 0032 9 3808180

KALEIDESCAPE, INC.
www.kaleidescape.com

K.M.E.

KLINGENTHALER MUSIKELEKTRONIK GMBH

www.kme-sound.com

Name: Cheena Srinivasan

Name: Kerst Glass

Function: Founder & COO

Function: Sales Director

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: cheena@Kaleidescape.com

E-mail: sales@kme-sound.com

Tel: +1-650-625-6111

Tel: +49 37467 558-0

KOMTECH GmbH
www.komtech.de

LANETCO INTERNATIONAL
www.lanetco.com/

Name: Wolfgang Maurer

Name: Stéphane Guidetti

Function: Sales Manager

Function: Sales Manager

Division: Sales

Division: N/A

E-mail: wolfgang.maurer@komtech.de

E-mail: sales@lanetco.com

Tel: +49 (0) 6031-7947-0

Tel: +33.(0)4.50.31.90.16
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WHO’S WHO

LANG AG
www.lang-ag.com

LIGHTING & SOUND
INTERNATIONAL
www.lsionline.co.uk

Name: Paul Detlef Lang

Name: Lee Baldock

Function: CEO

Function: Editor

Division: N/A

Division: PLASA Media Ltd

E-mail: info@lang-ag.com

E-mail: news@plasa.org

Tel: +49-2266-4764-0

Tel: +44 1323 418400

LIGHTWARE VISUAL
ENGINEERING LTD.
www.lightware.hu

LUMENS DIGITAL
OPTICS INC.
www.lumens.com.tw

Name: Gergely Vida

Name: Jeffrey Wen

Function: Managing Director, Chief Engineer

Function: President

Division: Developement

Division: N/A

E-mail: gergely.vida@lightware.hu

E-mail: jeffrey.wen@lumens.com.tw

Tel: +361 889-6177

Tel: +886-3-554-4466

LUTRON LIGHTING
CONTROLS

MARANTZ EUROPE B.V.
www.marantz.com

www.lutron.com

Name: Frank Hess

Name: Stefan Kluijtmans

Function: Sales Manager

Function: Business Development Manager

Division: Lutron, Benelux

Division: Business Development

E-mail: fhess@lutron.com

E-mail: N/A

Tel: GSM 31- 6 - 460 71 81 7 or GSM 49-173-936 1170

Tel: +31-40-2507844

MARTIN AUDIO LTD

MASTERDAMUS

www.martin-audio.com

www.masterdamus.com

Name: Simon Bull

Name: Mark Fireman

Function: National Sales Manager

Function: Sales and Marketing

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: info@martin-audio.com

E-mail: sales@masterdamus.com

Tel: +44 (0)1494 535312

Tel: +972543084841
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WHO’S WHO

MAGENTA RESEARCH
www.magenta-research.com
Name: Randall M. Young
Function: Director, Marketing & Business Development
Corporate Headquarters, New Milford, CT, USA

E-mail: ryoung@magenta-research.com
Tel: +1 (860) 210-0546, extension 105
Biography: Randy Young has been Director of Marketing & Business Development at
Magenta Research since 2003. Prior to this he was involved with industrial marketing of equipment for DVD metallisation, computer chip manufacturing, and automotive component
metrology. Randy won the 1986 SEMI Merit Award for co-authoring the semiconductor industry reliability standard and has a Bachelor of Science degree in Metallurgical Engineering from
the University of Cincinnati, and an MBA in Marketing from the University of Connecticut.
Other key contacts:
Len Pond, Marketing Manager - Email: lpond@magenta-research.com
Tel.: 1-860-210-0546 extension 103 - Fax: 1-860-210-1758
Mike Almasy, Director of Sales - Email: malmasy@magenta-research.com
Tel : 1-732-526-7023
Keith Mortensen, President and CEO - Email: keith.mortensen@magenta-research.com
Tel : 1-860-210-0546 extension 107

Company Profile:
Magenta Research is the
undisputed leader in the
adaptive
distribution
of
audio/visual/ serial signals over
Cat5 cable. Over eight years,
Magenta has developed the
highest-performance,
most
flexible
video-over-Cat5
product line, the MultiView
Series. The company utilises
proprietary RepliSync™ and
complex, state-variable signal
EQ technologies to enable
UXGA video distribution at
1,500 feet (457m) and QXGA
video at 1,000 ft. (305m).
MultiView Series transmitters,
receivers,
switchers
and
distributive systems have been
installed in a large variety of
A/V applications, especially
dynamic signage. Magenta has
also introduced the Mondo
Matrix, the first multimedia
Cat5 matrix switcher that can
be scaled from 16x16 to
256x256.

A few words: “This is an exciting time to be in the dynamic signage business. It has been estimated that in 2006, 26,000 firms will use "narrowcast" systems, over 92,000 sites and 387,000 displays. The market just for retail applications is forecasted to continue to grow at an annual
rate of 30% through 2009. Magenta’s growth over the past two years has exceeded this rate, necessitating new headquarters. In the United
States and other markets, Magenta’s MultiView Series has the record and reputation as the leader in video, audio and serial signal distribution
over cost-effective Cat5-type unshielded twisted pair cable.”

MEDIALON

E-MEDIAVISION.COM

www.medialon.com

www.e-mediavision.com

Name: Benjamin Saint Girons

Name: Kash Acharya

Function: Sales Manager

Function: Managing Director

Division: Sales

Division: Sales

E-mail: bsg@medialon.com

E-mail: kash@e-mediavision.com

Tel: +33 1 46 55 97 96

Tel: +44(0)20 8755 2014

MEETING SUPPORT
INSTITUTE
www.meetingsupport.org

NTI AG
www.nt-instruments.com

Name: Maarten Vanneste

Name: Isabella Niffeler

Function: Founder

Function: Marketing Assistant

Division: meeting industry

Division: N/A

E-mail: info@abbit.be

E-mail: i.niffeler@nt-instruments.com

Tel: +32 14 44 88 33

Tel: +423 239 60 60
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WHO’S WHO

NUVO TECHNOLOGIES

ODECO GROUP

www.nuvotechnologies.com

www.odeco.com

Name: Vicki Theiss

Name: Véronique Grang

Function: Manager of International Markets

Function: Marketing Manager

Division: N/A

Division: Marketing

E-mail: vtheiss@nuvotechnologies.com

E-mail: veroniquegrang@odeco.com

Tel: +1 866.796.4904

Tel: +(34) 93.341.21.00

ORAY
www.oray.fr

PANASONIC
MARKETING EUROPE
www.panasonic.com

Name: Alexis Theve

Name: Christian Sokcevic

Function: Export Manager

Function: Sales Product Manager

Division: N/A

Division: Profesional Presentation

E-mail: alexis.theve@oray.fr

E-mail: christian.sokcevic@eu.panasonic.com

Tel: +34 670 731 747

Tel: +49 611 235 440

PANPHONICS LTD

PARADIGM AV LTD

www.panphonics.fi

www.rearpro.com

Name: Kari Mettala

Name: Greg Jeffreys

Function: CEO

Function: Managing Director

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: kari.mettala@panphonics.fi

E-mail: greg@rearpro.com

Tel: +358-9-8193 8560

Tel: +44 (0)1234 843388

PERCON
www.percon.es

PHILIPS INNOVATIVE
APPLICATIONS NV
www.pronto.philips.com

Name: Jennifer Teixido

Name: Marc Harmsen

Function: Export Manager

Function: Business Manager Europe

Division: Export Department

Division: Home Control

E-mail: export@percon.es

E-mail: marc.harmsen@philips.com

Tel: +34 93 451 78 30

Tel: +32 16 394 999
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PHILIPS VIDIWALL

PRO DISPLAY™ LTD

www.philips.com/vidiwall

www.prodisplay.co.uk

Name: Ad van Kaathoven

Name: Paul Beswick

Function: Sales Manager

Function: MD

Division: Sales & Marketing

Division: Pro Display ™ limited United Kingdom

E-mail: ad.van.kaathoven@philips.com

E-mail: paulb@prodisplay.co.uk

Tel: +31 (0)499 361 164

Tel: +44 8707668438

RAKO CONTROLS LTD

RDL EUROPE BV

www.rakocontrols.com

www.rdlnet.com

Name: David Andrewartha

Name: Jan van de Riet

Function: Sales Director

Function: European Sales Manager

Division: N/A

Division: European Sales

E-mail: sales@rakocontrols.com

E-mail: janvdr@rdlnet.com

Tel: 0870 043 3905

Tel: +31.6.2958.0340

REMACO TECHNOLOGIES
PTE LTD
www.remacotech.com

RONEXUS SERVICES LTD.
www.ronexus.com

Name: SK Chow

Name: Christine Grathwol

Function: Export Manager

Function: AV Services Marketing

Division: N/A

Division: Multimedia and Broadcast Services

E-mail: N/A

E-mail: christine.grathwol@roche.com

Tel: +65 6366 9266

Tel: +41-61-6885264

RUNCO INTERNATIONAL

RUSSOUND

www.runco.com

www.russound.com

Name: Rick Bergamaschi

Name: George Gavutis

Function: General Manager

Function: European Sales Manager

Division: N/A

Division: International

E-mail: rickb@runco.com

E-mail: georgeg@russound.com

Tel: + 1 510-324-7777

Tel: +1 603 659 5170
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SANYO BENELUX
SANEL NV
www.sanyo.be

SCREEN INNOVATIONS
www.ScreenInnovations.com

www.sanyo.nl

Name: Erwin Gyssels

Name: John D. McCumber

Function: Sales Manager Multimedia

Function: CEO

Division: Multimedia

Division: N/A

E-mail: erwin.gyssels@sanyo.be

E-mail: john@screeninnovations.com

Tel: +32 (0)3 451 21 56

Tel: + 1 512-832-6939

SCREEN LINE SRL

SCREEN RESEARCH

www.screenline.it

www.screenresearch.com

Name: Danilo Endrici

Name: Yves Trélohan

Function: General Manager

Function: Founder and CEO

Division: Sales

Division: N/A

E-mail: screenl@screenline.it

E-mail: yves.trelohan@screenresearch.com

Tel: +39-0464-830015

Tel: +33 (2) 40 77 87 89

SMART-E UK LTD

SONY

www.smart-e.co.uk

www.sonybiz.net

Name: Jon Lane

Name: Ian Collis

Function: Managing Director

Function: VP Marketing

Division: N/A

Division: Professional Solutions Europe

E-mail: jonlane@smart-e.co.uk

E-mail: ian.collis@eu.sony.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1483 283365

Tel: +44 (0)1256 483312

SPATZ

SPEAKERCRAFT, INC.

www.spatz-tech.de

www.speakercraft.com

Name: Uwe Sperling

Name: Gary Vlaeminck

Function: President

Function: International Sales Manager

Division: N/A

Division: EMEA

E-mail: spatz@spatz-tech.de

E-mail: gvlaeminck@speakercraft.com

Tel: +49-7335-921400

Tel: +1-610-570-5433
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STEREOSTONE INC.

SYSTEM-AV

www.stereostone.com

www.system-av.com

Name: Alan Rottner

Name: Richard Osborn

Function: VP International Sales

Function: Managing Director

Division: N/A

Division: N/A

E-mail: alan@stereostone.com

E-mail: richard@albion-manufacturing.com

Tel: 001 951 244 9409

Tel: +44 (0) 1767 692313

TecnoVISION S.p.A.

TELEVIC

www.tecnovision.it

www.televic.com

Name: Alessandro Rosci

Name: Jeroen Geldhof

Function: Marketing & P.R.

Function: Sales & Marketing Manager

Division: Marketing

Division: Conference & Audio Systems

E-mail: marketing@tecnovision.it

E-mail: sales@televic.com

Tel: 333/1926504

Tel: +32 51 30 30 45

TV One

VADDIO

www.tvone.co.uk

www.vaddio.com

Name: Steven Mattingly

Name: Rob Sheeley

Function: Director & General Manager

Function: President

Division: Europe

Division: Vaddio

E-mail: steven.mattingly@tvone.com

E-mail: rsheeley@vaddio.com

Tel: +44 (0)1843 873311

Tel: +1.763.537.3601

VANTAGE EMEA

VIDIKRON

www.vantage-emea.com

www.vidikron.com

Name: Jacqueline Van Reeth

Name: Jim McGall

Function: Marketing Manager

Function: Vice President Sales and Marketing

Division: Marketing

Division: N/A

E-mail: jacquelinev@vantage-emea.com

E-mail: jimm@vidikron.com

Tel: +32 3 773 31 06

Tel: + 1 510-324-7777
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VITY TECHNOLOGY

VOGELS

www.vity.com

www.vogels.com

Name: Mikaël Fauconnier

Name: Wim Arts

Function: Marketing Manager

Function: Marketing Manager

Division: Sales and Marketing

Division: Professional

E-mail: info@vity.com

E-mail: professional@vogels.com

Tel: + 33 (0)2 97 89 20 02

Tel: +31 40 2647400

VSV BELGIË NV

VUTEC CORPORATION

www.vsvint.be

www.vutec.com

Name: Filip Cogghe

Name: Melba Proctor

Function: Business Unit Manager

Function: International Sales Manager

Division: Management

Division: N/A

E-mail: filip.cogghe@vsvint.be

E-mail: mproctor@vutec.com

Tel: +32(0)475/76.41.68

Tel: 954-545-9000

WILSON & GILKES PTY LTD

WOLFVISION GmbH

www.lectrum.com.au

www.wolfvision.com

Name: Malcolm Sargent

Name: Martin Wolf

Function: Product Manager

Function: General Manager

Division: Lectrum

Division: Professional Solutions Europe

E-mail: lectrum@tpg.com.au

E-mail: wolfvision@wolfvision.com

Tel: +61 2 9914 0900

Tel: +43 5523 52250

YCD MULTIMEDIA LTD.
www.ycd.net

ZANDAR TECHNOLOGIES
www.zandar.com

Name: Dani Zeevi

Name: Lorraine Whelan

Function: CTO

Function: International Sales Director

Division: Music & Video Management

Division: Sales

E-mail: dani@ycd.net

E-mail: lwhelan@zandar.com

Tel: +972 9 9570123

Tel: +353 (0)1 293 8966
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